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ABSTRACT

Lauretta Vinciarelli in Context: Transatlantic Dialogues in Architecture, Art, Pedagogy, and
Theory, 1968-2007
by
Rebecca Siefert
Advisor: Mona Hadler
This dissertation centers on the interdisciplinary work of Italian-born artist, architect,
teacher, and theorist Lauretta Vinciarelli (1943-2011), a key yet relatively unknown figure who
occupies a historic place in the 1970s revival of architectural drawings, Columbia University’s
housing studio, Peter Eisenman’s influential Institute of Architecture and Urban Studies (IAUS)
in New York, and architectonic trends in contemporary painting. She was the first woman to
have drawings acquired by the Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA, in 1974), she was among the first women to teach architecture studio courses at
Columbia University (hired in 1978), and she was the first and only woman granted a solo
exhibition at the IAUS (in 1978). She also collaborated on architectural projects with Minimalist
artist Donald Judd from the late 1970s to the late 1980s, and had a significant influence on his
furniture design and printmaking as well. I consider the totality of Vinciarelli’s architectural and
artistic output, asserting her impact on each discipline and situating her work in relation to
postwar Italian Marxism and feminism.
By arguing for her impact within these various contexts – the 1970s architectural
drawings revival, theory and pedagogy in the 1970s and 1980s, her collaborations with Judd, and
art world trends around the new millennium – I aim to problematize the historiography of each
topic. In the process, I present a reevaluation of the Italian influence and the role of women at the

v
IAUS and in Columbia's housing studio, of Minimalism’s relationship to architecture, design,
and collaboration, and of the metamorphosis of architectural drawings as an art form with sociopolitical implications. Vinciarelli’s work illuminates a plethora of issues that are central today,
from the ideological and social dimensions of architecture to transatlantic connections, feminism
and artistic collaboration, and pedagogy and practice.
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Introduction

Lauretta Vinciarelli (1943-2011), an Italian-born artist, architect, teacher, and theorist,
inhabited a world of “firsts”: she was the first woman to have drawings acquired by the
Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA, in 1974);1 she
was among the first women to teach architecture studio courses at Columbia University (hired in
1978); and she was the first and only woman granted a solo exhibition at Peter Eisenman’s
influential Institute of Architecture and Urban Studies (IAUS) in New York. Raised in central
Italy and educated in Rome during the tumultuous 1960s, Vinciarelli brought her socio-political
consciousness to bear on her artistic practice in New York, where she relocated in 1969. By
1976, she and Minimalist artist Donald Judd had become a romantic and professional pair,
collaborating for over ten years on architecture, furniture design, and printmaking. She was
acclaimed as “one of the leading architects of her generation,” exemplary of the sea changes that
started to sweep through the discipline of architecture beginning in the late 1960s.2 Today,
however, she is relatively unknown, remembered almost exclusively for the luminous watercolor
paintings she created from 1986 until 2007. This dissertation considers the totality of
Vinciarelli’s architectural and artistic output, theory, and teaching, asserting her formative and
1

Matilda McQuaid and Terence Riley, ed., Envisioning Architecture: Drawings from the
Museum of Modern Art (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2002), 37, n36. Lilly Reich
also had work acquired that year, including a lacquered screen. It was not until 1994 that Reich’s
drawings were researched and catalogued by Matilda McQuaid and Pierre Adler. Charlotte
Perriand had furniture acquired by MoMA as early as 1934, but that work was jointly attributed
to Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret. Information retrieved from MoMA’s online collections,
https://www.moma.org/collection/ (accessed July 21, 2017) and Terry Riley, “Preface,” in
Matilda McQuaid and Magdalena Droste, Lilly Reich: Designer and Architect (New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1996), 7.
2

Martin Filler, “Harbingers: Ten Architects,” Art in America (Summer 1981): 122.
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groundbreaking role in each discipline. Vinciarelli’s work illuminates a plethora of issues that
are central today, from politics and social issues to transatlantic connections, feminism and
artistic collaboration, pedagogy and practice.
Vinciarelli’s early drawings aligned with and occupied a historic place in the resurgence
of architectural drawing as an art form in the 1970s and 1980s, which was fostered by the
MoMA and the Max Protetch Gallery in New York in particular. Her drawings of the early to
mid-1970s include the aforementioned series purchased by the MoMA – architectonic, gridbased, abstract serial works in tempera on board. The trend of exhibiting architectural drawings
as art (including “paper architecture,” visionary projects not intended to be built), coincided with
a widespread theoretical turn in the architectural discourse; in the United States, this was likely a
consequence of the economic recession of the mid- to late 1970s and lack of opportunities to
build. In postwar Europe, drawing was revived as a way to think of architecture as a mechanism
for change; the act of drawing was thus a pointed statement for Vinciarelli. Like many of her
colleagues, she was deeply dissatisfied with the hubris and ultimate shortcomings of high
modernist planning, which had reached a tipping point by the late 1960s. She believed that artists
and theorists needed to direct the discourse to counter the corrupting forces of developers and
corporate practice. Emphasizing history, theory, and drawing were some of the ways to move
architecture – and society – forward.
Marxist thought certainly pervaded architectural theory during her time at the Università
di Roma La Sapienza (henceforth referred to as “La Sapienza”) in Rome, and Vinciarelli’s
critique of market capitalism and materialism is key to understanding her work.3 Although not as

3

Marta Gutman, in conversation with the author, New York, NY, January 3, 2018.
Gutman, who was Vinciarelli’s student and later colleague at Columbia University (as well as
her long-time friend), served as one of my dissertation readers. Her recollections have been an
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outspoken about her politics as some of her more militant Italian peers (such as her La Sapienza
classmate and longtime friend Alessandra Latour, who downplayed Vinciarelli’s Marxism in
comparison to her own), it is important to bear in mind.4 In Italy, Marxists were not dogged by
the same postwar McCarthyism as intellectuals in the United States. Moreover, the Italian
workers’ movement, which was allied with the Italian Communist Party (PCI), the student
movement, and the feminist movement, lasted from the early 1960s to the late 1970s, much
longer than in France or the United States.5 Intellectual Marxism would also have a significant
impact on architectural circles in New York, thanks in no small part to the IAUS.
In 1981, Vinciarelli, along with colleagues Bernard Tschumi, Joan Ockman, and Mary
McLeod, among others, organized at the IAUS to form the “ReVisions” study group, which
continued until 1986, two years after the Institute itself closed. Members of ReVisions read and
discussed writings by Manfredo Tafuri, Galvano Della Volpe, and other, primarily Italian,
Marxist theorists, and organized programs and publications on architecture and ideology. The
history of ReVisions and Vinciarelli’s impact on its direction merits closer study, for it is integral
to the history of the IAUS as well as Columbia University and sheds light on Vinciarelli’s work
at the time, understood as part of the broader theoretical turn in architecture.
Another important topic of discussion stemmed from the concurrent turn to history and
centered on typology, or the classification of building types based on shared fundamental,

invaluable source of information about certain aspects of Vinciarelli’s work; however, her
memories must be considered with her personal connections to Vinciarelli in mind.
4
5

Alessandra Latour, interview with author by phone, October 30, 2016.

For more on Italian Marxism in the 1960s and 1970s, see Radical Thought in Italy: A
Potential Politics, edited by Paolo Virno and Michael Hardt (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1996), and Steve Wright’s Storming Heaven: Class Composition and Struggle
in Italian Autonomist Marxism (London: Pluto Press, 2017).
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unchanging architectural characteristics, which had widespread appeal in the 1970s and early
1980s.6 For certain architects at that time (such as Peter Eisenman), such investigations stressed
the autonomy of architecture, but for Vinciarelli and her Columbia colleagues who were
concerned with public housing, connecting a building type to its site and function put social,
urban, and physical concerns on equal footing. Vinciarelli’s belief in the persistence of certain
building “types” over time was a hallmark of this Enlightenment era thinking, based on
Quatremère de Quincy’s Dictionaire historique d’architecture. The Enlightenment-era
classification of types found renewed interest in mid- to late-twentieth century architecture in
Europe – Italy in particular – and the United States.7 French architects of the Enlightenment such
as Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand and Claude Nicolas Ledoux used type instrumentally, as a
symbolic representation of social and political relations and as standard.8 Now intertwined with
structuralist theory, typology in the postmodern era provided a system in which architectural
forms could be generated from preexisting types that carried with them not only a long history,
but also the ability to convey meaning through that history.9
Accordingly, one aim of this dissertation is to evaluate the extent to which typology, as
understood by Vinciarelli and her colleagues, came to have a historical, social, and political
dimension. In addition to being among the first women on the architecture faculty at Columbia,
6
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Vinciarelli had an essential role in the development and application of the typological approach
in the housing studio in the late 1970s, in part adapted from contemporary Italian theories of
figures like Aldo Rossi, as well as figures lesser known in the United States such as Saverio
Muratori and Ludovico Quaroni. As a student of architecture in Rome during the late 1960s,
Vinciarelli knew this approach well, and her insight was integral to the intellectual structure of
the housing studio.
The typological approach aligned with Vinciarelli’s drawing practice at the time, which
used serial variations on a “type” to search for solutions to particular architectural problems – a
form of “drawing as research” that she incorporated into her teaching, as I discuss in the third
chapter. She has also acknowledged that her research on the courtyard type correlated with her
projects in Marfa, Texas, where she lived with Donald Judd starting in 1978.10 From the late1970s to 1987 they collaborated on what became known as his most renowned architectural
projects, including interventions in Marfa, a small town that has since evolved into a veritable art
world pilgrimage site. Scholars celebrated Judd’s turn to architecture in the late 1970s as the sign
of a “fresh impulse” in his work.11 I will explain how Vinciarelli, the only professional architect
in the pair, played a galvanizing role in this transformational work. Just as Le Corbusier relied on
Charlotte Perriand and Mies van der Rohe on Lilly Reich for some of their best-known furniture
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and interior designs,12 collaborations uncovered only in the past few decades, I argue that Donald
Judd relied on Vinciarelli in a manner that has similarly gone unrecognized until now.13
Her designs for Marfa and architectural renderings in colored pencil produced for
architectural competitions and commissions proved not only her incredible drafting skill, they
also showed the importance she placed on collaboration. Working with colleagues, students, and
former students from Columbia University in the late 1970s and throughout the mid-1980s, she
led projects in Italy (San Leucio and Palmanova), and participated in a group show reimagining
the 1922 Chicago Tribune Tower competition. In each case, Vinciarelli’s academic architectural
training and craft played a crucial role in the direction and execution of these meticulous
drawings. Referencing a range of traditions in architectural drawings from Enlightenment-era
investigations of type to fantastical visions by Italian contemporaries like Massimo Scolari, she
used drawing as a tool of research, exposition, pedagogy, and theory.
During this time (from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s) Vinciarelli’s choice of medium
also changed significantly. Her grid-based drawings created from c. 1973-75 (discussed in the
first chapter), for example, were created using tempera on board, but the paint was applied in a
calculated, almost mechanical manner with a Kern ruling pen instead of a brush. For a number of
12
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her early architectural drawings, she used ink on Mylar. A common surface used in architectural
drafting, Mylar is essentially a polyester film; in other words, it is non-porous and does not yield
to applied pressure. In her architectural proposals made from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s,
such as the drawings for Marfa, she used ink and Prismacolor colored pencils on Mylar and
vellum, polishing the surface with a cotton ball to ensure a smooth finish and remove the hand of
the artist.14 During this time she transitioned from using Mylar, a resistant and impermeable
surface, to vellum, which has tooth; she also began using Derwent colored pencils, which were
more commonly associated with fine art, and she allowed the texture of the vellum to show.
Moreover, she abandoned the axonometric projection (a schematic view in which an object is
rotated around on or more axes to show multiple sides all at once) in favor of perspective
drawing. These seemingly minor or innocuous changes were in fact significant steps towards her
watercolors, which would represent for her an opposition between “hard” and “soft” mediums.15
Although she retained the calculated and precise execution of her earlier work, this was
nevertheless an evolution not just from “hard” to “soft” but from “architecture” to “art.”
Early examples of her watercolors (from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s) are
autobiographical, drawing on memories of the landscapes of central Italy, New York, and
Southwest Texas. These early watercolors were composed in striking linear perspective and
often placed the viewer within, or as if peering into, a central architectural space that is
simultaneously open and enclosed, an allusion to the courtyards that dominated her previous
research and drawings. By the late 1990s, she created increasingly abstract spaces filled with
saturated color and light. One series in this later style, the Orange Sound series, was purchased
14
15
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by the MoMA in 1999 and her Luminous Void series was featured in the 2002 Whitney Biennial.
Aside from a few minor articles on her architecture in the 1980s,16 the first substantial
consideration of her work was Not Architecture But Evidence That it Exists;17 however, this
publication only engages a selection of Vinciarelli’s watercolors from the late 1980s to the late
1990s and the catalogue essays, though beautifully written by leading scholars who also
happened to know her personally, tend more towards poetic evocations rather than rigorous
studies. The most complete writing is the second monograph on her watercolors, Clear Light:
The Architecture of Lauretta Vinciarelli, published in 2015.18 This publication includes early
colored pencil drawings made in Marfa, a wider range of her watercolors, color studies and
sketches, as well as several insightful essays from scholars who knew her well. This presents an
academic quandary: Vinciarelli was so beloved that those who knew her tend to wax sentimental
rather than examine her work critically. Both publications omitted her architectural output, her
drawings of the 1970s, and fall short of adequately positioning her watercolors in the context of
her work in theory and pedagogy. With the advantage of an outsider’s perspective, I intend to
construct a more objective, thorough, and contextualized account of Vinciarelli’s entire oeuvre.
Besides those few catalogues on her watercolors, there is little written by – or about –
Vinciarelli. This dissertation thus engages and builds upon several different sets of existing
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literature. The architectural historians Dennis Doordan, Diane Ghirardo, Richard Etlin,
Michelangelo Sabatino, and others have constructed histories of modern and contemporary
Italian architecture and its relation to vernacular traditions, fascism, and different strains of
modernism and postmodernism.19 Joan Ockman, a leading historian of twentieth-century
architectural theory, has examined the Venice School of theorists involved at Università IUAV di
Venezia and intersections with New York thinkers;20 Manfredo Tafuri has especially loomed
large in assessments of contemporary architecture.21 Other scholars have focused on architectural
collectives like Superstudio and Archizoom, who emerged out of Florence, or the architecture of
Aldo Rossi, who taught at Milan’s Politecnico and IUAV.22 I reconsider the dialogue between
Rome and New York in particular, offering new perspectives on mid- to late twentieth-century
Italian architecture and introduce actors who are lacking in the broader scholarship. Figures such
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as Ludovico Quaroni and Saverio Muratori, or radical groups like G.R.A.U. (Gruppo Romano
Architetti ed Urbanisti), who came out of La Sapienza University and are virtually unknown in
the United States, I argue that they had an indirect impact on architecture pedagogy and theory in
New York. With the absence of English-language publications on these figures (beyond brief
mentions or references in footnotes), there has been limited access to their work outside of Italy.
The influence of these Italian figures is furthermore entangled in the history of paper
architecture. Exhibitions at MoMA, such as a 2002 showcase of their holdings in architectural
drawings, and a 2003 exhibit of visionary drawings from the Howard Gilman Collection, have
given context for, and addressed the aesthetic and theoretical implications of, the revival of
architectural drawings from the 1960s-1980s.23
The Judd literature is vast, but of particular relevance to my study are the publications on
Judd’s architecture, furniture design, and printmaking: Donald Judd, Architektur (1989), a
compilation of Donald Judd’s writings edited with Marianne Stockebrand;24 Donald Judd:
Architecture, edited by Peter Noever (2003);25 Donald Judd: Architecture in Marfa (2007),
edited by Urs Peter Flückiger;26 the 2011 exhibition catalogue Donald Judd: A Good Chair is a
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Good Chair, with essays by Alex Coles and Donald Judd;27 Nina Murayama’s 2009 dissertation,
“Donald Judd’s Furniture, From Do-It-Yourself to the Art of Lifestyle”28; and Donald Judd:
Prints and Works in Editions, A Catalogue Raisonné (1993), edited by Jörg Schellmann and
Mariette Josephus Jitta.29 The most recent compilation of his writings, Donald Judd Writings,
edited by Judd’s son Flavin and Judd Foundation archivist Caitlin Murray, is a comprehensive
compendium that includes revelatory journal entries.30 Although Judd mentioned Vinciarelli only
in passing, his journals indicate that a relationship lasted between them until at least late 1987.
I take these Judd scholars to task for their complicity in constructing the Judd narrative
without Vinciarelli’s contributions, building on the groundbreaking scholarship of art historian
Anna Chave on Minimalism and her discussions of the relationship to gender, reception, and
power,31 as well as assessments of collaborations between romantic and professional partners.32
The history of women in collaborative partnerships requires an understanding of the blatant and
pervasive sexism in architectural practice, in the workplace, and in higher education. For
decades, Denise Scott Brown has been outspoken about the tremendous discrimination she has
27
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experienced as the wife and professional partner of Robert Venturi. In her pioneering essay of
1989 (based on a 1973 lecture), “Room at the Top? Sexism and the Star System in Architecture,”
Scott Brown noted that “the star system, which is unfair to many architects, is doubly hard on
women in a sexist environment, and that, at the upper levels of the profession, the female
architect who works with her husband will be submerged in his reputation.”33 I will assess
Vinciarelli’s contributions and erasure from this system deeply entrenched in sexism to address
questions of agency and attribution, issues germane to the role of women at the Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies as well.
There are surprisingly few published pieces on the IAUS, and the majority of those
sources are personal accounts. Former IAUS librarian Suzanne Frank, for instance, published a
memoir in 2010 that includes vital primary source material – posters, interviews, and information
on ReVisions, which has proven useful for my purposes.34 Kim Förster’s 2011 Ph.D.
dissertation, “The Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, New York (1967-1985): ein
kulturelles Projekt in der Architektur,”35 provides a more scholarly view of the IAUS, but is
currently available only in German. These publications lack an in-depth analysis of the
contributions made by women, and downplay or ignore entirely Vinciarelli’s significant
participation in ReVisions and in the history of exhibitions at the IAUS. Through new interviews
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and archival research, I present a more balanced view of the Institute and assess the issues of
sexism and feminism that have been thus far insufficiently addressed.
Given the broad lack of scholarship on Vinciarelli and the monographic (and at times
biographical) nature of this dissertation, much of my research has depended on primary source
material. This included accessing Vinciarelli’s archive of artworks (including completed
watercolors, color studies, sketches, and photographs that she took in Marfa and Italy) and
personal papers (including interviews, correspondence with galleries and the Judd Foundation,
and essays in various states of completion), which was kept in her former loft on Greene Street
and managed by her widower, Peter Rowe. I also conducted archival research at the Judd
Foundation in Marfa, where a number of her original architectural drawings for projects related
to Marfa reside. My research methods included a significant number of interviews, as well, with
Vinciarelli’s colleagues, former students, and friends in New York and Rome. The reliance on
interviews in particular, which are contingent upon the interviewee’s subjective memory, has
complicated my project. I have done my best to use any information gleaned from subjective
sources with as much academic distance as possible, fully aware of the challenges that using
Vinciarelli’s own words, or the recollections of those close to her, could present.
Through this multi-faceted approach, my dissertation moves well beyond Vinciarelli’s
watercolors, taking an interdisciplinary approach to offer an entirely new appraisal of not only
her career, but of the art and architectural scene in New York during this period; of the revival of
architectural drawing as tied to contemporaneous theoretical, pedagogical, political, and
commercial aims; of the importance of ReVisions at the IAUS and beyond; of the slow inclusion
of women into architectural institutions; and of creative collaborations, especially between
couples. Moreover, I highlight the connections to the context of postwar Italian architecture and
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design, including the influential figures of the Roman School who are less familiar to audiences
in the United States. In these ways, my project contributes to a more nuanced historiography of
contemporary art and architecture. In order to understand the origins and development of her
work, it is important to begin by looking at her upbringing and education in Italy.

Early Years in Rome and Gradoli
Lauretta Vinciarelli was born on August 2, 1943, the eldest of four children. Although
friends and colleagues have referred to her as “thoroughly Roman,”36 Vinciarelli was actually
born across the Adriatic Sea in Arbe, what was then part of Italy but is now Croatia. Her family
had immigrated because of the war, returning to Italy a few years later and settling in Rome. Her
father was a renowned organist and played at the Vatican, Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza, and Santa
Sabina all’Aventino, and her mother was a teacher and philosopher who specialized in Kant and
his students, such as Johann Gottlieb Fichte.37 The family lived in an apartment on the Capitoline
hill looking toward the Vatican, and the “eternal city” would be an ongoing source of inspiration
throughout her life: “Rome is indelibly present in my heart,” Vinciarelli declared in 1997, “for its
uniquely magnificent spaces, like the Pantheon and the Early Christian churches, which have
magic light and simple, powerful shapes.”38 She has also described the light that penetrates the
interior spaces of her later watercolors as a metaphor for the “annunciation,” a popular theme in
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early Renaissance art;39 in the fifth chapter, I propose that such examples of light in early
ecclesiastical architecture inspired the “annunciation” theme and the symbolism of light in
Vinciarelli’s watercolors.
Her family also owned a villa in the small town of Gradoli, in the province of Viterbo on
the border of Tuscany, and Vinciarelli deeply identified with both regions. In fact, she actually
considered herself more Tuscan than Roman: “Sono toscana” (“I am Tuscan”), she would say,40
explaining that the Vinciarelli surname was Etruscan in origin.41 Located roughly eighty miles
outside of Rome on Lake Bolsena, Gradoli is a typical Italian medieval hill town in a picturesque
layout with farmland hugging the periphery. As Vinciarelli’s former student and close friend Sal
LaRosa explained, Vinciarelli’s mother was “the matron of this little town,” where the
Vinciarelli family owned land for generations.42 In fact, photographs from 1950 show the Pranzo
del Purgatorio (“Purgatory Lunch,” a ritual which accompanies the festival in February) taking
place inside of the “Cantina Vinciarelli,”43 a social hall (no longer extant) owned by her
grandfather, Giacomo Vinciarelli.44
The architecture of Gradoli includes multi-story dwellings of varying heights and one- or
two-story farmhouses on the outskirts. Humble, often local materials were commonly used,
evidenced by the abundant presence of wood, brick, and tufa stone. Produced by volcanic
39
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eruptions, tufa is a soft stone common throughout Italy, especially around Tuscany and Lazio
(near Gradoli), although its appearance varies from region to region.45 It is often used in local
construction, and Vinciarelli would later privilege such materials and attention to context in her
architectural projects such as in the Puglia project (1977), for which she envisioned using red
tufa, a variety of the stone common to the Puglia region. As she would explain in a 1978 lecture,
the material forged a connection to the land but also to Italian building culture: “the vaulted or
domed parts of a church of a building were very often painted in red, sort of orange-red,” she
said, citing the church of San Giovanni in Palermo.46
Most of the architecture in Gradoli, even ecclesiastical, is modest in scale, such as the
Church of San Michele Arcangelo, which dates to at least the twelfth century. With a rectangular
nave constructed with a truss vault and only three windows, San Michele Arcangelo, like the
many smaller churches in Gradoli, is humble in scale and decoration and reduces architectural
space to the basics of volume and light. The largest and most grand church in Gradoli is Santa
Maria Maddalena, which had an eventful history: it was originally built during the medieval
period, expanded in the fifteenth century, destroyed in a fire in the late eighteenth century, later
reconstructed in the Baroque style, and consecrated in 1708.47 The ornate interior is composed of
three naves divided by rows of pillars and an apse decorated with early eighteenth century
frescos. Next to the Santa Maria Maddalena is the Palazzo Farnese, designed by Antonio da
Sangallo the Younger, built between 1517 and 1526. The influential Farnese family had a
45
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foothold in several Italian cities during the Renaissance, including Gradoli. Commissioned by the
cardinal (and future pope) Alessandro Farnese, the palazzo, an impressive six-story fortress-like
building of stone and brick with massive brick corner supports, was a wedding present for his
son Pier Luigi.48 Ashlar masonry in local peperino (a grey variety of the tufa stone) was used to
emphasize the base, door frames, and corner supports (Fig. 1). The scale, grandeur, and austerity
were some of Vinciarelli’s central intentions in her watercolors. In a lecture later in life, she
emphasized her aim to construct “the simplest architecture as possible (…) something more solid
and massive.”49
Originally a two-story farmhouse constructed in the eighteenth century, the Vinciarelli
family villa is situated at the top of a little hill overlooking Lake Bolsena (Fig. 2). The home in
Gradoli served as a summer retreat for the family in an idyllic rural setting overlooking Lake
Bolsena, the largest volcanic lake in Europe, and the fifth largest lake in Italy.50 The lake is an
ever-present feature in Gradoli’s landscape, and as long-time friend Ida Panicelli recalled,
Vinciarelli “was nurtured by the infinite flux of light as it came to the house over the lake’s vast
expanse of water,” a quality that defines her later watercolors.51 Vinciarelli’s brother gained
possession of it after their parents passed away, and in the late 1990s she and Peter Rowe bought
it from him with the intention of converting it into a villa. The changes they made to the existing
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structure would embody the aristocratic air of the traditional villa typology. As James Ackerman,
architectural historian and an authority on the villa, has written,
[a] villa is a building in the country designed for its owner’s enjoyment and relaxation
(…) the pleasure factor is what essentially distinguishes the villa residence from the
farmhouse and the villa estate from the farm. The farmhouse tends to be simple in
structure and to conserve ancient forms that do not require the intervention of a designer.
The villa is typically the product of an architect’s imagination and asserts its modernity.52
According to Ackerman, the villa has origins in vernacular domestic architecture, but it
distinguishes itself from vernacular architecture in important ways: it serves the purpose of a
country retreat, and thus is outside of our everyday experience; it also sets itself apart as a
building built by and for the upper class. Vinciarelli and Rowe’s interventions were accordingly
grand: they incorporated terracotta tile, stucco, large pools, a large staircase, and a guesthouse.
She and Rowe also, significantly, used rounded tufa pillow blocks on the house.
Perhaps the most important addition, however, was the landscaping; Peter Rowe
described it as a form of “sculpture,” adding that “planting trees was [their] passion.”53 This
comes as no surprise considering Vinciarelli’s proposals for gardens in Marfa and Puglia, which
she discussed at length in a 1978 lecture.54 Tall cypress trees frame the long driveway, and
bosque trees provide shade on the expansive lawn, which is directed toward Lake Bolsena. The
resultant experience of the procession from entry, through the grounds, to the building itself, has
a noble yet somehow unpretentious air. It is a space in which the everyday-ness that the original
farmhouse, the surrounding vernacular examples, or the very idea of “home,” signifies; yet, the
typology of the villa transcends any sense of the ordinary as an upper class retreat.
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Vinciarelli would carry with her the memories of the Gradoli landscape, the local
architecture, and the light reflecting across the crisp, placid waters of Lake Bolsena throughout
her life. The dualistic settings of her childhood – rural, farm-based Gradoli and the Roman
metropolis – highlighted the relationship between urban and rural, and natural and manmade
elements, which were some of her recurring concerns. These informal lessons she gleaned from
her surroundings were perhaps just as influential as the formal lessons taught at La Sapienza,
where she earned her doctorate in architecture and urban planning in 1971. Quaroni, Muratori,
and Mario Ridolfi were among the faculty members who taught studio at various points during
Vinciarelli’s time at La Sapienza; each emphasized, in different ways, the importance of
typological and vernacular approaches to housing and urban design. Class sizes were quite small,
encouraging a robust exchange of ideas and a close relationship between student and professor.55
Since several of these figures were directly involved in postwar housing developments in and
around Rome, it is important to look closely at that context.

Neorealism and Postwar Reconstruction: The INA-Casa Projects
Before continuing, I must clarify my use of the terms “modern” and “postmodern,” which
are especially pertinent considering Vinciarelli’s work exists at the juncture of these two
monoliths. The terms “modern” or “modernist,” are vague labels too often applied
indiscriminately. Their use is complicated in my dissertation. Although Vinciarelli participated
in the widespread critique of the functionalism associated with modernist architecture (such as
the 1927 Weissenhof Siedlung, which included buildings designed by Le Corbusier, Mies van
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der Rohe, J.J.P. Oud, Walter Gropius, and several others), certain aspects of modernism
remained relevant for her, such as the social agenda of those aforementioned architects in the
1920s and 1930s. Vinciarelli was more critical of the ways in which the Modern Movement was
co-opted by the capitalist system in the postwar era as it became “conservative, professionalized,
and routinized,” and increasingly “restricting and irrelevant,” in the words of architectural
historian (and Vinciarelli’s colleague) Alan Colquhoun.56 As Colquhoun explains, the critique
against functionalism and the implicit doctrine of historicism “was more often directed against
the self-perpetuated myth of modernism than against modernism itself.”57
The term “postmodern” often suffers from the same pitfalls as “modern.” Vinciarelli’s
work aligned with certain broad postmodern tendencies, such as the disavowal of universalities,
a focus on the individual’s needs and experience of space, and an interest in the history of
architecture. Classical columns and Baroque façades had no place in Vinciarelli’s architectural
language; however, the history of architecture, its relation to the evolution of types and
especially memory, were vital sources of creativity and innovation to be mined. History (as
opposed to historicism) was of utmost importance, a point that differentiated Vinciarelli’s aims
from those of postmodern historicists like Robert Venturi or Michael Graves, who appropriated
classical forms in often literal and sometimes superficial ways.
A sense of history was imperative to architects in Italy immediately after World War II.
After widespread destruction and subsequent reconstruction, postwar Rome, like many cities
across Europe, was in shambles in the mid-1940s. Neorealist filmmakers Vittorio De Sica,
Roberto Rossellini, and Luchino Visconti famously documented this stark reality in a style that
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mirrored the country’s “new social and urban reality,” according to historian Bruno Reichlin.58
Parallel to such trends in film, architects developed a Neorealism to reconstruct war-torn cities
with buildings for the working class that incorporated forms and materials that the inhabitants
might similarly identify with. This new vernacular simultaneously connected Italy’s enduring
past with its present transitional state. “For the younger generations emerging from the war,”
Reichlin has written, “[n]eorealism was not a school but a climate, the experience of a collective
state of mind shared everywhere.”59 Vinciarelli came of age and was educated in this climate.
Neorealism in Italy aligns in some ways with Neo-Brutalism in France, England, and the
United States; both styles expressed a greater materiality and sense of individuality in
comparison to the stark anonymity and regularity of the Rationalist wing of the Modern
Movement, which prevailed during the preceding years in Italy. Neo-Brutalist architects,
however, retained the visible influence of Le Corbusier; they absorbed the “tower in the park”
(as in the work of Peter and Alison Smithson), designing high-rise slab blocks surrounded by
communal green space. Italian Neorealist architects instead emphasized context, varied their
scale between low-rise and high-rise blocks. The move to a picturesque layout, the adoption of
varying (yet predominantly low-rise) building heights, and an embrace of street life (on the
actual street level) was effectively a rejection of “the typology of the anonymous, ever larger
housing blocks,” as architectural historian Diane Ghirardo put it.60
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This early rebuff to the high-rise slab-block public housing model would prove prescient.
Neorealism provided a useful set of alternative examples that retained the social impetus of
interwar modernism but stood in stark opposition to the technocentric, minimalist forms of
housing projects like those vaunted by Walter Gropius and Mies van der Rohe, for example. In
fact, as Colquhoun pointed out, Italian Neorealist vernacular architecture (he cited the work of
Quaroni and Ridolfi in Rome in particular) formed what might be considered some of the first
critiques of European modernism: “It is interesting to note that the most coherent critique of
modernism in Europe – that of the Italians – came from architects who belonged to the political
left and were concerned with the fundamentally social role of architecture.”61 In this way, as
Italian architectural historian Leonardo Benevolo has shown, the postwar rebuilding effort was
connected to the failures of modernist housing and closely tied to typology, just as housing
would be in the 1970s for Vinciarelli and like-minded colleagues.62
Neorealist architects combined both modern and vernacular sources in their vision of a
new Italy. The Sixth Milan Triennale of 1936, for example, Giuseppe Pagano and Guarniero
Daniel organized the Architettura rurale italiana (Rural Italian Architecture) pavilion.63 The
exhibition and eponymous publication of the same year presented photographs of vernacular
architecture from many different regions in Italy.64 Neither Pagano nor architect-critic Edoardo
Persico (both involved with Casabella magazine in the 1930s), were interested in a kind of
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poetic lyricism of the vernacular, but rather its symbolic potential to be simultaneously new and
a part of a historical continuum.65 Pagano and Persico’s understanding of vernacular architecture
was also typological: specific building types were understood as tied to a specific site, its
climate, traditions, customs, and materials. This synthesis of modern and vernacular forms,
viewed through the lens of typology, was well-noted by the next generation of architects,
including Vinciarelli.66
One of the early signs of a need for a large-scale reconstruction effort in postwar Italy
was prompted by artist Carlo Levi, who lived in the southern town of Matera while in political
exile during the war and documented his observations in his 1945 memoir, Christ Stopped at
Eboli.67 Levi’s descriptions, drawings, and photographs of the poverty-stricken area showed
families crammed together in troglodytic dwellings, often cohabiting with their animals in
unsanitary conditions. That such dwellings existed in modern Italy brought the pressing issue of
social housing widespread attention, and shortly after, the National Institute of Urbanism (Istituto
Nazionale di Urbanistica, or INU) was formed specifically to house the 250 families of Matera.68
By 1949 a larger scale, low-cost, state-sponsored housing project throughout Italy had been
implemented. It was originally called the “Fanfani Plan” or “Fanfani Law,” named after Minister
of Labor and Social Security Amintore Fanfani, later renamed the National Insurance Institute
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(Istituto Nazionale delle Assicurazioni, or INA-Casa).69 Architects in the early years of INACasa sought vernacular solutions (like those vaunted by Pagano and Persico) that would be more
sensitive to site and program, an approach that Stephanie Z. Pilat has recently branded “slow
architecture.”70
It was important that architects made a decisive break from Rationalism, as it was then
still closely tied to fascism. David Rifkind has explained how Rationalists involved in the
Quadrante journal, for instance, tried to fuse the tenets of CIAM to fascist corporatism and the
control of bodies and space in the interwar period:
Rationalist writers like Rogers, Bottoni, and Griffini did not discuss the role of
architecture in terms of social control, but the geometry of their plans facilitated
surveillance and management of housing district residents. Bottoni justified the
preference for slab, rather than courtyard, housing blocks in terms of public health (…)
the open spaces between the ‘blocco aperto’ (open block) slabs of places like Giuseppe
Terragni and Alberto Sartoris’s Rebbio district were easily monitored from the
surrounding streets.71
Italy, and Italian culture, had to recover from the wounds of fascism. It comes as no surprise,
then, that postwar architects and especially those involved in INA-Casa projects rejected the
dominant slab-block for housing and turned to the courtyard-based building, an ancient spatial
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type extending back to the Roman domus (a residence featuring a central open atrium). The
courtyard and other vernacular types served as a link between Italy’s past and present,
connecting to the ways in which Italians were accustomed to living.
From another angle, the rejection of Rationalism might seem ironic, considering the INACasa Projects Office was run by Adalberto Libera, a former member of the Rationalist collective
Gruppo7 who had actively worked with the fascist regime.72 It was fairly common, however, to
see architects transition from veritable fascist collaborator to postwar reconstructor. Several
Neorealist architects who later taught at La Sapienza, such as Ridolfi and Quaroni, started their
careers working for the regime in the Rationalist style. Quaroni, for one, was involved in the
planning of the infamous “exposition that never was,” due to the war: the 1942 World’s Fair in
Rome (called Esposizione 1942, or “E42”), later renamed EUR (Esposizione Universale Roma).
Although the exposition “never was,” several stark white, vaguely classicist buildings were still
constructed, resulting in a veritable mini-city composed of monumental fascist architecture, to
celebrate the regime’s twenty-year anniversary (Fig. 3). Quaroni, Pier Luigi Nervi, and others
designed the “Arch of Empire,” which would have soared 790 feet in height, spanning 1,968
feet. As tides shifted, however, they moved beyond a classicist language towards one that drew
upon the history of Italian vernacular building culture. This confluence of styles and affiliations
is important to keep in mind when considering Vinciarelli’s time at La Sapienza University.
In 1946, Libera, along with Ridolfi, Pier Luigi Nervi, and Mario Fiorentino, published the
“Architect’s Manual” (Manuale dell’architetto), a kind of “how-to” book for those working on
INA-Casa projects (among whom would be both professional and amateur architects).73 As a
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taxonomy of architectural typologies to aid in the rapid development of housing in the coming
years, early versions of the Manuale significantly emphasized the importance of addressing the
inhabitant’s individual needs and explained how existing vernacular buildings could, in both
semi-urban and rural sites, be repurposed and adapted to contemporary housing.74 As I will
examine later in this dissertation, Vinciarelli’s understanding of how to work with existing
structures informed her work in Marfa, as well as the renovations of her private loft in New York
City.
INA-Casa projects were primarily located outside of city centers and in rural areas, where
land was more plentiful and inexpensive. One of the early INA-Casa projects was for the New
Town of La Martella (completed 1951), a complex to house the inhabitants of Matera in southern
Italy. The project lead was Quaroni, and as architectural historian Michelangelo Sabatino notes,
this was noteworthy for being “one of the first postwar experiments in which vernacular
models…were used to create an autonomous village for peasants who formerly inhabited
troglodyte dwellings.”75 In the 1950s, while the Vinciarelli family was living in Rome, several
INA-Casa projects were constructed on the outskirts of the city, including the Tuscolano district
(1949-1950) in the southeast section of the city, a project by Adalberto Libera, and the Tiburtino
district (1949-54) in the northeast, designed by Quaroni and Ridolfi in collaboration with Carlo
Aymonino.
Designed like a small Italian town with courtyards, varying building heights and shapes,
individual gardens, and piazzas, the thirty residential buildings of Tiburtino followed a
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picturesque layout that corresponded to the topography of the area (Figs. 4-5).76 The
neighborhood was heavily bombed during the war, and although the project would be brand new,
it replicated an established neighborhood laden with history by drawing upon vernacular forms
and materials. British historian Eric Hobsbawm has explained how such “invented traditions”
tend to arise in communities that are going through intense and sudden change, and consequently
experiencing weakened social bonds.77 For Italians in the immediate postwar era, an
appropriation of regional building traditions helped simultaneously create a sense of historical
continuity, reinforce vital social bonds, and eradicate some of the painful vestiges of their recent
past.
Aymonino described Tiburtino as having the “character of a village, archaic and free, as
something more intimate than the chaos of the periphery of the metropolis,” and Manfredo
Tafuri explained that it is “neither a city nor a suburb,” “but rather an affirmation of both rage
and hope.”78 The poetic language used to characterize Tiburtino echoes the project’s picturesque
qualities and points to the idealism and hope of the immediate postwar rebuilding efforts. As
Vittorio Gregotti explained, “without the feelings implicit in this background, it would be
difficult to explain the generous efforts made by the Quaroni and [Mario] Ridolfi group for the
project for the INA-Casa…complex on via Tiburtino in Rome.”79 Gregotti also cited Ridolfi and
Wolfgang Frankl’s INA-Casa viale Etiopia in Rome, and their complex in Cerignola in the south
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of Italy, which for his generation were “two of the most intense architectural works of that
period; they best expressed an attempt to find the roots and experience of modernity consistent
with the new themes of the progressive parties of the Left.”80 The confluence of capitalist
critique, radical architecture, and attention to social issues came to a head for Vinciarelli’s
generation, those who came of age in Italy during the 1950s and 1960s.
Like La Martella and Tiburtino, Adalberto Libera’s Tuscolano housing estate was
conceived as a self-contained unit, arranged as a series of interlocking courtyards (Fig. 6).
Tuscolano’s sprawling horizontality helped it earn the name “Unità d’abitazione orizzontale”
(“Horizontal Unit,” likely a reference to - or even a parody of - Le Corbusier’s “Unité
d’habitation”), and prompted Bruno Zevi, architectural theorist and professor at La Sapienza, to
nickname the edifice a “grattacielo sdraiato” – “reclining skyscraper.”81 Both a reconsideration
of the ancient domus and yet reminiscent of the more recent Rationalist past in its repetition and
anonymity of blank external walls, Tuscolano promoted a complex “Italianness” of both old and
new.82 The courtyard type on which it was based would also figure prominently in Vinciarelli’s
teaching and in her work in Marfa (as will be discussed in more depth in the fourth chapter).
Having lived in Rome while projects such as the Tiburtino and Tuscolano districts were under
construction and having even studied with some of the architects involved in these projects,
Vinciarelli brought this experience and first-hand knowledge of hybrid modern vernacular
examples of public housing to her teaching in New York City.
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La Scuola Roma (The Roman School)
As the postwar INA-Casa housing projects spread across the country in the 1950s, the
link between building type (typology), urban form and pattern (morphology), the failures of
modernist housing, and the needs of the inhabitant became clear. These connections were key to
the postwar Scuola Roma, or “Roman School” of architecture, led by figures at La Sapienza:
Ludovico Quaroni, Mario Ridolfi, Bruno Zevi, and later Franco Purini. Muratori and Giulio
Carlo Argan, a Marxist architectural historian and intellectual, were especially credited with the
revival of interest in a study of architectural “types,” and both taught at La Sapienza University
in the 1960s.
Muratori found himself deeply dissatisfied with the gap between urban morphology and
building typology – the two went hand in hand, he believed, and were in turn grounded in a
historical understanding of place. His fundamental essay, “Life and History of the City,”
published in 1950,83 and in Studies for an Operative Urban History of Venice and Studies for an
Operative Urban History of Rome, published in 1959 and 1963, respectively, he proposed that
the city be considered a living organism.84 At La Sapienza, Muratori developed various seminars
to propound his theories, including the so-called “free courses” carried out in 1965-1966.85 In
contrast to the majority of mainstream modernist projects, which created little more than
technical devices out of the practice of planning and design, Muratori urged architects to refocus
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on history and culture, without neglecting new materials and methods of construction.86 The
morphological and typological approach contrasted with mainstream modernist examples, which
by the 1960s were coming under increased criticism for having little regard for the specific site,
its culture, or its climate. In this way, the Muratorian School (oftentimes considered synonymous
with the “Roman School”) stood out from the modernism of Le Corbusier’s postwar emulators
without ignoring the potential for creative exploitation of new technologies.
As Vittorio Gregotti explained retrospectively, the influence of Muratori’s research in
urban analysis would be most keenly felt by the mid-1960s,87 during the time Vinciarelli was at
La Sapienza. Many of Muratori’s ideas related to building typology and urban morphology
would play a central role not only in Vinciarelli’s work, but also indirectly filtered into the work
of her peers at the IAUS and in the design studios at Columbia University in New York.
Muratori’s extended influence may be due in part to Aymonino and Quaroni, who were
inheritors of the Muratorian legacy and stressed the potential of the typological and
morphological approach to effect social change; Quaroni was Muratori’s colleague at La
Sapienza in the 1960s, although they collaborated on projects as early as 1937.88 Stressing the
links between architecture and urban design, and between lived experience and the spaces in
which they are experienced, Quaroni understood the form of the city as a manifestation of its
social, economic, and political history.89 While mainstream modernist architecture came under
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fire for its claims of “universality,” Italian architecture was rooted in the housing typologies and
architectural language specific to a particular region.
Argan’s concept of type, like that of many postwar Italian architects, was based on the
writings of Quatremère de Quincy – that is, not as “an image of something to be copied or
imitated exactly as the idea of an element which should itself serve as a rule for the model.”90 In
other words, type provided a framework or system of rules rather than a “model,” or ideal; it is a
schema that can be transformed by the individual architect’s creative process to reflect its
particular socio-historical moment.91 Accordingly, a type cannot be specifically defined in
formal terms and thus is “vague”; it is not formulated a priori but rather “deduced from a series
of instances,” Argan explained in his 1963 essay “On the Typology of Architecture.”92
This line of thinking had particular appeal to young postwar Italian architects (like
Vinciarelli) who were concerned with defining anew the fundamentals of architecture, both as a
theory and as a discipline. First, typology has the capacity to connect the current socio-historical
moment to the past. Since architectural types had been passed down through centuries, type
represented “both the arc of total history and the specificity of the historical moment,” as Mary
Louise Lobsinger explains.93 Second, type offers an alternative to avant-garde modernism, which
privileged invention; to base a design on a time-tested type was to position oneself against the
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bourgeois fetishization of individual creative “genius.”94 This leads us to perhaps the most
appealing aspect of typology, which is the political and ideological dimension. As both a
conceptual and practical device, type was viewed by Argan “as the near equivalent to the Marxist
ideal of theory into praxis.”95 This understanding of type mirrored Vinciarelli’s own, as it
provided an intellectual foundation for design that was not grounded in a crass materialism.
Although Aldo Rossi and Carlo Aymonino did not teach at La Sapienza during her time
there, their work was fundamental to Vinciarelli’s formation as an architect and an intellectual.
Rossi’s school of thought formed the basis of La Tendenza (translated as the “trend” or
“tendency”), a group centered in Venice that also included Aymonino, Giorgio Grassi, and
others. Known for his drawings depicting the city reminiscent of a Giorgio de Chirico painting,
Rossi’s works revealed Freudian and Marxist theoretical underpinnings and a tension between
Rationalist and Realist tendencies in architecture. Their discussions of typology and morphology
dominated postwar Italian architectural discourse, as a generation came of age in war-torn and
rapidly transforming cities.
Rossi’s hugely influential treatise, The Architecture of the City, published in 1966 (and in
English by the IAUS in 1982), addressed the crisis of the city through a critical reassessment of
modern architecture and planning. Building on structuralism and linguistics theory, as well as the
typological theories of Quatremère de Quincy, Rossi defined an architectural autonomy
composed of urban artifacts.96 Since cities tend to develop out from their original layout, the
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entire city and collection of individual buildings and monuments, not to mention their social,
economic, and political components, all led back to the original plan and essence of the city.97
Rossi’s notion of the city as a collection of fragments and as a site of collective memory – what
he named the “analogous city” in 1973 – and of the importance of monuments as structuring
devices in the city, was incredibly influential on Italian architects trying to make sense of a new
urban landscape. As he wrote in his Scientific Autobiography (published 1981), “the question of
the fragment is very important since it may be that only ruins express a fact completely.
Photographs of cities during war, sections of apartments, broken toys…I am thinking of a unity,
or a system, made solely of reassembled fragments.”98 Vinciarelli, too, drew upon memory (both
collective and personal), the history of architecture and urbanism, the relationship between
typology and morphology, and generative systems in an attempt to recuperate the contemporary
city.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Rossi was probably best-known for his collaboration
with Aymonino on the Gallaratese housing project in Milan (1968-74), and they worked again on
a proposal for the city of Florence in 1977, in an effort to join the historical town with a newly
imposed administrative center so that the two would not be separate from one another.99 This
issue – how to unite the historical town center with the new public housing developments on the
outskirts – was fundamentally a problem of how to reconcile past, present, and future, one of the
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major questions facing Italian architects, planners, and theorists in the postwar era.100 Aymonino
spoke of this union of old and new as a way of inflecting (or reflecting) a “dialect” in
architecture.101 Although Quaroni and Muratori would never gain the same reputation in the
United States as Rossi, Vinciarelli delivered their ideas into the architecture schools and
intellectual circles of New York. Vinciarelli’s often spare, geometric architectural forms recalled
the visual language of Rationalism; however, she also drew upon Neorealist vernacular tactics in
her attention to local climate, materials, and history in her work with Judd for Marfa, Texas, in
their proposals for Providence, Rhode Island (1984) and Cleveland, Ohio (1986), as well as in
her proposals for the Puglia (1977), San Leucio (1984), and Palmanova (1985), regions in Italy.
The differences between Neorealist and Rationalist trends in architecture, and Vinciarelli’s
adoption of elements of each, are important and will be teased out in more detail in subsequent
chapters.
That Vinciarelli was even enrolled in graduate studies at La Sapienza in the mid to late
1960s was remarkable, considering the slow (and late) gains of women’s rights in Italy. Italian
women seeking higher education at that time, especially in architecture and design, faced an
extremely discouraging – and for some, nearly impossible – situation. This comes as no surprise,
considering the enduring political clout of the Catholic Church and the fact that Italian women
did not gain the right to vote as full citizens until 1946.102 In fact, it was not until the 1960s that
much of the fascist-era legislation intended to prevent women from attending public university
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was repealed,103 and not until 1975 that the New Family Code overturned fascist laws requiring,
among other absurd measures, that a woman obtain permission from her husband or father to
seek a passport or job.104 Despite these conditions, by 1962 women comprised about half of
Italy’s total student body (although the graduation rate for women was only roughly 24
percent).105 It was also a commonly expressed belief (one not unique to Italy, of course) that
women were incapable of being successful architects. Carlo Scarpa, prominent architect and
teacher at IUAV, once stated that women could not be architects because they simply lacked the
necessary “gravitas.”106 It would not be until the early 1970s, at which point Vinciarelli was
already living in New York, that the women’s movement would gain substantial momentum in
Italy with the founding of radical feminist groups like Rivolta Femminile (founded by Carla
Lonzi in 1970).107
That is not to suggest that there were not already feminist movements brewing in Rome
and other major cities throughout the 1960s. There was an ongoing struggle, however, regarding
the proper framing of feminist debates amongst members of the traditional, explicitly patriarchal
structure of the Left. Italian Communists, for example, believed that the importance of
strengthening the family core was in opposition to women’s access to abortion, their freedom to
work outside the home, and their ability to obtain a divorce; this complex struggle with the
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Communist party was in part responsible for the slow changes in legislature and the late progress
of the Italian women’s movement.108
Although Vinciarelli was decidedly a feminist, she rejected labels such as “woman
architect.”109 It was fairly typical of Italian women architects and designers who came of age
before the women’s movement to reject such labels, finding them “unnecessary.”110 Moreover,
the feminized form of “architect” – “architetta”– did not even gain currency until the 1950s,
leaving most female architects with the masculinized “architetto” as their only option.111 Despite
steps towards gender equality, such as the establishment of the Association of Italian Women
Engineers and Architects (AIDIA) in 1955, the few women who did forge a career in architecture
and design in Italy during the 1950s and 1960s (such as Cini Boeri, Gae Aulenti, and Anna
Castelli-Ferrieri) did so by presenting themselves as more masculine or by collaborating with
brothers, husbands, or fathers.112 This repressive and sexist atmosphere in Italy was part of what
originally prompted Vinciarelli’s move to the United States.113
The late 1960s was certainly a decade of transformation in Italy, as in many major cities
throughout the world, in a number of regards: it was a tipping point for the women’s movement,
for a new political and social radicalism for university students (and architecture students in
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particular), and represented a shift from Rationalism and Neorealism to a nascent
postmodernism. Her close understanding and connection to Italian architectural discourse –
especially the role of typology and the vernacular – would make her a principal player in the
New York-Italy intellectual exchange of the 1970s and 1980s. These formative years also laid
the groundwork for Vinciarelli’s career as an architect, artist, teacher, and theorist. Undoubtedly,
she brought with her the rich history of her upbringing in Italy – the landscape of Gradoli, the
cityscape of Rome, memories of a city and a country in transition and under construction; and
careful study of vernacular architecture and the relationship between building typology and
urban morphology as approaches to design. In the chapters that follow, I will demonstrate how
Vinciarelli’s early experiences in Italy and her education at La Sapienza would come to bear on
her subsequent work in art and architecture, and consequently on the art and architectural scene
in New York from the 1970s through the early 2000s.

Chapter Summaries
Organized in chronological manner,114 each chapter of this dissertation focuses on a
different area of Vinciarelli’s output. In “Works on Paper of the 1970s,” the first chapter, I
examine her Non-Homogeneous Grid drawings of 1973-74. These abstract, grid-based drawings
of the 1970s have received almost no critical attention despite their important place in MoMA’s
architecture acquisitions history and in the revival of architectural drawings. I argue that this
revival, and Vinciarelli’s influence in the United States, stemmed from the more politically
114
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engaged Italian scene that included visionaries like Aldo Rossi, Massimo Scolari, Florence-based
collective Superstudio, and the lesser-known Gruppo 9999. The burgeoning field of semiotics
would also have a significant impact on her early work, especially the Non-Homogeneous Grid
series. I explain how these drawings cross the boundary between Minimalism and
Conceptualism, on the one hand, and the iterative architectural analyses of Peter Eisenman, for
example, on the other. Each practitioner used drawing to emphasize process and theory;
however, I will assess the differing implications for art and architecture.
In “Theoretical Discourse: ‘The Institute’ and ReVisions,” the second chapter, I address
Vinciarelli’s involvement in ReVisions and the group’s position within the IAUS and the larger
architectural discourse of the 1980s. ReVisions developed to counter the lack of political interest
at the Institute; the writings of the Venice School, like those of Tafuri, and the emphasis on
architecture and ideology would make a significant impact on her theoretical work and that of
her colleagues at the IAUS. I assert that Vinciarelli steered the direction of ReVisions towards a
specifically Roman influence by introducing the group to theories and texts by Galvano Della
Volpe and others. Furthermore, I argue that ReVisions, as a politically-minded group composed
equally of men and women, offered a counter to the somewhat chauvinistic and largely apolitical
atmosphere of the Institute as well as in the broader American architecture scene.
“Pedagogy and Practice, 1978-1987,” the third chapter, centers on Vinciarelli’s teaching
from the late 1970s to the late 1980s, when the faculty at Columbia incorporated typology as the
primary methodology in the housing studio. I will demonstrate her role in the development of
this approach, which stemmed from Italian theories as well as from her contemporaneous
projects in Marfa. Tracing the connections between her teaching and creative output, I will offer
a reevaluation of the connections between pedagogy and the artistic and architectural discourse
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specific to this time period. In addition, I will discuss Vinciarelli’s projects for Palmanova and
San Leucio (in collaboration with Richard Plunz and several former students) as examples of
how teaching and theory translated into practice. Consequently, I present new perspectives on
late twentieth-century architecture pedagogy and the dialogue between Italy and New York in
particular.
Vinciarelli’s interest in theory and her work on building typology at Columbia would
inform her concurrent collaborative work with Donald Judd, the focus of “Collaborations With
Donald Judd,” the fourth chapter. I will address their proposals for such projects as a
monumental sculpture in Providence and an office building in Cleveland, as well as her
significant, yet (until now) unknown, influence in Marfa, from the incorporation of courtyards
and enclosed gardens to pergolas and pools. Beyond their architectural collaborations, I reveal
that Vinciarelli not only influenced Judd’s furniture design, she also delineated and executed
dozens of woodcuts and etchings that prompted critics to distinguish this period of his work as
particularly rich and innovative. Given the renewed interest in Judd’s architecture after the 2013
restoration of his Spring Street loft in New York’s SoHo district, the publication of an exhaustive
compilation of his writings in 2016,115 the 2017-2018 exhibit of his architecture at the AIA
Center for Architecture in New York, and the upcoming Judd retrospective at the MoMA (in
2019 or 2020), a careful evaluation of his work with Vinciarelli is especially timely.
“Watercolors,” the final chapter, is dedicated to Vinciarelli’s celebrated watercolors from
1986 to 2007. This body of work has garnered the most attention in both exhibitions and
scholarship, yet is rarely discussed in relation to her prior decades of experience in architecture,
teaching, and theory instead compared to Judd’s Minimalist aesthetics. I challenge this reductive
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characterization and attempt to rectify by situating these watercolors within the context of the
previous chapters: her upbringing in Italy, connections to phenomenology, utopian visions, and
her interest in Christian mysticism and Taoism. I further argue that her late work embodies
various sets of dualities: mind/body, openness/enclosure, light/dark, romantic/Rationalist,
material/immaterial, and solid/void. In the process, I raise the question of whether her
watercolors are “radical” in comparison to her earlier work, especially in light of her inclusion in
the 2002 Whitney Biennial and claims that her work was beautiful, yet not “cutting edge.”116
I conclude by summarizing the main points of my dissertation and posing questions for
further discourse, illuminating the connections to our current socially and politically volatile
atmosphere. In the process, I highlight the contemporary implications of these various themes,
and the ways in which the lessons of Vinciarelli’s generation – that is, the lessons of 1968 – are
relevant today. Her legacies of collaboration and feminism, of teaching and theory, of
transatlantic architectural discourse, and the need to reevaluate the role of the architect in
political and social spheres are instructive for engaged architects, artists, and intellectuals
working in the aftermath of the 2016 United States presidential election.
Although monographic in nature, like most of the previous literature on Vinciarelli, my
project has much broader reach. By arguing for her impact within these various contexts – the
1970s architectural drawings revival, theory and pedagogy in the 1970s and 1980s, her
collaborations with Judd, and art world trends around the new millennium – I aim to
problematize the historiography of each set of discourse. In the process, I present a reevaluation
of the Italian influence and the role of women at the IAUS and in Columbia's housing studio, of
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Minimalism’s relationship to architecture, design, and collaboration, and of the metamorphosis
of architectural drawings as an art form over the past several decades. Vinciarelli’s work
highlights the interconnectedness of these seemingly disparate disciplines and institutions, which
is key to understanding the history of contemporary art and architecture.
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Chapter 1
Works on Paper of the 1970s

The 1970s witnessed a major revival of architectural drawings, projects not intended to
be built but instead to be exhibited as works of art in their own right. With the Vietnam War, oil
embargoes, and an economic downturn, there was a subsequent lack of funding and thus a
significant drop in commissions for built projects in the United States. According to the United
States Bureau of the Census, local building permit offices authorized the construction of
1,074,000 new privately owned housing units in 1974, as compared to 1,820,000 housing units
authorized in 1973 (down roughly 41 percent); by 1975 the number was down to 939,000
units.117 This had a huge impact on the job market as well, and at the peak of New York City’s
financial crisis in 1975, not even the large corporate firms were hiring.118 The pause that
accompanied the recession in the 1970s prompted a wholesale re-evaluation of both political and
aesthetic establishments. As Paul Goldberger pointed out in 1975, “young architects are not
building many buildings these days. Economic conditions have squeezed the less experienced –
not to mention many of the more experienced – out of the business of getting things built, and
many have taken refuge in doing visionary, fantasy designs instead.”119 The situation was
similarly bleak in Europe, and Italy in particular. French architect Edith Girard remembered how
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the economic situation prompted the creation of not only drawings but also radical architectural
magazines and intellectual discourse: “In France there still was a little work, but in Italy, there
was zero, so they could spend their time painting projects as Aldo Rossi did – or arguing.”120
Separated from their traditional purpose to persuade clients, visionary architectural drawings of
this decade reflected the experimentalism of the 1960s and the rediscovery of the Beaux-Arts
masters that many modernists had abandoned decades earlier.
Besides the bleak economic situation, however, for many there was a growing
disenchantment with mainstream modernism and its utopian promises of the 1920s as the sleek,
International Style had become synonymous with corporate interests. “Nearly everything about
modern architecture seemed open to question,” Mary McLeod noted.121 Miesian claims of
“universal” architecture were being challenged and discarded in favor of “complexity” and
“contradiction,” to recall the language of Venturi’s 1966 manifesto.122 By the late 1960s, it had
become increasingly clear that architecture alone was ill-equipped to solve complex issues, such
as demands for affordable housing, an infrastructure in decline, and the need for clean, safe,
public space in dense urban areas. “Urban renewal” – the federally funded development model
used by cities across North America and the United Kingdom from the 1950s through the 1970s
– had vast economic, social, and racial consequences for the American city, creating a large-
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scale crisis that architects were compelled to address.123 The most notorious perpetrator was
Robert Moses, whose top-down, tabula rasa approach was vehemently criticized by Jane Jacobs
(in her watershed 1961 publication, The Death and Life of Great American Cities)124 and other
opponents of urban renewal for its tendency to wipe out local complexities within a
neighborhood.125 Moses’s most notorious plan, vocally opposed by a plentitude of residents as
well as prominent architects, planners, and artists (including Donald Judd), was to construct an
expressway in Lower Manhattan that would have cut along the southern edge of SoHo.
Vinciarelli played a part in this critique, as her drawings and investigations of local
traditions and history served, she wrote, “to pose an alternative to the present ideology of Urban
Renewal which declares obsolete what does not suit the exigencies of present economic
policies.”126 The revival of architectural drawings and Vinciarelli’s decision to turn to drawing at
this time of crisis must be understood as a critique of the existing conditions of architectural
practice and as a return to the very foundations of architecture to forge a new path. Yet, this was
not the same kind of radical break from the past that the 1920s avant-garde had purported to
offer decades earlier. Instead, history – rather than functionalism, empiricism, or capitalism –
provided the foundations for design.
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Just a few years after she moved to New York City, Vinciarelli embarked on a series of
small, non-representational drawings based on the grid that she would title the Homogeneous
Grid (begun ca. 1973) (Fig. 7) and the Non-Homogeneous Grid series (1973-74) (Figs. 8-10).
These two series indicated a decisive step away from the standard practice of architecture (as one
resulting in construction) in order to instead focus on the theories surrounding architecture; as
she described it in 1978, these works were “very far removed from the making of an architectural
project,” and instead engaged a discourse on “the nature of architectural space.”127 The basis of
the works was therefore rooted in an intellectual exercise, an act of searching (or researching) for
a set of rules for architecture through drawing.
This chapter centers on Vinciarelli’s Non-Homogeneous Grid series and the Puglia
project, a collaboration with Leonardo Fodera (1977), which was purchased almost immediately
after its completion by Donald Judd (I discuss the influence of this project on Judd’s architecture
in the fourth chapter). The Non-Homogeneous Grid series has had a particularly storied history.
In 1974, the Museum of Modern Art bought Vinciarelli’s series of Non-Homogeneous Grids;
with this purchase, Vinciarelli became one of the first women to have work acquired by the
museum’s Department of Architecture and Design, and the first to have drawings acquired.128 In
1975 her drawings were featured in the inaugural exhibit at the Institute for Architecture and
Urban Studies (IAUS). Titled “Work by Young Architects,” the exhibit featured the work of the
next generation, which included Vinciarelli, Rem Koolhaas, Leon Krier, Massimo Scolari, and
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Tod Williams, among others.129 As New York Times critic Paul Goldberger noted at the time, the
exhibit signaled a larger trend toward conceptual architecture: “it can probably be said that the
best younger designers right now are leaning more toward theoretical questions than they did a
decade ago.”130 Referred to informally as “Goodbye Five” by Vinciarelli and her colleagues, the
exhibit was an answer to the publication of Five Architects, a 1972 book on the “New York
Five” (Peter Eisenman, Charles Gwathmey, Michael Graves, John Hejduk, and Richard
Meier).131
That same year, Vinciarelli exhibited these drawings in a group show on paper
architecture at the MoMA, titled “Architectural Studies and Projects,” which the museum
described in the press release as an informal exhibition of fifty recent drawings “of visionary
projects, imaginary creations never intended to be built,” and included several Italians (such as
Superstudio, Ettore Sottass, and Gaetano Pesce).132 In the exhibition press release, curator Emilio
Ambasz emphasized the importance of architectural drawings, which “have in many instances
influenced architecture’s history as forcefully as those committed to stone.”133 MoMA’s show
was great exposure for Vinciarelli, one of the only women included in the exhibit, as was her
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inclusion in the pioneering 1977 show on “Women in American Architecture” at the Brooklyn
Museum, curated by Susana Torre.
In 1978, Vinciarelli was significantly the first (and ultimately the only) woman granted a
solo show in the history of the IAUS. The dearth of information or reviews about this exhibit and
the fact that she was the only artist who did not receive a catalogue is telling.134 In the only
review of her show, Anthony Vidler wrote about her series for the January 1979 issue of the
Institute’s Skyline magazine, citing connections to the tradition of typological analyses, both
Italian (Aldo Rossi and Carlo Aymonino) and French (Quatremère de Quincy).”135 Vidler also
noted her use of triangulation, reminding the reader that setting squares in rotation as she had
done was “an ancient Masonic trick.”136 Making an interesting, yet somewhat self-serving
comparison between Vinciarelli’s drawings and the mysterious fraternal society of Freemasons
(which was part of his research interests at the time),137 the brief space for a review allotted by
Skyline did not allow for a substantial analysis of Vinciarelli’s work and its implications.
Despite their important place in history, there have been no published writings on these
early works aside from Vidler’s review and Vinciarelli’s paragraph statement in the Brooklyn
Museum catalogue. As such, I construct here the first history of these works, raising awareness
of their place in the historiography of architectural drawings and building upon the scholarship of
drawings exhibitions, theoretical analyses, and discourse on the grid to situate her work within
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these different contexts. Vinciarelli’s investment in the craft of drawing and her exploration of
forms derived from typology, diagrams, and the grid connected to the revival of architectural
drawings and tied past to present.
The revival of interest in architectural drawings intersected with, yet diverged from, the
concurrent development of Minimal and Conceptual art. Vinciarelli’s drawings, like those of
Eisenman and LeWitt at that time, were developed based on a set of rules; however, her work
was also situated within the broader history of the grid as a Rationalist vestige, as well as in
relation to contemporary subversions of grids in Italian architecture and design as a sociopolitical statement. The political nature of her work stemmed in part from her connections to
Italian art and architecture, which had a pronounced Marxist character in the years she was
coming into her own as an architect. However, reflecting in a 2009 lecture, Vinciarelli explained
how “affect” was also an important factor in these series of grid-based drawings, which places
these works somewhere in between the aims of the early twentieth century avant-garde, midcentury Abstract Expressionists, and 1960s Minimalists. Vinciarelli’s early work thus sets in
motion a series of dualities on multiple fronts: between art and architecture, between
“homogeneous” and “non-homogeneous” grids, between formalism and semiotics (or formalism
and politics), between her position as a relative outsider (woman, immigrant) and an insider
(institutional support of the IAUS, the MoMA, and soon Columbia University). These
intersections between the American and Italian scenes – and between art and architectural trends
– of the late 1960s and 1970s highlight the pluralism and the unique crossroads at which
Vinciarelli’s work was situated.
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Revival of Architectural Drawings
The beginnings of this trend can be traced back as early as 1960, and as usual, MoMA
took the lead, organizing the “Visionary Architecture” exhibit that focused on futuristic and
utopian proposals from the first half of the twentieth century. The checklist included works like
El Lissitzsky’s horizontal skyscraper Cloud Hanger (1925) and other “projects considered too
revolutionary to build.”138 Headed by Arthur Drexler from 1956-1987, MoMA’s Department of
Architecture and Design increasingly featured such exhibits of paper projects. While the
“Visionary Architecture” exhibition of 1960 hailed a new consideration of fantastical modernist
architecture of the first half of the twentieth century, the 1970s would herald the revival of
interest in classical forms, academic architectural drawing, and Italian architecture and design;
each had great appeal to postmodern architects of different stripes. The MoMA’s landmark 1975
exhibit, “Drawings of the École des Beaux-Arts,” featured drawings by Henri Labrouste and
Charles Garnier, highlighting the meticulous details, technical drawing skills, and historicist
references that many modernists had forgone and had virtually disappeared from corporate
practice. Vinciarelli was never one for historicist details, and her abstract, architectonic drawings
purchased by the MoMA were a far cry from the Beaux-Arts tradition in this respect. However,
the Beaux-Arts exhibit had an enormous impact on a generation of architects pushing for
alternatives to the machine aesthetic of the sleek, modernist box, and Vinciarelli was among
those voices of criticism.
The MoMA was one of many institutions that served to elevate architectural drawings as
an art form beginning in the mid- to late-1970s. The Drawing Center in New York was founded
in 1977, and (echoing the MoMA’s 1960 exhibit) featured a show of “Visionary Drawings”
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within two years of its opening. In 1978, Max Protetch moved his gallery from Washington, D.C.
to New York and switched focus from Minimalist objects to architecture, showing work by
contemporary architects such as Aldo Rossi, Zaha Hadid, and Rem Koolhaas, among many
others. This move and expansion of focus to include architectural drawings was historic, as
Protetch’s gallery would become the leading venue for architectural drawings exhibitions. In
Rome, Francesco Moschini opened the Architettura e Arte Moderna (A.A.M.) gallery in 1978,
which was also focused on exhibiting architectural drawings (Moschini in fact exhibited and
purchased several of Vinciarelli’s drawings early on, including some from the NonHomogeneous Grid series). The IAUS held a number of architectural drawing exhibitions as
well, capitalizing upon connections to the MoMA: Arthur Drexler was a board member until
1979, and Philip Johnson and John Burgee were board members from the late 1970s until the
Institute closed in 1984.
As architectural historian and Vinciarelli’s colleague at Columbia University and the
IAUS Joan Ockman noted, Vinciarelli was particularly suited to succeed in this setting:
“architects felt free to indulge in paper architecture, and especially non-building architects saw
this as an avenue of practice – and Lauretta definitely found herself in this camp.”139 In other
words, for Vinciarelli, approaching architecture as an artistic or intellectual practice made it
easier for a relative outsider to find success in that world and to critique the commercialism of
architectural practice. This leveraging of fine arts traditions and architectural drawing traditions
in a hybridized fashion is one of the hallmarks of Vinciarelli’s works on paper across her career.
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“Homogeneous” and “Non-Homogeneous” Grids
Although her grid-based drawings predate the Puglia project by several years, similar
kinds of generative systems, schematics, and grids would play a part in each set of drawings. The
grid is loaded with symbolism and history: it is emblematic of origins, order, systems, utopias,
and the inevitable susceptibility to be disrupted. It is a mode of organization (during the
Enlightenment era, it was used to organize building types) as well as a means to reduce
information or images to the essentials (an “x” and “y” axis). As such, the grid was central to
Neoclassical architecture and Beaux-Arts planning but also a trope of early twentieth-century
modernist art and architecture, not to mention Minimal and Conceptual Art. For Vinciarelli, the
grid served as both a generator for design and a departure for a critique of the modernist grid.
The breakdown and analysis of type, especially when presented in axonometric
projection (which she later used for a number of drawings for projects in Marfa, for example),
resulted in a high degree of geometric abstraction. Indeed, the axonometric was favored by a
number of architects in the 1970s, and Vinciarelli’s examples from the mid-1970s are like
architectural schemas transformed into art: precise and diagrammatic. The diagram was another
product of the Enlightenment, a “vehicle of progress,” as Anthony Vidler has argued, and could
be considered an instrument of suspended reality – a utopia, in other words.140 These are some of
the elements that were pervasive, and problematized, in Vinciarelli’s early works on paper.
The return to drawing could be interpreted as a nostalgic move, or an indication of a
sudden disengagement with the socio-political upheaval and concerns of the times. However, for
Vinciarelli and many of her generation, drawing was a useful tool with which one could
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reexamine the failures of modernist architecture. As she explained in reference to this decision,
“I thought that, if we had…this desire of overcoming the contradictions of the Modern
Movement, we should begin from the beginning. We should try to find certain basic
contradictions or errors in their doctrine, and try to see how to develop something less
contradictory than that.”141 Here the grid – rather than structure, technology, finances, or
empiricism, for example – acts as the generator for design. To “begin from the beginning” thus
meant to return to the foundations of modern architecture, which she saw as intertwined with the
foundations of composition: “what is composition, and how is composition achieved, and which
is the very basic means that we narrated from the Modern Movement.”142 The aim was to start
from this bi-dimensional plane and eventually move into three-dimensional space, “to arrive at
architecture at a certain point,” as she stated.143 These sets of discourse were indicative of larger
trends accompanying the revival of architectural drawings in the 1970s, as I will explain.
The Homogeneous Grid drawings, begun circa 1973, are composed of three grids laid
upon one another – one horizontal and vertical, the other two diagonal in different directions –
resulting in a surface evenly divided into triangular spaces. This was a starting point, Vinciarelli
explained, composed of two sets of discourse: one was based on the “homogeneous” grid, which,
as the name implies, divides the picture plane into equal parts. This was the “very basic means”
to which she referred and which, she lamented, was “still the basis of architectural
composition.”144 The other set of discourse centered on the two-dimensional (or what Vinciarelli
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termed the “bi-dimensional”) plane. Vinciarelli used the grid and the bi-dimensional plane to
consider of the notion of a spatial fabric in her works of the 1970s, and later in her collaborations
with Judd.
She divided the surface of the Non-Homogeneous Grid, as the title suggests, into unequal
parts, distinguishing it from the previous series. Based on a “generative system” within sets of
varying grids, which she outlined in a drawing and text from c. 1973-75 (Fig. 11), the resultant
drawings were seemingly predetermined. The process consisted of several steps: first, a “catalog
of spatial situations” was considered, “from frames and boxes progressing to multiple enclosures
and walls,” which were transformed in plan via triangulation; next, the bi-dimensional grids are
translated into “cubic modules,” and finally the initial spatial situations are juxtaposed with the
modules, which “generates a series of rules for the composition” – this would eventually define
the spatial fabric.145
Both series were created with tempera (and sometimes still-visible pencil) on board. The
paint was applied using a Kern ruling pen, a drafting tool, resulting in crisp, raised lines, similar
to thin strips of vinyl tape. The Kern pen required an incredible amount of skill, a steady hand,
and even pressure. The layers of paint create a tapestry of woven and striped patterns, a pushand-pull between two-dimensionality and three-dimensionality recalling textiles (Fig. 12). By
their very nature, textiles are both a physical, three-dimensional object and yet read as a twodimensional plane when resting flat on the floor or flush against a wall. The abstract and
schematic quality of these works also suggests maps, indicating paths of circulation, as if an
aerial view of city or country; a “fabric” of some kind in each case, in which there are solids,
voids, and points of connection. In this way, her works recall comments she made during a 1978
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lecture at the New School, in which she referenced a “catalogue of spatial situations” based on
the same cubic module, which was nevertheless defined in very different ways. “For instance,”
she stated, “[in] the first drawing it is defined by a floor of grass, a floor of water, or a floor of
bricks.”146
These drawings, Vinciarelli contended, “are purely generated by the grid themselves…I
was all the [while] choosing the same configuration which was produced by the grid.”147 Her
only “intervention,” Vinciarelli stated, “was that of choosing colors.”148 While it is true that the
placement and development of each grid determines the composition and complexity of each
drawing, to claim that the grid alone generated the design implies a sterile conceptualism that
this series simply does not reflect. Within the Non-Homogeneous Grid series are sets in different
color palettes – some in pale canary yellow, some in light dusty rose – each paired with light
gray on a white background. Like Agnes Martin’s paintings from the same era, we see a shared
pastel palette, which is stereotypically interpreted as “feminine,” although certainly it was not
unique to women artists at that time. A number of Sol LeWitt’s colored pencil wall drawings in
primary colors read as soft pastels on white wall when viewed from a distance, for example (Fig.
13).149 Furthermore, for Martin the pastel palette was a reflection of the washed-out desert hues
of the Taos landscape, while for Vinciarelli the pastel pinks and golden yellows might relate to
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the unique Mediterranean light of Italy.150 The colors could also be references to the hues she
associated with local building materials, such as tufa, the red variety of which is a pinkish
limestone found in the Puglia region of Italy and which she proposed to use in her Puglia project.
Martin’s evocative titles (On a Clear Day, a series of screenprints from 1973, for example) and
her quivering, hand-drawn lines, spanning large-scale canvases, however, are a far cry from
Vinciarelli’s exacting lines and purely descriptive titles. Although Vinciarelli’s drawings
stemmed from a critique of modernist planning ideals, she shared much in common with these
Minimal and Conceptual contemporaries beyond just color palette, such as potential for semiotic
readings, as I will explain.

The Grid as Semiotic Transgression
The 1970s revival of architectural drawing is typically discussed as a reflection of the
revival of interest in the Beaux-Arts tradition (thanks to the groundbreaking MoMA exhibit), in
which the grid played an important role, but the influence of semiotics was formative here as
well. For architects living in New York in the late 1970s, such as Vinciarelli, Eisenman, Bernard
Tschumi, and Rem Koolhaas, the order and rigidity of the grid served not only as a chance to
overturn hierarchies and privileged thinking but also as a playground for transgressions (it is
important to Deconstructivism in this way).151 In Tschumi’s project for the Parc de la Villette
(Fig. 14), a competition for Paris conceived in 1982 while he was involved in the ReVisions
study group with Vinciarelli and others, the rationality of order and logic is always liable to
devolve into disorder. The red “follies,” for example, were spread throughout the park on a grid
150
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as a series of “points,” which were then disrupted by a layer of “surfaces” (open planes of grass
or pavement) and “lines” (paths of circulation), none of which necessarily correspond to one
another. Points, surfaces, and lines form the basis of drawing, and accordingly hold a special
place in modern art (Vasily Kandinsky’s work, especially his 1926 book, Point and Line to
Plane, come to mind).152 Vinciarelli’s Non-Homogeneous Grid, like Tschumi’s Parc de la
Villette drawings, was based on an overlay of several different grids, ostensibly a foundation for
order and clarity; however, whereas the Parc de la Villette’s serpentine “lines” and alternation of
rigid and biomorphic geometric forms result in a Kandinsky-esque image, Vinciarelli’s drawings
maintain a strict geometric appearance which camouflages her divergences from the
homogeneous grid.
LeWitt’s diagrammatic work, such as Variations on an Incomplete Cube (1974), is
characteristic of the systematic and serial nature of his work and illustrates what Donald Kuspit
has described as “Rationalistic, deterministic abstract art,” linking it to the legacy of the
Renaissance by means of mathematics, reason, and the human mind.153 Yet, as Krauss sees it,
LeWitt’s work is not necessarily grounded by a logical and complex system of mathematics, but
rather (opting for a linguistic metaphor) is more like “babbling,” random nonsense - the “lack of
system,” if anything.154 She compares his work and even that of Judd and Robert Morris to that
of Samuel Beckett, describing it as an endless repetition devoid of any underlying logic or
endpoint: “To get inside the systems of this work…is precisely to enter a world without a
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center,” she states,155 a description which echoes Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s labyrinthine
carceri (prison) etchings. Vinciarelli’s generative system was, however, in a sense both
“Rationalistic” and an entry into “a world without a center.” As she explained, the set of rules
that determine her system began as completely “arbitrary,”156 resulting in compositions that
appear simultaneously systematic and nearly impossible for the viewer to decode.
For Vinciarelli, the grid was thus a vehicle for transgression, but it also engaged with
semiotics. In a lecture at the New School for Social Research in 1978, Vinciarelli acknowledged
the importance of this philosophical underpinning in her early years: “I was very involved in
semiology years ago, just when I was doing for instance the drawings with the lines.”157 As she
shifted from the Homogeneous to the Non-Homogeneous Grid (between c. 1973-1975), she tilted
the grid on a diagonal; by Vinciarelli’s own description, rotating her grid on an angle and
creating “triangulation” (something Vidler picked up on in his review), was a way to imbue her
works with “meaning.” As Vinciarelli stated, “[t]he moment that I put [the grid] on a surface and
I want to go further, in the sense that I want to do other operations on it, I need at that point
another system, of numbers or whatever, to have an indication.”158 Vinciarelli explained why she
moved from the homogeneous grid to the non-homogeneous grid: “[t]o go further,” to allow the
grid to produce meaning (or “speak,” in other words), you must introduce differences, according
to Vinciarelli. Unlike Rosalind Krauss, who has described the grid’s “imperviousness to
language,” stating “the grid promotes this silence, expressing it moreover as a refusal of
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speech,”159 Vinciarelli described it as “mute.” The “muteness” of the homogeneous grid is a
result of the homogeneity of each square; without points of “difference,” there can be no
“suggestion of meaning,”160 as she explained. Here Vinciarelli seems to echo Derrida:
“difference is the systematic play of differences, of the traces of differences, of the spacing by
means of which elements are related to each other”; it produces a “becoming-space” that makes
“activity” possible within a “generative movement in the play of differences.”161 Vinciarelli’s
series thus acted as a critique of the “mute” modernist grid, which she believed could not
function at the semiotic level but “only at the syntactical level,” as she said.162
Semiology emerged as a new disciplinary approach reflective of the linguistic turn in
architecture during the mid-1960s, while Vinciarelli was at La Sapienza, and it was instrumental
in the development of her Non-Homogeneous Grid series. Italy was a hotbed for such
philosophical and theoretical developments: Umberto Eco’s foundational semiotic text, Opera
aperta (“The Open Work”),163 was published in 1962 and the Turin-based journal Strumenti
Critici (“Critical Tools”), a key forum for structural-semiotic discourse, was founded in 1966.164
As Tafuri explained, “The renewed interest in semiology and linguistics was in fact based upon
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an interpretation of form as a potential complex of relations,” in other words, “of the initial form
perennially awaiting completion by its inhabitants.”165 Vinciarelli’s conception of the
architectural drawing offered informal collaborations with the audience, as Vinciarelli reflected
later in a 1988 essay: “[t]he notational system of architecture, for the reader who by training can
decode it, has a strong evocative power: that of composing the building, in the imagination of the
reader, with precision.”166 Surely this openness and collaborative aspect would appeal to the
generation of 1968, but it also formed part of the critique of mainstream modernist
architecture.167 For Vinciarelli in particular, the openness and constant state of becoming of her
investigative drawings offered a multitude of possibilities rather than a single solution to an
architectural problem, much like her use of typology as a system rather than a model.
Architectural historian Branko Mitrovic has argued that the linguistic turn in architecture
“left no space for aesthetic formalism,” which he insists is a necessary basis of architectural
communication and analysis. “[I]n order to communicate successfully the spatial properties of
objects…we need to describe them visually.”168 Although Mitrovic neglected examples like that
of Vinciarelli, who drew upon semiotic theory in the development of her drawings, she too later
recognized its limitations. In a 2009 lecture, she recalled: “[L]ittle by little I was more and more
interested in understanding the nature of my trade, and I don’t think that necessarily semiology is
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a good part. I think that I can have a series of explanations and clarifications through it, but I
don’t think I can attach the essence of what is mainly visual.”169 Although semiology has its use
as a theoretical tool to understand the source of her drawings, ultimately Vinciarelli removed her
drawings from that kind of theory.

“Drawings-for-Drawing’s-Sake”
There was certainly an emerging market for architectural drawings in the 1970s;
however, Vinciarelli’s aim was to move architectural drawing away from the empirical,
pragmatic constraints of practice.170 As such, she drew a distinction between art and architecture,
insisting that the Homogeneous Grid and Non-Homogeneous Grid series (and even some of the
Puglia project drawings) were decidedly art. “Architectural drawings have a tradition of their
own,” Vinciarelli reminded the audience (composed mostly of art students) during her 1978
lecture at the New School, “which I think is not so easy for artists to understand (…) because
those [types of] drawings refer to very specific conventions which pertain to the culture of the
architectural project…for exigency of comprehension and communication.”171 This was an
important distinction, despite the increasing fluidity between art and architecture, that was at the
forefront of architectural discourse in Rome when Vinciarelli was a student. The G.R.A.U. group
of architects, who in 1964 formed at La Sapienza, addressed this in a 1968 statement: “The
problem placed here is architecture as art. Art is thought (…) that takes place and is realized
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through the special organization of the signs and technical material specific to each art.”172 In
other words, architecture is an autonomous art form that operates within its own set of codes like
any other art form, a philosophy close to medium specificity. Although this philosophy seems
strangely disengaged from politics, to Vinciarelli drawing could in fact rescue architecture from
market corruption. This position “offers architecture, and culture in general…the possibility of
generating new content,” as Mary McLeod explained, and “to the extent that architecture can
generate such forms, it plays a positive, if limited, role in the creation of new material
relations.”173 Vinciarelli’s discussions of her work of the early 1970s address this potential for
generating form and countering market forces, yet she also drew upon the “art-for-art’s-sake”
forms of midcentury American painting, namely Abstract Expressionism.
Speaking specifically about her Non-Homogeneous Grid series, Vinciarelli explained that
she was striving to create work that would result in a certain “affect” in these otherwise quite
minimal pieces: “I was interested in these ‘drawing-for-drawings’ [sic] and I know that the less
informative and direct manner this work was, [the] more affecting it was.”174 By removing the
need for her drawings to be “informative” in a way that standard architectural renderings need to
be, and by removing the need for her artwork to be evocative of something beyond lines on a
plane, her work could become pure “affect,” by her definition. Again recalling the language of
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Abstract Expressionism, she continued: “And what can happen is that ‘affecting’ can become
more, let’s say, more active in a way. Because there is no other excuse to look at that but to be
affected. And what is in front of you hardly can do anything else but affect you.”175
Based on Vinciarelli’s descriptions of “affect,” one could – as I do, in the fifth chapter –
just as easily relate this statement to her later watercolors, whose rich colors, linear perspective,
and luminosity easily engage the viewer. However, these early 1970s drawings suggest a similar
affect achieved through different means, via links to postwar art and architecture. Connections to
the immediate postwar context should come as no surprise, considering that Vinciarelli’s
professors at La Sapienza University (such as Quaroni) had their most productive years in the
1940s and early 1950s, working in the Neorealist vein. However, I argue that her work also
aligned with – and indeed was influenced by – Abstract Expressionism and the emphasis on
scale, the individual, and emotional affect.
There are some notable parallels between the aims of Neorealist architects and Abstract
Expressionist painters, even if a comparison seems strange.176 For example, there was a shared
assertion of individuality and an emphasis on humanism, as outlined in the section on housing in
the Fanfani Law of 1949, titled “Plan for Increased Employment and the Construction of
Workers’ Houses.” According to the authors (Amintore Fanfani and Annetto Puggioni, Head of
INA), architects designing residential buildings should “[keep] in mind the spiritual and material
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needs of man, of a real man and not of an abstract being.”177 Whereas Neorealist architects were
focused on expressing the individual character of each building, Abstract Expressionist artists
likewise asserted their own individuality (Jackson Pollock’s drip, Barnett Newman’s “zip,” etc.);
artists like Newman and Mark Rothko also sought to achieve a spirituality or transcendence
through large scale and intense color. The shared aim to avoid formulaic repetition and the
importance placed on “spiritual” needs in the aftermath of World War II should not be
overlooked. As Bruno Reichlin explains, “spontaneity, chance, and a rediscovered value of the
street are themes that deliberately abandon the beaten paths of a modernism that adhered
narrowly to a strict Rationalism and functionalism.”178
Similar to the “all-over” compositions of Pollock and others, Neorealist architects spoke
of design that integrated building(s) and environment into a complete urban fabric. As outlined
in the Fanfani Plan, “the greatest care should be taken so that…the overall visual impression will
prevail over the single element (…).”179 Judith Rodenbeck has also astutely discovered
correspondence between postwar painting, the likes of Pollock, and postwar architecture, the
likes of Peter and Alison Smithson or Neorealist architects in Italy, for that matter:
both draw upon variation within a larger system, creating a “new compositional strategy”
that “involved the fluid articulation of relatively autonomous parts rather than their
subordination to an idealized geometric schema – a kind of discrete all-over strategy;
importantly, this approach was predicated on the careful observation and detailing of the
vernacular and of everyday life as well as respect for its materiality.180
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The grid, another kind of “all-over” device itself, was seemingly anathema to the gestural
painters of the late 1940s and early 1950s. However, as Krauss has pointed out, the grid
functions both in the realm of concrete matter (the stark two-dimensionality of the picture plane)
and in a spiritual realm (as a sense of limitlessness).181 In Vinciarelli’s work, the emotive
capacity of the grid is achieved by soft, pastel colors, a dynamic, diagonally oriented
composition, and a consideration of the viewer’s presence and how the work will affect them. By
diverging from the standard homogeneous grid she made the picture plane more “active” and
aimed to suggest some sort of “meaning,” and, as Vinciarelli explained, “you can get inspired by
that.”182
One would hardly expect drawings based on the grid or on a pre-determined system to
affect the viewer in the “active” way that Vinciarelli described. Yet, according to Eva Meltzer,
affect theory continued to be popular, despite Frederic Jameson’s proclamation in
“Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism” (1984) that affect was in fact
“waning” as a result of the postmodern turn.183 Meltzer applied this lens of affect to 1970s
structuralist and systematic Conceptual and Minimalist art deemed “antihumanist,” noting that in
such an apparent removal of the artist as subject (in the work of Robert Morris, for instance),
systems can actually evoke emotion by engaging “the fading possibility for self-consciousness
and self-representation – the fear…of being rendered pure discourse.”184 “In so doing,” Meltzer
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states, “[Morris’s] systems produce affective side effects. They create a space for feeling.”185
Minimalist scholar James Meyer noted that the Minimalist penchant for reduction similarly
resulted in a kind of “affect,” as in the stripe paintings of Frank Stella, although instead of
creating “a space for feeling,” Stella paintings prompt a decidedly negative affect: “there is
‘nothing’ in Stella’s paintings apart from these stripes,” Meyer writes. “No expression, no
sensitivity, no symbolism (…) Purgation produces affect.”186
In an echo of Stella’s famous dictum, “[w]hat you see is what you see,”187 Vinciarelli
seemed to contend that her Non-Homogeneous Grid works were similarly devoid of symbolism,
stating “the line was not about something else outside the page.”188 That being said, she
understood that “in the field of visual art, nothing is meaningless,” in contrast to literature where
one could “construct a meaningless sentence” by disregarding rules of semantics and syntax.
“But in visual art,” she continued, “even if I do a line just like this, it’s a line, so I think it
functions differently from literature.”189 Her work was fundamentally a matter of metaphor,
which she defined as “the power of a sign or a symbol of a sign, or elements since we’re
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speaking of architecture – the capacity of suggestion, but not necessarily suggesting something
outside itself, but also of itself.”190
I would argue that for Vinciarelli – as for Agnes Martin – the grid could be both tangible
and transcendent at the same time. From Martin’s 1964 ink on paper works, such as Stone and
Wood, to her 1973 series of screenprints, On a Clear Day (Fig. 15), the latter which were
contemporaneous with Vinciarelli’s Non-Homogeneous Grid series, Martin’s work straddled the
line between the “affect” of Abstract Expressionism and the ordered geometry and seriality of
Minimalism. And yet, as I will show, Vinciarelli’s drawings and her use of the grid in particular
as a point of origin had architectural, political, and formal implications, as modes of
reconsidering the spatial fabric in an abstract or theoretical way.

The Grid as Origin, Utopia, and “Emblem of Modernity”
As Rosalind Krauss affirmed in “The Originality of the Avant-Garde,” the grid has
served as “the image of an absolute beginning.”191 Although Krauss was referring to visual art,
her pronouncement might be even more true for architecture. One need only look to iconic
modernist examples by Le Corbusier or Mies van der Rohe to see how the grid was used to
determine plan and elevation. As Krauss contended in her 1979 essay “Grids,” the roots of the
recent return to the grid lay in this early modernist work, where it functioned as an “emblem of
modernity” in Cubism, Soviet avant-garde painting, and De Stijl.192 The grid, according to
Krauss, concretizes the distinction between perception and reality by way of flattening,
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geometricizing, and ordering.193 Representing a continual breakdown of, and return to, the
foundations of art and architecture, the grid would function as a “beginning,” an opportunity for
infinite variations on a theme (in other words, seriality), and for some, the perfect platonic form
waiting to be transgressed.
In 1970s New York, from Martin and LeWitt to Rem Koolhaas (Koolhaas in fact wrote
about the “culture of congestion” as an architecturally generative device in the 1978 publication,
Delirious New York)194 to Carl Andre, Bernard Tschumi, and Peter Eisenman, the grid was
practically inescapable. Nicholas Baume, for example, has likewise described LeWitt’s threedimensional structures as a “disavowal of readings of completeness,” comparing them to the
scaffolding of New York City.195 This geo-contextual correspondence between the grid layout of
the city and the prevalence of the grid as a basis for art was especially pronounced in the
examples of Martin and LeWitt. With few exceptions, when Martin moved to New Mexico in
1967 she maintained the geometry of the rectangle as the surface of the picture plane but
virtually eliminated the grid, introducing horizontal bands that dominated her work for the
remainder of her career.196 In this way, the street grid, which orders the majority of Manhattan,
was substituted for the horizontality of the American southwest. Vinciarelli’s work also took a
decisive turn from the grid in the early to mid-1970s when she lived in New York to a noticeably
more horizontal emphasis in her watercolor landscapes of west Texas in the 1980s.
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In Italy, as modernist architecture and planning came under increasing fire by a younger
generation of architects in the late 1960s, the grid would be challenged and even pushed to
absurd extremes, whether to highlight its oppressive dominance or repurpose it for utopian aims.
Superstudio, for example, imagined a world where a gigantic, uninterrupted, reflective grid
spanned the entire globe in their Continuous Monument series of 1969-70 (Fig. 16).197 Created
on the edge between utopia and dystopia, the Continuous Monument took the modernist
obsession with the grid to the ultimate degree to highlight the menacing domination of corporate
modernist architecture. It seems as though the grid, the emblem of modernity par excellence, in
many ways also became an emblem of the contemporary city for artists and architects in the
1970s. However, contemporary Italians drew upon a different modern history and set of
references, namely the work of Rationalist architects and those associated with Gruppo7 such as
Giuseppe Terragni, who used the grid as a means to order space and harken back to classical
precedents. Inextricable from their complicated relationship to recent history, such Rationalist
examples include the unsettling Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana of 1938-43 (Fig. 17), which haunts
the city of Rome from atop a hill of the EUR district. It may come as no surprise that Mussolini’s
vision for a new, modern Italy was set on a grid. The fraught history of the city in which
Vinciarelli was raised and the failed social experiments of modernists in other parts of Europe
played a significant role in her challenge to the grid.
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Although she never mentioned Superstudio in any lectures or writings, it is safe to
assume Vinciarelli was aware of their work, if not in Italy, perhaps when she came to New York.
The MoMA featured them in their watershed 1972 exhibit on radical Italian architecture and
design, Italy: the New Domestic Landscape, and Vinciarelli’s work was exhibited alongside
theirs in a 1975 exhibit at the MoMA, Architectural Studies and Projects.
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Spatial Fabric and Social Ideals
Both the grid and the bi-dimensional plane were central to Vinciarelli’s projects as
images of a spatial fabric rather than an architectural object. “It is very important in my work,
because this is an image of a spatial fabric, this is the contrary of what a building is.”198 The sets
of “spatial modules” that comprise her Non-Homogeneous Grid series were conceived as part of
her larger theoretical study of the “definition of a spatial fabric,” a concept so essential that in
1978 Vinciarelli specified that all of her major projects to that point were a form of a fabric.199
Again, this related to the perceived shortcomings, or perhaps stereotypes, of modern architecture.
As Vinciarelli explained, when architects focus on the architectural object, as they tended to do
in the Modern Movement, the results were largely unsuccessful:
You see, in a building, if we conceive architectural space in terms of architectural
objects, architectural space is just a space inside this object. And what is around the
building is a leftover space, or emptiness, or a void. This conception of space is very
common in all the projects done during the 1920s and ‘30s. If you are familiar with the
German Siedlung, formed by a series of slabs one after another, you can see that what is
in between [the buildings] is just emptiness. This is why, in my opinion, those spaces
never work, because those were not architectural spaces.200
What Vinciarelli describes is the quintessential modernist slab building standing alone on an
open plane, the ideal site a tabula rasa instead of an existing, complex urban fabric. Although
circa 1978 this critique of modernist planning was shared by many of her peers, Vinciarelli’s
thinking about architecture and the spatial fabric was unique as it was explored in synch with
typologies. For Vinciarelli, the connection between building type and urban morphology was
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embodied in the history of the city and extended back to the teachings of Saverio Muratori and
others at La Sapienza University in Rome.
A clarification of Vinciarelli’s understanding of the links between typology, the grid, and
the spatial fabric can be found in her Puglia project, a competition held in 1977 for a public park
in the Puglia region of Italy. The project was envisioned as a typological study of gardens,
resulting in a series of drawings that proposed variations on a micro garden that together could
form a spatial fabric. The works in this series are schematic renderings that reduce architectural
and natural elements to a sparse, geometric vocabulary. Axonometric drawings show the various
components that comprise the micro garden, including a pergola and barrel-vaulted spaces and
trees for shade, a shallow pool of water, and seating (Fig. 18). Although not entirely abstract, the
project is reminiscent of the Non-Homogeneous Grid in many ways: at the most basic level, both
are based on the grid; in fact, the micro gardens would be arranged on a linear axis, then laid
upon one another in the shape of an octothorp or cross-hatch (Fig. 19), implying that they could
be part of a much larger, possibly endless, grid. Because of the linear grid arrangement, small
courtyards resulted at the intersection of two axes and larger courtyards are surrounded by micro
gardens on all four sides.
Similar to the Non-Homogeneous Grid series, Vinciarelli singled out some of the
drawings associated with this project as “art” – what might be called “conceptual architecture” –
rather than “real architecture,” intended to be built.201 The single micro-garden, for example,
might be considered a “real” architectural project since it could be constructed based on the
drawings; the larger idea of the spatial fabric, however, worked only on a theoretical level as a
generative device. These were the drawings that operated as a series of “tests,” investigations
201
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surrounding the micro-garden as a “metaphor,” but do not follow a precise architectural
“intention.”202 This distinction is important, as it indicates the seriousness with which Vinciarelli
considered her actions as an architect and the potential impact a mere drawing or set of theories
might have on people and land when applied without calculated intention.
As Vinciarelli described shortly after completing the project, she wanted to turn
modernist functionalism on its head, to instead base form on a historical, climatic, and economic
analysis of the region.203 This analysis and her social intent must be taken into account when
looking at the formal properties of these drawings. First, the site: the Puglia region of Italy is
quite dry and hot, as she explained, and the population is primarily employed in agriculture. To
devise a garden for people who spent most of the day in the hot sun, it was obvious that they
would need respite from the heat rather than an expanse of open green space typical of the
traditional English landscape garden, for example. She continued: “if they stay in nature, or as I
should say in man-made nature, all day long, I mean, to give them a picnic space would be
absolutely ridiculous because they’re all day in the fields. So they [would be] highly
inappropriate (…).”204 With an understanding of the region, the design was envisioned instead as
a “marvel garden” similar to those found in the Islamic tradition, she explained.205
Michel Foucault took the traditional Persian garden as an example of his concept of a
“heterotopia” or “other” space, “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces,
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several sites that are in themselves incompatible.”206 The garden, according to Foucault, is “a
sort of happy, universalizing heterotopia,” a “microcosm” that brings together the four parts of
the world within a perfect rectangle, representing perfection, paradise on earth.207 Foucault’s
description aligns with Vinciarelli’s own discussion of her Puglia project, but it is also
reminiscent of the ways she explored different typologies (open and closed courtyards,
associated with ancient and vernacular building). Both utopia and heterotopia, “everyday” and
“other,” hers was a carefully curated version of “nature” that would engage the various senses of
a weary farmer. This attention to the workers’ needs – and, one might even say, spirit – within a
specific climate, complicates a purely “conceptual” reading, as it stems from her Italian
architectural education and the emphasis on vernacular building practices.
Vinciarelli described both her Puglia project and the Non-Homogeneous Grid series,
which were both based on generative systems and sets of reusable elements as a kind of “kit-ofparts,” a “pre-fab” approach.208 In some ways, these projects reflect the proliferation of postwar
Italian standardized housing, although at first it may seem distant from the kind of Neorealist
vernacular espoused by Quaroni, Giuseppe Pagano and others. Despite Vinciarelli’s interest in
this approach, she made it clear that “it was very important to us to try to cope with this
productive tradition of architecture in this zone, something they could do instead of inventing
some sort of smart set of pre-fab elements that nobody knew how to put together.”209 Natural and
familiar materials were proposed, such as tufa stone, terracotta, and locally made concrete.
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Above all, Vinciarelli aimed to elevate the experience of workers in the Puglia region of
Italy, considering their specific needs in a park – shade, respite, and a “place to enjoy their
possessions.”210 Superficially, Vinciarelli’s “drawings-for-drawing’s-sake” works (like the NonHomogeneous Grid series) may appear to lack specific social or political engagement; yet, it was
her challenge to the modernist grid (and its associations with homogeneity and urban renewal
schemes), her sensitivity to climate, site, and workers’ needs, as well as her distinction between
drawings as “art” (that which is theory or research, and not necessarily meant to be built) and
“architecture” (that which could be built and would depend on capital and labor) that gave these
works a critical edge.

The Politics and Craft of Drawing
For those (like Vinciarelli) who believed that architecture has indissoluble ties to politics
and social responsibility, the turn to drawing and paper projects took on a decidedly anticonsumerist character, with an emphasis on handcraft. This was especially true in Italy, and the
context from which Vinciarelli’s work stems. As Italian design historian Catharine Rossi has
noted, due to the country’s unique industrialization process, craft traditions and artisanal
workshops continued through the modern era; however, it was not until the 1970s that Italian
architects “appropriated craft as an alternative to the values of industrial modernity” on such a
massive scale.211 Architectural drawings, especially those emphasizing the artist’s skill and fine
handcraft over mass production and machine aesthetics, could counter the increasing
210
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commodification of architecture as object and the alienation of the maker to the design process.
Collaged and hand-drawn elements that draw attention to the maker, for example, were
especially preferred. Vinciarelli’s drawings, with their precise lines and strict geometry, suppress
the hand of the artist and appear almost machine-made. However, unlike some of her Minimalist
contemporaries (like Judd), all of her works on paper were created by hand – by her hand,
significantly. Thus, we might interpret the co-optation of those signifiers of mass production and
machine aesthetics associated with high modernism – grids and references to technology, for
example – as a parody or critique of those systems of technocratic power.
The dichotomy between handcraft and machine production in postwar Italy offered a
reimagining of the vernacular of decades earlier, now inextricable from the counterculture
movement and the larger economic recession. Architects turned to traditional types, methods,
and materials of building production as a way to transform the dominant language of modernism,
and Rationalism in particular. Italian artists, like those associated with Arte Povera, for example,
used various found and “poor” materials such as burlap, paper, and earth in order to subvert
notions of “high art.” Materials that recalled the local, the handmade, and the tactile, were
juxtaposed next to signs of capitalist production, such as neon lights and mirrors. Notable
examples include Michelangelo Pistoletto’s 1967 installation Muretto di straci (“Rag Wall”)
and Jannis Kounellis’s 1969 piece Untitled (12 Horses), which, as their titles suggest, were
composed of materials like rags and live horses, respectively.
This interest in a vernacular and common visual language, combined with radical leftist
politics, helped form the basis of the avant-garde in Italy at the time. As Nicholas Cullinan
explains in “From Vietnam to Fiat-nam: The Politics of Arte Povera,” America’s artistic exports
(like Minimalism) were seen in opposition to Italian examples like Arte Povera, a “sensuous” art
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“rich in references to Mediterranean culture, history, and memory, the materials of which were
invested with a heavy freight of political and ideological associations.”212 Germano Celant, the
primary champion and mouthpiece of the movement, even went so far as to adopt the language
of guerrilla warfare to describe their revolutionary tactics, aligning their renunciation of
consumerism with a renunciation of American cultural imperialism.213
The contrast between “poor” or handmade elements and signs of mass production was
foregrounded in the work of several Italian architecture collectives of the late 1960s-early 1970s
as well, such as Superstudio or Gruppo 9999. In 1972, Superstudio architects envisioned a
“Supersurface,” an environment in which the landscape is replaced with a reflective, neverending grid, and “objects were reduced to ‘neutral, disposable elements’ devoid of any
commodity fetishism”214 (Fig. 20). Gruppo 9999’s Vegetable Garden House (Fig. 21), a drawing
for their installation, presented agriculture as “commodity critique”; images clipped from
photographic sources were collaged onto graph paper. Both groups of architects represented
what Catherine Rossi has described as an “antimaterialist utopia in a distant nature,” despite the
fact that Superstudio’s examples are set in a dystopian future covered in a grid of glass curtain
walls. She further links them with the pastoral tradition, which she associates with craft “due to
its existence outside of the modern industrial design mainstream.”215
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As Rossi explains, the do-it-yourself, anti-industrial, craft-based approach had Marxist
origins, as an attempt to free the individual from consumer culture,216 but it was also at odds with
the Minimalist tendency to privilege industrial materials and sometimes modes of production. At
the same time, Superstudio and Gruppo 9999’s insistence on the grid and use of collage
challenged the pastoral tradition and revealed their connections to the dominant “Cool Art”
aesthetic of the Minimal, Conceptual, Pop Art styles that developed in the 1960s.217 They shared
in common a removal of the artist’s hand, albeit in different forms: by emulating the look of
mass-produced or machine-made pieces, or by using readymade or found objects. Judd delegated
the fabrication of his pieces to skilled people (such as Vinciarelli) to ensure the highest quality of
craft, while Dan Flavin purchased mass-produced fluorescent lights, doing away with questions
of artistic craft and skill in their traditional sense and invoking associations with the Duchampian
readymade object.
The minimalist relationship to industrial materials or modes of production and the
political implications varied from artist to artist, a complex relationship to “work” that art
historian Julia Bryan-Wilson has addressed.218 Certainly, many of Robert Ryman’s paintings
emphasize the artist’s hand by using visible brushstrokes, for example. Likewise, Carl Andre’s
firebricks were common, “poor” materials and Judd was a self-proclaimed anarchist. Moreover,
the “sensuous” and anti-consumerist installations of Arte Povera artists became highly coveted
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by major museums across the world, which belied their intent to effectively critique such
institutions and the systems of power in which they operate. In the same vein, works on paper by
radical architectural collectives like Superstudio arguably provided museums and galleries with
images that beg to be exhibited, reproduced, disseminated, bought and sold: an anti-commodity
as a commodifiable artwork.
Using more traditional tools of her trade – paint on board, for example – rather than signs
of mass-production and pop culture, like her Florentine counterparts, or industrial materials, like
her Minimalist contemporaries, Vinciarelli’s work emphasized handcraft and skill. At the same
time, by deliberately removing any sign of her hand, she aligned herself with Minimal and
Conceptual artists. Likewise, her work was abstract, what she considered “drawing-fordrawing’s sake,’ which nevertheless acted as a pointed critique of modernist planning. Sensitive
to the serious repercussions of construction, her paper projects recognized the architect’s
complicity in the political and social mechanisms that can drive development and cause
displacement; alternatively, she knew well the potential for art (and architecture) to uplift the
spirit.

Conclusion
Vinciarelli’s work complicates these topics of exhibition and commodification, of
semiotics and “art for art’s sake,” and of industrial and handmade production, existing
somewhere between a socio-political statement and a formalist exploration. Her central role in
the revival of architectural drawings in the 1970s must be considered within these different
complex relationships. More importantly, scholars ought to recognize her historic place in the
acquisitions and exhibitions of architectural drawings by women. As scholars also continue to
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account for the impact of women on Minimal and Conceptual Art – especially works on paper
and architectural associations – Vinciarelli must be included in the discussion as a key player.
By combining seemingly opposed approaches (a rigorous, Rationalist geometry and a
sensitivity to the inhabitant or user) with seemingly opposed disciplines (art and architecture),
Vinciarelli created visually “affecting” and theoretically rich drawings. These dualities set the
tone for much of her work to come, especially her watercolors, which are characterized by such
apparent oppositions. The 1970s were a transitional time for Vinciarelli, but it was also a time of
seismic change within the discipline of architecture. The growing dissatisfaction with modernist
planning ideals and their often financially and environmentally wasteful practices, the
destruction of the city, and the clear failure of social housing encouraged many architects in the
postmodern era to turn not only to drawing as an alternative to building but theory as well. In the
next chapter, I will look more closely at Vinciarelli’s theoretical concerns, especially regarding
her involvement in the ReVisions reading group at the IAUS. I will further address the central
role of Vinciarelli and other women; as I will argue, ReVisions countered the exclusion of
political and social issues as well as women’s voices at the Institute.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Discourse: The IAUS and ReVisions
Ideas seemed to replace buildings.219
--Mary McLeod
McLeod’s characterization of experimental architecture in the 1970s is representative of
the broad theoretical turn, when “production” was characterized more by discourse and paper
projects than by construction. This was evidenced by Vinciarelli’s own turn to teaching and
drawing at the time. Not exactly a prolific writer, much of what we can glean about her ideas on
architecture comes from her few essays, recorded lectures, statements on her work, and my
recent interviews with her colleagues, leaving us with only passing reference to thinkers such as
Italian architectural theorist Galvano Della Volpe. Alternatively, we are left to piece together
possible influences, such as theorists of the late 1960s like Manfredo Tafuri, who was central to
the discourse at Columbia University and the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies
(IAUS). This chapter situates Vinciarelli within the range of Italian theories circulating during
the late 1960s, as they were disseminated and adapted through the 1970s and 1980s in America,
as well as the function of theory in her larger body of work. I argue that she and other women at
the IAUS played pivotal roles in the architectural discourse of the 1970s that has too long gone
without proper credit, due to the rampant sexism and patriarchal “star system” in architecture
that was identified by Denise Scott Brown as early as 1973.220
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The IAUS opened in 1967, and Vinciarelli was involved with it from about 1975 until it
closed in 1984. She remained involved with ReVisions, which developed under the auspices of
the Institute in 1981, until 1988 when the group disbanded. Accordingly, a large portion of this
chapter centers on the activities at the IAUS, especially ReVisions, and Vinciarelli’s relationship
to “the Institute.” Eisenman was the founder, director, and the veritable mouthpiece and image of
the Institute until its closure; he was also one of the founding editors of Oppositions, their
organization’s chief publication. It is no surprise that his name remains the most closely
associated with the IAUS both in English-language and Italian scholarship (Ernesto Ramon
Rispoli's study of the transatlantic dialogue between the IAUS and Italy, Ponti sull'Atlantico,
published in 2012, seems to credit the American influence in Italy to Eisenman alone).221 This
credit, however, is at significant odds with the collective nature of the Institute – in one
promotional photo the members even presented themselves as a team, dressing in matching
“uniforms” (Fig. 22). Kim Förster’s forthcoming publication, The Institute for Architecture and
Urban Studies (New York, 1965-1985): Networks of Cultural Production, will provide the first
comprehensive history of the Institute, and addresses the collective spirit in a more satisfactory
way.222 Although there were dozens of architects, teachers, artists, fellows, and interns involved,
four names are primarily associated with the Institute – Eisenman, Kenneth Frampton, Mario
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Gandelsonas, and Anthony Vidler, the foursome who jokingly referred to themselves as “The
Beatles.”223
This chapter provides nuance to the prevailing narrative and gross simplification of
“Eisenman’s Institute” by addressing and raising awareness of the many women who were
involved in official and unofficial capacities, as well as the ReVisions study group, as
contributing factors in its success. Often neglected in studies of the IAUS and virtually unknown
today, ReVisions brought together a group of young architects and thinkers who met on a regular
basis to discuss theoretical texts, share new projects, and organize public programs. Its various
members – Vinciarelli, Walter Chatham, Joan Ockman, Christian Hubert, Alan Colquhoun,
Pe’era Goldman, Michael Kagan, Bernard Tschumi, Mary McLeod, Deborah Berke, Denis
Hector, Beyhan Karahan, and Jon Michael Schwarting – wanted to counter the perceived lack of
attention to the political and ideological underpinnings of postmodernist architecture at the IAUS
and beyond.224 As McLeod recalls, Vinciarelli was “passionately engaged” in the ReVisions
group from the beginning, and played a powerful role in directing the discussions and readings
towards Italian texts.225 I will illustrate Vinciarelli’s impact on the group and further propose that
ReVisions provided a site for debate on issues otherwise neglected at the IAUS.
I will also evaluate the influence of contemporary Italian architectural discourse,
facilitated in large part by women and the ReVisions group. The myth that Eisenman alone was
responsible for the Italian influence through his long-standing engagement with Giuseppe
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Terragni, Aldo Rossi, and others excludes the contributions of Vinciarelli, Joan Ockman, Mary
McLeod, Diana Agrest, and Diane Ghirardo, just to mention a few. These women made key
contact between the IAUS and Italian theorists (like Manfredo Tafuri, who was vital to the
direction of the Institute), translated documents from Italian, interviewed Italian figures, edited
IAUS publications, and much more. Although Vinciarelli may not be as closely associated with
the Institute as others were, I argue that her intimate knowledge of Italian architectural theory
informed the discussions of ReVisions and may have affected the direction of the IAUS after she
became involved in 1975. In fact, the Institute’s aims more closely aligned with the hybrid nature
of Vinciarelli's work than perhaps any other figure involved. Her work, like the varied output of
the IAUS, operated in the spaces between “the real and the theoretical” (to reference Lucia
Allais’s eponymous article on the IAUS),226 between Europe and the United States, and between
aesthetic and socio-political aims.

Beginnings
Eisenman conceived of the Institute in 1966 while planning “The New City: Architecture
and Urban Renewal,” an exhibit on urban design at the MoMA with Arthur Drexler, who was
director of the Department of Architecture from 1956 to 1987.227 After the exhibit opened in
January 1967, Eisenman, Drexler, and Colin Rowe, professor at Cornell (and before that
Eisenman’s professor at Cambridge University), were already making plans for projects at the
IAUS.228 The founding and development of the Institute was made possible in large part to these
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connections with the MoMA and Cornell. Drexler served for many years as chairman on the
board of trustees. Emilio Ambasz, who was appointed Associate Curator of Design at the MoMA
in 1968, was also at the time working at the Institute under a Graham Foundation Fellowship
(and shortly thereafter was made associate director of the IAUS). Rowe swayed the direction of
the Institute in the early years as well. The connections to an Ivy League university and MoMA
provided the IAUS with the necessary funding and legitimacy as an educational and exhibitionbased institution.
These foundations and the relationship to the MoMA and Cornell speak to the varied
purposes that the IAUS eventually served, all of which reflect in some ways its moniker as an
“Institute”: it was an alternative school, a laboratory for ideas, an exhibition space, and a
publishing house. The group ran an evening lecture series for the public, held symposia,
published Oppositions, translated and published books, many of which were Italian texts (by
Rossi and Tafuri, especially) appearing in English for the first time. It also operated four
educational programs, which comes as no surprise considering the majority of Institute members
were involved in academia; these included an undergraduate program for third-year students
from a consortium of liberal arts colleges, an internship program for recent college graduates, an
advanced design workshop in “Architecture and Urban Form” for professional and graduate
students, and a part-time high school program.229 The exhibitions program was extensive with as
many as seven shows installed per year, from Le Corbusier and Mart Stam to Aldo Rossi and
Arato Isozaki, and often circulated beyond the walls of the IAUS. It is important to keep in mind
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this interdisciplinary, multi-faceted, collaborative atmosphere that characterized the Institute
when assessing the connection to Vinciarelli’s impact.
Such intersections between art and architecture, public and private, and theory and
practice aligned with Vinciarelli’s aims but were consistent with the stated aims of the Institute
from its inception as well. Upon its founding, the self-proclaimed “central activities of the
Institute” were “research and development.”230 As a grant proposal of 1968 explained, the
Institute would “coordinate theoretical ideas with practical constraints” and act “as an
intermediary between public and private agencies to demonstrate the potential of such a realm
for other studies,” such as sociology.231 In late 1960s New York, it would have been difficult for
a non-profit architectural organization to ignore such potential, considering the clear need for
social programs. In the summer of 1968, in fact, Eisenman proposed the “Harlem Plan,” a
collaboration between the Urban League and the Institute to construct an education center for
African-American youths centered around an architectural curriculum.232
Although ultimately the Harlem Plan was never realized, the Institute’s next major
socially-based project was the “Low-rise, High Density” housing project commissioned by the
New York State Urban Development Corporation (UDC), exhibited in the Museum of Modern
Art’s “Another Chance for Housing” in 1973.233 The project, Marcus Garvey Park Village, was
constructed in the Brownsville section of Brooklyn and was the Institute’s only built project (Fig.
23). This was a short-lived moment in the Institute’s history, however, as concrete humanitarian
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or sociological projects were discarded in favor of increasingly theoretical activities. Even
though Marcus Garvey Park Village was promoted by the IAUS as “not another theoretical
exercise” but rather a way to address “real problems,” the hallowed halls of the MoMA in
Midtown Manhattan seemed light years away from the reality of Brooklyn’s Brownsville
neighborhood and its residents’ needs.234
According to Lucia Allais, the IAUS quickly became known as “the birthplace of
American formalism” and a “think tank”: “the proliferation of think tanks, public policy centers,
and para-academic institutes that began in the 1960s and continued into later decades was a
symptom of a broader intellectual turn in the American political scene.”235 As discussed in the
previous chapter, that shift in architecture “from doing to thinking”236 occurred as the perceived
failure of modern architecture led to a sense of disillusionment or even pessimism about the
power of architecture to address social problems, made clear through the upheaval and sociopolitical awakening of 1968 in particular. As Bernard Tschumi explained, “the effect of 1968
was so brutal that intelligent and capable thinkers argued that socially committed architects had
to leave architecture altogether, because architecture was compromised by power and money,” a
statement indicative of the Marxist perspectives that dominated architectural discourse in the
1970s.237 Anthony Vidler also discussed the ways in which architects involved at the IAUS were
reconsidering approaches to architecture in theoretical terms: “The themes and questions that
envelop architecture and have largely swallowed architecture from outside in and inside out are
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themes and questions that could only be gotten at by other kinds of analysis, other kinds of
criticism, and other kinds of ways of getting at knowledge.”238 The impulse to completely
reassess the discipline of architecture and the role of practitioners was common in the wake of
1968, when systems and establishments were being questioned relentlessly and fiercely.
An understanding of the complicity between architecture and systems of power was the
broad concern, but modernism bore the brunt of the criticism and stimulated new ideas. As
Vinciarelli stated in 1978, “I began to think [about] the nature of two facts (…) one was the
homogeneous grid, and the other was architecture intended in terms of architectural objects – the
buildings.”239 This thought process led to her series of Non-Homogeneous Grid drawings and
informed her teaching, but it also went hand in hand with her theory; all three were modes of
critiquing the conceptions, and ultimately the perceived failings, of modernist architecture. Part
of this critique stemmed from contemporary Italian architectural theory, which is important for
an understanding of Vinciarelli’s theoretical work as well as the development of the IAUS.

Italian Currents
While Tafuri claimed that the Institute’s formal and institutional autonomy were signs of
“the organizational structure of intellectual work in America,” he criticized the Institute for
having “something too European about it.”240 The European tinge that Tafuri identified was no
doubt intentional, and despite some staunch critiques of European modernism the IAUS had a
complicated relationship to it and hardly rejected its tenets wholesale. Eisenman’s earlier project,
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Conference of Architects for the Study of the Environment (CASE), began in the mid-1960s as a
series of meetings on contemporary architectural concerns. CASE aspired to be a contemporary
American counterpart to the European Modernist CIAM, which formed in 1928 as a way to both
refine and spread the ideals of Modernist architecture. Reminiscent of CIAM in its acronymic
name and discursive aims, Eisenman had actually envisioned CASE as more of a “Team 10-like
group,”241 a reference to the younger generation of architects and urban planners who splintered
off from CIAM at their ninth meeting in 1953. This attempt to enter the international
architectural discourse was realized by the makeup of CASE and the IAUS from the beginning,
as some of the earliest and most central members of the IAUS were European transplants –
Kenneth Frampton and Anthony Vidler were from London, and Gandelsonas and Agrest from
Argentina. Eisenman had also long collected European magazines such as Italian Casabella and
the French L’Architecture vivante, which served as inspirational models for Oppositions.242
According to Anthony Vidler, there were two “iterations” of the Institute’s history, both
European in origins: the first was associated with Colin Rowe, an influential British architectural
historian, and his Cornell University circle. Rowe had studied with Rudolf Wittkower at the
Warburg Institute, and went on to teach at Cambridge and later Cornell University.243 Rowe’s
influence was strong in the early years of the Institute, not only because he was Eisenman’s
former professor at Cambridge, but also because of his presence at Cornell, one of the early
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sponsors of the Institute.244 Rowe was, however, also partially responsible for Eisenman’s trip to
Italy in 1964, where he was first exposed to magazines such as Casabella and Giuseppe
Terragni’s Casa del Fascio in Como, and both deeply affected him; after seeing it for the first
time, Terragni’s Rationalist building caused him to have an “epiphany” of sorts. As Eisenman
put it: “I was berserk.”245 During the second “iteration” of the Institute, Eisenman broke ties with
Rowe and shifted focus to a stronger Italian influence.
From the beginning, Eisenman had a “total affection with Italy” (as Vidler put it),246
which steered the discourse of the Institute towards such figures as Tafuri, Francesco Dal Co,
Giorgio Ciucci, Massimo Scolari, and Georges Teyssot (all part of the Venice circle), whose
writings appeared on the pages of Oppositions, sometimes for the first time in English.247 The
work of the Neo-Rationalist “Tendenza” Group, which included Rossi, Carlo Aymonino, and
Giorgio Grassi, also appeared (or at least was invoked) in Oppositions. Aldo Rossi, like Tafuri,
had a remarkable influence on American architects as well; this was again due in large part to the
efforts of the IAUS, which hosted Rossi as a guest on several occasions. Their 1979 exhibition,
“Aldo Rossi in America: 1976 to 1979,” was accompanied by a catalogue and the Institute also
published the first English translation of Architettura della Città (Architecture of the City) as
part of their Oppositions book series in 1982. In that groundbreaking treatise, Rossi reasserted
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the importance of building typology in relation to urban morphology that Saverio Muratori of the
Roman School of Architecture had put forth decades earlier.
The Italian connections ran deep at the IAUS, and as aforementioned, the work of
Terragni in particular was one of Eisenman’s longtime fascinations. Despite the Institute’s early
sociological bent, Eisenman preferred to separate architecture’s formal elements from their
ideological and historical context, even when dealing with such infamous buildings as the Casa
del Fascio. In a contradictory statement made in 2003, he stated “[y]ou can never say that
anything is apolitical, but this work deserved to be situated outside the historical context.”248
Raised in Rome among countless vestiges of fascist architecture, Vinciarelli and like-minded
members of ReVisions understood that form and ideology, politics, and history were always
inextricably linked. Although she also insisted on an autonomous architecture culture, she
explained in a lecture at the New School in 1978 that buildings have a meaning that is connected
not only to their form and function, but also to the history of the city.249 In other words, form is
interconnected with context, not external to it.
It was not by coincidence, I believe, that the second “iteration” of the Institute occurred
in or around 1975. This was the year that Vinciarelli became involved at the Institute, and as one
of the only Italian-born architects at the IAUS her appearance at that point was significant. Her
drawings were included in the 1975 group exhibition, “Work by Young Architects,” and the next
year Oppositions 5 was conceived as the “Italian Issue,” including texts by Rossi, Tafuri, and
originally Vinciarelli’s essay (now lost) titled “An Inquiry into the Syntactic Properties of
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Space.”250 She also delivered lectures: one in 1976, as part of the ARCHITECTURE Series at the
IAUS titled “Thinking on the Design Process,” underscoring the theoretical underpinnings of her
drawing courses and the centrality of theory to feminist critiques of the 1970s, one in 1979, for
the “Open Plan” series titled “Type and Metaphor: Process and Intention in Design,” and one in
1980 with Frampton and Robert Stern.251 Her 1978 solo exhibit – the first (and ultimately only)
one granted to a woman – presented her works on paper from 1973-1978, including her NonHomogeneous Grid series. The fact that she was the only woman to have a solo exhibit and did
not receive a catalogue could speak to claims of sexism at the Institute, although this issue
occupies a gray area that I will explore.252

Women at the Institute
The contribution of women to the success and visibility of the Institute has been broached
in recent years, but only by the very women who were involved. In 2013, Diana Agrest produced
and directed a documentary about the life of the IAUS (The Making of an Avant-Garde: 19671984); she also participated in a panel discussion with Suzanne Frank, Suzanne Stephens, and
Frederieke Taylor held at the Van Alen Institute in 2012 titled “The Institute as the Women Saw
It.”253 Neither the film nor the panel discussion dealt substantially with the issue of gender
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discrimination, with the exception of a few passing quips about Eisenman’s chauvinism, and also
did not reckon with Vinciarelli’s presence. Mary McLeod recalls that Vinciarelli continuously
pushed for women’s issues at the Institute, as she had at Columbia University, during a time
when such battles were hard fought and infrequently won.254 Here I will argue for the role of
women in shaping the activities at the Institute, which has been insufficiently addressed.
Many women at the IAUS who were key to its success and visibility were overshadowed
or downplayed by male counterparts. Ockman came to the Institute in 1976 and began editing
Oppositions in 1977 (and took over the editorship of Oppositions Books in 1981), was a Fellow
from 1981-1983, and often edited Eisenman’s texts; she also was responsible for making some of
the texts more comprehensible to a wider audience, according to Julia Bloomfield.255 Ghirardo
and Ockman translated Italian texts into English, such as those by Tafuri and Rossi (including
Rossi’s Architecture of the City; Ockman also edited Rossi’s A Scientific Autobiography and
consulted on the translation of Tafuri’s Sphere and the Labyrinth).256 Agrest, according to
Vidler, introduced Eisenman to more contemporary facets of Italian theory – “the Italy of Tafuri
and Rossi,” as he said – when she joined the IAUS in 1971.257 Laurie Hawkinson and Frederieke
Taylor, (who came to the Institute later), wrote grants and spearheaded the “Open Plan” lecture
series, and Hawkinson ran the exhibition program from 1979-1981. Frampton and Silvia
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Kolbowski then ran the exhibitions program together, and Lindsay Stamm Shapiro was director
of exhibitions intermittently from 1981 to 1983.258 Suzanne Stephens spearheaded the relaunch
of Skyline, a newspaper-style publication which began in 1981, when it was published under
Rizzoli.259
Only in recent years have the women involved at the IAUS made public statements on
this topic, and even in this context their concerns seemed to fall on deaf ears. When Beatriz
Colomina confronted Kenneth Frampton at a panel discussion on Oppositions in 2010 about why
Diana Agrest was not made part of the official editorial board, Frampton skirted the question,
replying, “Diana Agrest was an important part of the board. She was with us at the end.”260 And
yet, as Colomina noted, Agrest was only listed as a board member for the very last issue.
Eisenman, for his part, asked the panel to “get over the implied male chauvinist critique,”
conceding that it is “probably true,” adding that, “there were more women in powerful positions
at the Institute than there were men.”261 Some of these women operated in unacknowledged or
unofficial capacities, however. Eisenman continued to state that Julia Bloomfield “ran
Oppositions, no matter what anybody wants to say” (Colomina then points out that, despite that
fact, Bloomfield was excluded from the editorial board as well).262 In another recent interview,
Eisenman allowed that “there must have been some gender prejudice, even if the Institute was
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really very open.”263 Ockman, for the most part, agrees with Eisenman that although certainly
there were familiar sexist micro-aggressions at the IAUS (as in society at large), she remembers
the Institute as a place where men and women worked together on relatively equal footing. The
varying recollections of Eisenman, Frampton, Colomina, and Ockman highlight two facts: one,
that both sides agree that women had significant roles and influence at the Institute; two, the
organization of the Institute in some ways exhibited the widespread sexism of the time period,
yet in many ways also presented a much more egalitarian and progressive attitude towards
women.
Taylor also recalls that there was a women’s group that met at the Institute about once a
month as a show of solidarity.264 The ReVisions, group, however, was a critical, more public,
and necessary challenge to that chauvinism, both implicit and explicit. Roughly half of the
members were women, but the production of their publications especially speaks to their crucial
leadership: the first volume was edited by Joan Ockman, one of the founding coordinators, and
co-edited by Deborah Berke and Mary McLeod; their second was also edited by Ockman, coedited by Berke and McLeod, with guest editor Beatriz Colomina. The most radical aspect of
ReVisions, a seemingly humble “study group,” is the fact that women helped direct the discourse
towards vital yet overlooked socio-political issues.

ReVisions
Despite the fact that it encompassed the various forms of output that the IAUS was
known for – theoretical and critical discourse, publications, and public programs – ReVisions
263
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was a sort of anomaly. Formed in spring 1981, and continued until 1988, ReVisions was
proposed and financially backed by Walter Chatham, who wanted to bring together younger
architects and thinkers. Eisenman asked Christian Hubert and Joan Ockman to organize the
group, which would eventually include a cross-section of members involved at the IAUS. These
were major figures in contemporary architectural theory, especially Alan Colqhoun, who
Ockman notes was an “éminence grise.”265 However, as Ockman recalls, during the early years
of ReVisions the discussions centered on contemporary art. Hubert was close to artists David
Salle and Julian Schnabel,266 and Chatham studied painting at the New York Studio School,
highlighting the interconnectedness of art and architecture circles in New York at this moment (it
is important to note that October staff, including Rosalind Krauss, shared offices with the IAUS
for a time as well).
Within a year or so of its conception, ReVisions shifted its focus to producing public
programs on the relationship between architecture and art, and between architecture and
ideology. ReVisions was also a testing ground for new work – Bernard Tschumi, for example,
first presented his project for the Parc de la Villette competition to the ReVisions group, and
competitions were held (one for Columbus Circle was won by Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo
Scofidio). 267 Most importantly, the members were reading and discussing texts by Italian NeoMarxists such as Manfredo Tafuri and Galvano Della Volpe, but also leading voices in
postmodern debates: Jürgen Habermas, Benjamin Buchloh, Craig Owens, Frederic Jameson,
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, and Michel Foucault. In the process, they raised issues related
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to architecture and politics, education, and philosophy, resulting in a rich cross-pollination of
ideas. As Mary McLeod recalls, the ReVisions group introduced Jameson to the writings of
Tafuri,268 even though Tafuri only visited the United States a couple of times, and made only one
trip to the IAUS.269
Members held regular meetings beginning in the spring of 1981, either at the IAUS or
other locations (a few times they met at Donald Judd’s loft at 101 Spring Street, as Vinciarelli
was living there).270 The group held a symposium at the Institute in 1982, the papers from which
were subsequently published in Architecture, Criticism, Ideology (1985), followed by a second
volume, Architectu(re)production (1988). Frederic Jameson’s first text on postmodernism,
“Architecture and the Critique of Ideology,” was first published in Architecture, Criticism,
Ideology. The publication also featured texts on the concept of “history” by Tomas Llorens and
Demetri Porphyrios, and texts by Colquhoun and Tafuri on Berlin (Tafuri’s text was actually a
chapter taken from his 1980 The Sphere and the Labyrinth, which was read by the group). Many
of the texts were also originally presented at their 1982 symposium. The essays in
Architectu(re)production centered on modernist subjects such as Le Corbusier, Konstantin
Melnikov, and Mies van der Rohe, and the relationship between architecture and design, and
production and reproduction (as was suggested by the multivalent title).
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By taking a Marxian approach, in large part adopted from Italian thinkers like Tafuri,
Gramsci, and others, ReVisions played a vital role in establishing a critical voice for the
architectural discourse in America. The political fervor that pervaded architecture culture in the
late 1960s (especially in New York on the campuses of Columbia University and City College)
had dissipated by the early 1970s as architects found their discipline at an impasse. However, as
McLeod explained in the introduction to Architecture, Criticism, Ideology (1985), the
architectural discourse in America had for a long time fallen short of engaging the relationship to
politics and ideology: “The naive utopianism of the modern movement, the social criticism of the
sixties, the semiological analyses of the seventies, and contemporary eclectic approaches – all
fail to examine architecture’s ‘real connection’ to material processes.”271

Architecture, Ideology, and the “Dilemma” of Postmodernism
With the rise of semiotic, structuralist, phenomenological, and typological analyses in the
1970s, politics were increasingly expressed through theory or downplayed in favor of formal
concerns. As McLeod explained in Architecture, Criticism, Ideology, the ideological
implications had consequently been all but ignored in recent American architectural discourse.
ReVisions was conceived to fill that void, as a mode of examining, as McLeod stated, “the
relationship between culture and material conditions – in particular, the nature of architecture as
ideology.”272
At issue was the role of architectural representation and its relationship to consumption, a
problem Vinciarelli was especially concerned with. She addressed the pitfalls of the
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commodification of architecture as image in her essay for Architectu(re)production, “On
Croset’s Idea of Narration,” a response to Casabella editor Pierre-Alain Croset’s article in the
same volume. There she concurred with Croset’s identification of the problem with the way
buildings were represented in print: “Architectural magazines,” Vinciarelli explained,
“contaminated by the aesthetic model of advertising, come to partake of its intentions: the
description of buildings is reduced to a few photographs of their most striking parts as images for
fast consumption.”273 The solution, according to Croset, was one of “narrative logic” – to narrate
the experience of space (or a sequence of spaces) that photographs cannot evoke. However,
according to Vinciarelli, as provocative as his literary model might be, it ignored the rich
possibility of architectural drawings to compensate for that lack of experience. This is due to the
fact, Vinciarelli contended, that in the postmodern era we not only lost the experience of the
building, but also the experience of the project. As she explained, the only way to convey the
experience of the project is through the “notational system of architecture” – in other words, the
architectural drawing.
Drawings offer legibility (especially for those who are fluent in the language of plan,
elevation, and axonometric renderings), a closer understanding of the creation process, and a
sense of the procession through spaces from multiple viewpoints when language falls short. In
1960s and 1970s Italy, the term “project” (progetto) meant more than simply a set of drawings,
however – for Vinciarelli, Tafuri, Bruno Zevi, and Paolo Portoghesi, among others, the project
had a much broader sense. It had historical implications, as “a projection into the future, a longlasting plan motivated by an intention or a construction of a scenario to be carried out on
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ideological and political assumptions.”274 It hinted at aspirations to better the world, to rouse
hope. These were some of the major distinctions between Italian postmodern thinking and that of
most other western European countries or the United States, where postmodernism was more
closely related to the rise of the free-market economy.275
As the economy rebounded in the 1980s and architects began to gain more (and more
profitable) commissions to build, the connections between postmodernism and market forces
became increasingly explicit. Even those who were not working in the popular postmodern
historicist mode (i.e. Deconstructivists like Eisenman, Tschumi, Zaha Hadid, and others) seemed
to be operating within another form of postmodernism complicit with the same capitalist
machine that their earlier paper projects seemed to reject.276 In a 1986 artist statement,
Vinciarelli identified a rift between the excessive, consumerist architecture flourishing in the
1980s with her own ideals, grounded in a sense of place: "Under an all devouring consumerism
our society longs for permanence. My work attempts to give form to this longing (…) It is the
issue of space, of architecture as the art that transforms space into place that establishes a
difference between my research and the tenets of Post Modernism."277 This statement, written the
year she shifted focus to her watercolors, provides a telling perspective of her decision to make
art instead of compromise her ideals by participating in a system dominated by fashion and the
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market. In a sense, she too was operating within that system by showing in galleries; however,
the consequences of making art to sort out architectural concerns did not wreak the same kind of
destruction on people or the built environment as construction did.
Vinciarelli continued her scathing critique of postmodern historicist tendencies and their
reflection of the exploitative building practices that she witnessed in New York: “The reduction
of architecture to the thinness of images serves well the cynical gluttony of the developers but
denies the very essence of architecture and, ultimately, determines a loss whose consequences
are evident in every new tenement building from Queens to Park Avenue.”278 Vinciarelli’s
language framed postmodernism not as an issue of style, but as a problem to be dealt with.
Indeed, in the wake of the monumental 1975 exhibit "Architecture of the École des Beaux-Arts"
at MoMA, which fueled the postmodern historicist trend, it was clear that postmodernism was a
force that "had to be confronted," as Ockman described it.279 Mary McLeod confirmed that by
the time ReVisions was conceived in 1981, there was no doubt that the primary “dilemma” was
postmodernism.280 Postmodern architecture, McLeod wrote, “seemed formally regressive” and
rejected “the social objectives of the modern movement”; thus in some ways they saw it as a
correlative to “the conservative turn of contemporary American politics.”281 To address this
problem, ReVisions members looked to alternative models; Italian theories here proved to be
among the valuable tools used to interrogate a progressively dominant postmodernism.
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The (Italian) Reading List
ReVisions members read and discussed a wide variety of texts, many associated with the
explicitly Marxist Venice School. However, there was remarkable fluidity regarding the notion
of Italian "schools" of thought, as several figures known for their teaching in other parts of the
country had ties to Rome or La Sapienza University, including Tafuri and Della Volpe. Tafuri,
for example, began his career in Rome, studying and later teaching with Quaroni, while Quaroni
himself taught first in Rome, then in Naples and Florence, returning to Rome to finish his career.
Della Volpe was not associated with a particular city or university – he seems to have
represented his own school of thought. Although he taught at the University of Bologna early in
his career, then at the University of Messina until his retirement in 1965, he lived in Rome much
of the year.282 Despite never teaching at La Sapienza, his influence was felt there in the late
1960s through the teaching of his former pupils (such as Emilio Garroni and Lucio Colletti). This
circulation of thinkers – and thus, schools of thought – is important to keep in mind when
assessing the impact of “Venetian” or “Roman” intellectuals on the New York architectural
scene, and vice versa.
One of Vinciarelli’s more significant contributions was bringing Della Volpe’s writings
to the attention of ReVisions members. A central figure of twentieth-century Italian Marxist
architectural history whose reach extended far beyond architecture, Della Volpe explained in his
Critique of Taste (1960) that “to liberate ourselves from every residue of romantic and
decadentist aesthetics presupposes not only that we be fully aware of the co-presence of both
reason and image in every work of art, but also that we acquire a new, ‘positive’ concept of
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expressive technique and hence of the various artistic languages.”283 By that logic, Della Volpe
reasons, “we shall be able to maintain a clear distinction, for example, between the architectural
figure and the sculptural figure.”284 True, Della Volpe believed architecture remained
autonomous to a degree285 and that form is not a substitute for (or a reflection of) meaning
outside of the architectural discipline, but instead an integral part of formulating a critical
perspective.286 Considering that he spent much time in Rome and passed away there in 1968, his
work would have been foregrounded and eulogized in discussions at La Sapienza. A product of
the Roman intellectual scene, Vinciarelli was well versed in Della Volpe’s writings.
Della Volpe’s thought developed out of, and in contrast to, the “humanist, historicist”
orthodoxy of Gramscian Marxism to offer a more “scientific” methodology.287 Gramsci, who
was leader of the Italian Communist Party in the 1930s, was frequently quoted at ReVisions
meetings as well.288 His writings were commonly invoked in Italy during the years leading up to
the student and worker revolutions of the late 1960s,289 and his name would have undoubtedly
been present in discussions at La Sapienza University as well. With the English translation of his
Prison Notebooks in 1971, and a 1977 publication as part of the “Modern Masters” series, he had
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reached a wider audience in the United States by the time ReVisions formed.290 Furthermore, his
position on the need for intellectuals to develop a critical consciousness of their complicity in the
hegemonic system of capitalism, which tends to subsume the intellectual’s cultural role in order
to maintain the economic, social, and political rationality of production, echoed the
contemporary concerns of ReVisions members as well.
Tafuri loomed large at the Institute, arguably above all others; in fact, most of the
speakers invited to the 1982 ReVisions symposium were responding in some regard to the
Tafurian position. As Ockman recalls, Tafuri “served as critical interlocutor for American
architecture’s evasion of troubling social and economic realities” in the early 1980s.291 Although
typically associated with the Venice school, Tafuri had strong ties to Rome in his formative
years. In fact, while he was Quaroni’s teaching assistant at La Sapienza in the early to mid1960s, he gave a series of seminars from 1964-66 at La Sapienza on nineteenth- and twentiethcentury architecture at Quaroni’s request.292 Clearly, for Vinciarelli Tafuri was not an abstract or
distant figure.
Tafuri decried any kind of “operative” architectural criticism or history;293 in other
words, history with an agenda, or one that posits a teleological progression. Although
“operative” criticism had functioned as the veritable status quo in architectural discourse up to
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that point, Tafuri found it ill-suited and possibly even dangerous. Criticism, he believed, should
not be used as “an instrument of politics”; the same argument was applied to those who conflated
theory, criticism, and practice. 294 Perhaps his most radical stance, however, was on the
impossibility of an avant-garde in architecture, arguing that since the Enlightenment, architecture
– even that of the “historical” avant-garde in Europe – has been beholden to capitalist forces and
ideological powers.295 Contrary to Clement Greenberg, not even ostensibly autonomous
architecture can escape these systems of power, he argued. Moreover, all modern production has
been continually recycled from previous avant-garde tropes, preventing any truly revolutionary
developments. For these reasons, Anthony Vidler characterized Tafuri as “disenchanted,” “the
historian without ideology.”296
His uniquely pessimistic view found no specifically architectural solution to escape this
dilemma, except perhaps to abandon the notion of architecture as a curative until major social
revolution had taken place. This prescription was perhaps the most valuable takeaway from
Tafuri’s writings, and one that resonated greatly with architects in the post-1968 world. Mary
McLeod summarized this position in the introduction to Architecture, Criticism, Ideology: “The
architect’s only option is to find a course for revolutionary praxis outside the traditional
boundaries of his field.”297 As Diane Ghirardo sees it, Tafuri’s view was not so bleak; rather than
implying that architects should stop building altogether, he advocated architecture “with a small
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‘a’” (perhaps not unlike vernacular examples or the INA-Casa projects of postwar Rome) rather
than bombastic architecture by and for the elite.298 Recovering the political import of Tafuri’s
ideas, largely ignored by Peter Eisenman and others, McLeod and Ghirardo remind us that for
Tafuri, successful architecture must be supported by a solid “political strategy,” since
architecture alone cannot solve social problems.299 This was a belief that would resonate for
many post-1968 architects who saw the “failure” of modern architecture not merely as a result of
shortcomings in design. These circulating ideas were all part of Vinciarelli’s architectural
consciousness while studying in Rome, and were major forces shaping the discourse within the
IAUS. The dearth of material on ReVisions and the absence of her name in the literature on the
Institute is in itself telling; in part it suggests the widespread sexism affecting women
intellectuals and women in architecture, but it also reflects the marginalization of politics in the
historiography of the Institute.

Conclusion
During the economic rebound in the mid to late 1980s, and with the commodification of
Postmodern historicism and Deconstructivism, paper projects and theoretical work gave way to
high profile, global commissions for Eisenman, Tschumi, and others – success that perhaps
spelled the end of the Institute. The dissolution of ReVisions in 1988 further indicated a move
away from lingering political engagement of the post-1968 era, a shift which McLeod addressed
in her 1989 essay “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Postmodernism to
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Deconstructivism.”300 Like so many other purportedly “avant-garde” architectural movements,
Deconstructivism quickly became one more fleeting style, as it was co-opted by the capitalist
system, even appearing on fashion runways by the early 1990s.301 The “melancholy poetics,” to
use Ockman’s phrasing, of Tafuri and other Marxist thinkers seemed increasingly out of place in
late 1980s America.302
Perhaps by distancing herself from the “cynical gluttony” of developers and the “thinness
of images” in architectural magazines, some of “the tenets of Post Modernism” which Vinciarelli
criticized in her 1986 statement, she was alluding to the work of some of her contemporaries. If
Eisenman had become interested in what he termed a “Post-Functionalist” architecture (in his
view, a sign of a post-humanist turn as well as a theoretical turn in architecture),303 the main
focus of Vinciarelli’s work was “the elaboration of various forms of inhabitable space,”
maintaining that architecture ought to be “the art that transforms space into place.”304
Considering the IAUS was founded upon a hybrid platform of architecture and sociology, theory
and practice, Vinciarelli’s position as both architect and artist, an Italian scholar in America, and
theorist and practitioner embodied the initial aims of the IAUS. Her connections to figures and
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theories of the Roman School also helped broaden the scope of the Institute and its links to the
Italian scene.
Vinciarelli benefitted from this relationship to the Institute as well. It provided her with a
venue to exhibit her work, facilitated an intellectual exchange with the leading architects and
theorists of the day, and – thanks to her involvement with ReVisions – resulted in having her
writing published.305 The Institute was “the place to be” for architects and intellectuals, and
attracted renowned figures from around the country and the world. This gave her a kind of
visibility and legitimacy that was different from that which she gained from the acquisition and
exhibition of her works by MoMA. Despite being an elitist organization backed by the MoMA
and Cornell, the IAUS maintained a reputation for being subversive and experimental, putting
forth its particular brand of “institutionalized counter-culture.”306 Columbia University would
earn a similar kind of reputation in the 1970s. In contrast to Harvard or Yale, Columbia at that
point was a school that had been shaken to the core during 1968 and its aftermath, and was in a
sense considered an underdog and thus more open to innovation.307 As I will discuss in the
following chapter, Vinciarelli made important contributions to Columbia’s recently created
housing studio during this transitional moment in its history.
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Chapter 3
Pedagogy and Practice, 1978-1987
Besides the disciplinary ‘concrete,’ as Della Volpe would call the scientific side
of architecture, ‘questioning’ is the major objective of teaching.
--Lauretta Vinciarelli, 1983
Venues such as the IAUS acted as alternative classrooms, where theory prevailed over
practice. Vinciarelli would bring her combination of drawing, theory, socio-political convictions,
and conceptions of spatial fabric and typology, to bear on her work as a teacher in Columbia’s
housing studio. Many have described her as a highly intellectual person, and she expected the
same kind of intellectual rigor from her students as well. As Sal LaRosa, Vinciarelli’s student at
the Pratt Institute, recalls, “she would say, 'You should tink [think] more about this.' ‘Tink.’ That
was the word (…) So in other words, she would lead you to a source that – out of her intellect –
that would help you come up yourself with a solution.”308 Even her drawing courses incorporated
discussions of theoretical treatises by Michel Foucault, Roland Barthes, and Aldo Rossi, among
others,309 evoking Rossi’s call for the architect to step up as an “intellectual, thinker, and
inventor.”310
This chapter centers on Vinciarelli’s teaching from the late 1970s to the late 1980s,
although her teaching career spanned nearly three decades at Pratt Institute, Columbia
University, and the City College of New York. This was a particularly pivotal time for her
artwork, too, as she the transitioned from her early, gridded drawings to her preeminent body of
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watercolors, as well as an especially innovative time in Columbia’s architecture school. In the
wake of 1968, studio pedagogy was totally reconfigured, new faculty members were hired, and
typology was instituted as the primary methodology in the newly formed housing studio. For
Vinciarelli, drawing acted not only as a form of art-making but also as a pedagogical tool to
investigate typological forms, their history, and their underlying meanings. Not only is this
analysis important for a deeper understanding of how typology was used in the classroom, it also
contributes to a more nuanced historiography of Columbia’s housing studio. The various
methodologies, concerns, and theories employed in the housing studio can be seen as a veritable
microcosm of Vinciarelli’s larger concerns. Tracing the correspondence between her teaching
and her creative output, I offer a reevaluation of the intersections between pedagogy,
architectural drawing, and the theoretical discourse specific to this time period.
Part of this analysis centers on the dialogue between the radical approaches to
architectural pedagogy in Italy and the United States, specifically Rome and New York – this
complicates the traditional narrative, which tends to instead focus on influences stemming from
figures of the Venice School, such as Tafuri.311 Furthermore, the contemporary Italian influence
on architecture in the United States tends to be attributed solely to the efforts of those within the
male-dominated architectural establishment, such as Peter Eisenman, Kenneth Frampton,
Richard Plunz, and others at Columbia and the IAUS. I will demonstrate how Vinciarelli, who
311
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came to the United States as a relative outsider (as a recent immigrant and a woman), became an
insider and an agent of change – in other words, what did she gain from her teaching and
involvement at Columbia, and how did she contribute to the success of the housing studio during
these transformative years?
Her teaching career began in the United States at the Pratt Institute in 1975, where she
taught design studio (“Concepts of Design”) and drawing until 1978 when James Stewart
Polshek, the dean of the architecture school at Columbia University, hired her. As one of the first
woman teaching studio courses at Columbia at the time (joining Ada Karmi and Mary McLeod,
who were hired in 1977 and 1978, respectively), Vinciarelli’s prominent involvement also
reflected Columbia’s recent structural overhaul, which included enrolling a greater number of
female students and hiring women faculty; by the fall of 1977, the ratio of men to women was
approximately 50/50.312 Vinciarelli taught in Columbia’s second-year housing studio, as well as
in the third and fourth year design studios. From 1985-1992 she taught a drawing course called
“Representational Techniques” at City College and was Visiting Professor at the University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle (1981) and Rice University in Houston, Texas (1982).
At Columbia, Vinciarelli brought an interest in public housing that stemmed from her
education in Italy and having witnessed the poverty and housing crisis of postwar Rome. In the
atmosphere of post-1968 in which experimental and collaborative strategies prevailed,
architecture schools in the United States played a vital role in radicalizing architectural culture as
they had in Italy, when Vinciarelli was a student in the 1960s. This is where I will begin, in order
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to establish the context for my discussion of Vinciarelli’s unique approaches to teaching in New
York City.

1960s Italy: “The Climate of the Times”
In a rare mention of her time at La Sapienza, Vinciarelli recalled in 1997 that the studio
design parameters were quite traditional and strict, and approaches to delineation outside of ink
on vellum were “not encouraged.”313 Despite her recollection of the university as conservative in
this respect, architecture professors in the early 1960s were reimagining architectural pedagogy
across Italy, especially in major centers like Florence, Milan, and Venice. In Rome, architects
and professors such as Quaroni, active since before World War II, were now being reenergized
by the younger generation who were coming of age in the 1960s. Lucio Barbera, a student at La
Sapienza in the early 1960s and later Quaroni’s teaching assistant, summed up this galvanizing
moment for architecture students pushing back against tradition: “the cement between us had
been a multi-year militancy against academic teaching and the passion to recover the battle for
prewar Rationalist architecture, felt – better, was subjectively transfigured – as an intellectual
and political epic.”314
In the spring of 1963, Quaroni conducted an experimental seminar in Arezzo, Italy,
which he co-taught with Giancarlo De Carlo, Aldo Rossi, and Manfredo Tafuri. The topic was
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“The City and its Territory,” and the approaches spanned such diverse disciplines as sociology,
economics, and geography.315 Envisioned as an interdisciplinary, inter-generational alternative to
the traditional academy, the seminar highlighted a moment of flux in Italian architecture
schools.316 The experiment also exposed rifts among the various figures involved, between the
older generation (Quaroni and De Carlo, for example) and the younger generation (Rossi and
Tafuri, for example). As Barbera explained, Quaroni understood that “to be an important
educator also meant, at times, to be an unfavorable master,” a figure to rebel against: “It is
adversity,” he stated, “that makes one mature.”317
Vinciarelli existed at the crossroads of these generations, influenced by each figure in
different ways. Manfredo Tafuri, another one of Quaroni’s students, referred to his teaching style
as a form of “Socratic didacticism.”318 Vinciarelli once wrote that “‘questioning’ is the major
objective of teaching,” hinting at the “Socratic” lineage of which she was a part. Although
Vinciarelli has been quoted by former students as having declared, alternately, “that is correct”
or “that is not correct” in reference to their work,319 she shared Quaroni’s insistence on
constantly questioning and searching rather than settling for easy answers. Tafuri had worked as
a teaching assistant to Quaroni, and would later have a sustained impact on architects in New
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York at Columbia and the IAUS, especially on the ReVisions group. Rossi, like Vinciarelli, was
an architect, teacher, and artist working in a Neo-Rationalist manner that called upon notions of
typology, morphology, and “collective memory” as related to the city. Rossi’s teaching career
began in Arezzo; in 1963 he began teaching in Venice, where he was an assistant to Carlo
Aymonino, who later taught at La Sapienza. Rossi argued that the architect as “intellectual,
thinker, and inventor” was better prepared to transform the contemporary city than a “technician
re-educated in several disciplines.”320 These figures used the studio as a kind of laboratory for
collaborative research and design between teacher and students, a perspective that would
characterize Vinciarelli’s teaching and the collective approach that developed in the late 1960s in
New York.321
Protest also played an important part in alternative approaches to architecture pedagogy
in the major cities of Italy and around the world, as the collective anxiety of 1968 stoked the
flames of unrest, especially among architecture students. The demonstrations and occupation of
campus buildings at Columbia University (as I will discuss shortly) and at La Sorbonne in Paris
are perhaps the most emblematic of 1968. No doubt, architectural pedagogy was at a turning
point, as students faced a unique and pressing set of socio-political issues that were intertwined
with architecture and questions of rights to space, such as the Civil Rights movement or
imperialist exploits in North Africa and Southeast Asia.
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In Italy, protests had already been taking place since at least since 1963, and would
extend well beyond 1968.322 Italian students were rebelling against the outdated, paternalistic
educational system that was out of touch with the major social and economic changes that had
transformed the country during the 1950s and 1960s. Architectural schools were also finding
themselves increasingly ill-equipped for the large number of students entering the field, resulting
in over-crowding and a lack of resources.323 There was a sense among students that the
curriculum at architectural academies had been reduced to mere “professional instruction,” and
represented “bastions of privilege to be taken by storm.”324 Students protested and occupied
university buildings in Turin, Milan, and Trento during the winter of 1967-68.325 Perhaps the
most iconic protests in Italy were those at La Sapienza University, the so-called “Battle of Valle
Giulia” (named for the name of the street on which the protests took place).
On March 1st 1968, around 4,000 students gathered on the meadow in front of the
architecture building at La Sapienza. The protests, occupation of the architecture building, and
ensuing skirmish with police were some of the most violent of the Italian student protests of
1968,326 as about 150 policemen and 400 students were injured.327 This was the first time that
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students fought back, and for many, their first confrontation with the police;328 Vinciarelli herself
received a blow to the head during the conflict.329 As Tafuri would later emphasize, participation
was imperative for students and teachers alike, as they “[abandoned their] books (or designers
their drawing tables) to go throw rocks at the police. This was the climate of the times,” he
wrote.330 The “battle” was a traumatic yet formative experience, one that served as a veritable
initiation rite for Vinciarelli’s generation.
In light of Italy’s fascist past, the industrialization and urbanization of rural Italy in the
1950s and 1960s (referred to as the “economic miracle”),331 and the demand for public housing,
it is no surprise that architecture became such a deeply politicized arena. As John David Rhodes
explains, students (like Vinciarelli) who witnessed the construction of the 1950s and 1960s INACasa projects in Rome were keenly aware that “the desire to act or live collectively – in both
political and spatial terms – had already informed the best products of postwar Italian culture,
especially architectural practice.”332 Aware of the possibilities of working collectively and for
the greater good, architecture students were also questioning the complicity of their profession
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with capitalist expansion and exploitation.333 As Mary Lou Lobsinger and Roberto Damiani
explain, new approaches to pedagogy in Italy stressed that the architect “should be an intellectual
practitioner working against, yet within, mass culture,”334 a tenuous balance that struck a chord
with avant-garde artists working in the interwar years, heeding Walter Benjamin’s call for the
“Author as Producer.” For Vinciarelli and her fellow classmates, the damage wrought on the
built environment by capitalist forces represented everything wrong with the contemporary state
of architecture, a sentiment that informed her work in New York as well.335

New York, 1968 and the Aftermath at Columbia University
Architecture students played a major role in the political revolts on many American
campuses in the late 1960s and early 1970s, especially in leading protests against university
planning policies and their effects on the existing neighborhood.336 The seeds of revolution at
Columbia had been sown years before the eruption of April 1968. When the school
controversially proposed in the early 1960s to build a new gym, featuring separate entrances for
the (largely white) Columbia University students and for the (largely African-American and
Puerto Rican) community, tensions began brewing between students and the administration, and
between the university and the Morningside community. When construction on the gym began,
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tensions transformed into action; the construction site became a site of protest on April 23rd, and
several buildings on the Columbia campus were seized by students, including notably Avery
Hall, home of the architecture school. Student demands included a greater engagement with the
needs of the Morningside Heights neighborhood,337 resulting in an overhaul of the existing
program structure. A “temporary platform system” was put in place, in which students
participated in the educational process in a more democratic and direct way than ever before,
taking on an active role in their own education.338 Hands-on experience in the students’ own
communities was meant to provide them with a more relevant education, by taking real sites and
social problems as the basis for finding architectural solutions, rather than the traditional studio
practice that focused on hypothetical sites and formal refinement. As Marta Gutman and Richard
Plunz explained, this approach made Columbia’s architecture studio one of the most radical and
innovative programs of that time.339
As early as 1971, faith in the platform system and the belief that social problems could
be solved with architectural solutions waned, as the original student protestors graduated, and
complacency set in.340 However, major changes were already set in motion. These changes
corresponded not just to specific issues at Columbia, but rather formed a widespread,
impassioned outcry against a modernist approach to architecture that seemed increasingly out of
touch with the post-1968 world. Mary McLeod noted that “almost anyone who studied or taught
in American architecture schools from the late 1960s to the 1980s would probably agree…that
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architecture education had changed dramatically during those years and that this change centered
on the collapse of a belief in the principles of modern architecture.”341
Columbia’s housing studio's inception was largely a response to the specific context of
New York City in the 1970s, as the city was trying to grapple with crippling economic and social
issues.342 The city’s problems were well-known, immortalized in film and on television: crime,
poverty, unemployment, homelessness, and racially biased housing policies. By 1975, New
York, like many American metropolises at that time, was facing a major fiscal emergency: the
city was overwhelmed with a budget deficit of 2.3 billion.343 With the construction of the World
Trade Center towers and other expensive architectural interventions, the city spun even further
into debt. The Nixon Administration had already ceased federal funding for new construction of
public housing in 1972; compounded with the 1976 budget cuts in the city’s most blighted areas
(referred to as “planned shrinkage” by the director of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development), the situation continued to deteriorate.344 Between 1975 and 1977, an estimated
130,000 housing units were abandoned.345 These were just some of the factors that contributed to
New York’s widespread reputation as a “city in crisis,”346 and what prompted a wholesale
reconsideration of the responsibility of architecture (and the architect) among faculty and
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students at Columbia. Housing was especially a problem, due to the failure of urban renewal
projects, corrupt landlords, and an increasing number of abandoned buildings.347
Under the leadership of Dean James Polshek from 1972-1987, Columbia’s architecture
school continued to undergo formative transformations. Upon his arrival in 1972, Polshek
insisted that Columbia convert from a five-year B.Arch. program to a three-year M.Arch.
program, as a number of other architecture schools had done, increasing the number of hours
students were required to spend to earn a professional degree.348 Extending the social conviction
of the radical platform put in place in the wake of 1968, and in an effort to address the pressing
issue of housing in the city despite the widespread budget cuts and urban blight, the architecture
program needed to refocus its aims and approach. No longer a program meant solely for turning
students into professional architects, nor the platform system of 1968, but rather a hybrid of the
two, students were encouraged to think critically, theoretically, and practically, to engage with
the social issues of their day.349 The aim was to produce a school where social reform and
aesthetics were on equal footing, a school that was on par with or even exceeded the reputation
of Harvard and Yale.350
Columbia was a leader in the development and integration of a history-centric
curriculum, and this came to define the school; as Gutman stated, “you went to Columbia to ‘do’
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history.”351 This was also a sign of the times, however. According to architecture historian Keith
Eggener, “[d]ramatically increased numbers of dissertations in architectural history were
produced. In 1971, for instance, more dissertations were completed in the field than in all the
years between 1898 and 1940 combined.”352 Perhaps, as Eggener suggests, this spike was due to
“the perceived end of modernism” and a renewed interest in revival styles and Beaux-Arts
classicism, topics that had long been neglected.353 However, this shift had been taking place in
American architecture programs since the 1960s, spurred by the condition of the city and a shift
in cultural politics, as the United States was now seen as having buildings worthy of critical
attention.354 Several notable publications reignited an interest in the past: Vincent Scully’s study
of the Shingle Style (1955), as well as his Modern Architecture (1961) and American
Architecture and Urbanism (1969), John Reps’s The Making Of Urban America: A History of
City Planning In the United States (1965), and Robert Venturi’s Complexity and Contradiction
in Architecture (1966), just to name a few.
To develop this newly reimagined program, Polshek also needed to hire new faculty
members, those who were “capable of giving the most sensitive individual attention to the
students.”355 Part of the faculty search was an effort to better represent a rapidly changing student
demographic. In the early 1970s across America, in fact, the majority of graduate programs in
architecture had only one or two women per class, but by the end of the decade more than one351
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third of students were women.356 At Columbia, the enrollment of women increased substantially
after the 1968 protests, to approximately half of each class.357 Polshek’s hires, accordingly,
included an exceptional number of women for that time. By the early 1980s, Gwendolyn Wright,
Susana Torre, and Barbara Littenberg were on the faculty, joined a few years later by Beatriz
Colomina, Joan Ockman, Zeynip Çelik, and Marta Gutman.
Polshek’s aim was to bring in a diverse faculty with different points of view, resulting in
a “constellation of ideologies,” as Marta Gutman phrased it.358 Although faculty generally shared
an interest in history (whether through typology or historicism) and the need to address problems
facing the city, the plurality of viewpoints would reinforce a sense of openness to ideas and
approaches to design. There were faculty members who came from Cornell University, who had
studied with Colin Rowe, others who studied with Louis Kahn at Yale, the University of
Pennsylvania, or Princeton.359 Some were postmodern historicists, like Robert Stern, and others
were interested in participatory models, like J. Max Bond Jr. Many were influenced by aspects of
Team 10 thinking, especially those who studied at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute such as
Richard Plunz and Michael Mostoller, a fellow faculty member who was also involved in
organizing the housing studio. Rensselaer was even known as the “Team 10 School,” as some of
the Team 10 members like Shadrach Woods had taught there.360 There were some who were
interested in drawing as theoretical tools of investigation, others interested in social issues and
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housing. Even if in some ways Vinciarelli was “a resolute modernist,”361 as Gutman recalls, she
also embraced history, drawing, and socio-political questions as teaching tools; in other words,
she represented several of the distinct threads that developed at Columbia in the 1970s.
Kenneth Frampton and Richard Plunz founded Columbia’s housing studio in 1974.362
Vinciarelli’s arrival in 1978 contributed to the development of the housing studio primarily
through her emphasis on typology, which was laden with the history and building traditions of
Italy. This connected to some of Vinciarelli’s key concerns – history and theory as a source for
new work, and architectural drawing as an investigative tool – each of which was central to
Columbia’s curriculum and pedagogy. As I will explain, her elaboration of court-house based
types, and especially carpet housing, formed an integral part of the school’s emphasis on low-rise
building types and historical prototypes. However, it is important to bear in mind that Vinciarelli
was never a full-time, tenured professor at Columbia, nor was that ever her goal. Her teaching
was one of several avenues of exploration that she pursued from the late 1970s through mid1980s. Therefore, while I argue for her impact, I also consider the ways her teaching informed
her concurrent research on typology for projects in Marfa.

Typology
In her lecture at the New School in 1978, Vinciarelli explained how type can serve as a
“device” that generates the design, recalling some of the language associated with her early
361
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drawings discussed in the first chapter: “a type is a special scheme,” she stated, a “totality” that
has been “schematized.”363 The typological approach was by no means unique to Vinciarelli and
her colleagues at Columbia, nor was it a contemporary phenomenon; however, typological
studies were exceedingly prevalent by the 1970s and 1980s.364 As Alan Colquhoun stated in
“Typology and Design Method,” published in 1967, “many people believe…that the intuitive
methods of design traditionally used by architects are incapable of dealing with the complexity
of the problems to be solved and that without sharper tools of analysis and classification the
designer tends to fall back on previous examples for the solution of new problems,” what he
called “type-solutions.”365 Colquhoun’s analysis builds from the notion that the Modern
Movement’s dependence on “expression” and “the freedom of intuition”366 required a more
“systematic” approach in an era characterized by constant change.367 Typology provided a set of
rules to guide design and allowed for artistic expression within each variation.368 Some
modernist conceptions of type (like Le Corbusier’s “objet-type” or “typical object”) however,
represented that systematic approach and the possibilities of the assembly line and pre-fabricated
production. Le Corbusier’s objet types, for example, were defined as objects that “tend towards a
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type which is determined by the evolution of forms between the ideal of maximum utility and the
necessities of economic manufacture.”369
An important difference between Le Corbusier’s modernist concept of “type” and that of
Vinciarelli’s generation was his emphasis on industrial production and the effects of
technological innovations on architecture. As Colquhoun explains, the new postmodern
conception of type “contained the notion of the repetition of certain morphologies in the history
of architecture that appear to be independent of technical change.”370 No doubt, there was a
strong connection between type, history, and social concerns at Columbia (and beyond).
Colquhoun further noted that “one of the many reasons why a typology of forms might have a
greater impact on practice in architecture than in the other arts is the inherent reproducibility of
architecture and its dependence on prototype.”371 Residents will always need protection from the
elements, a sense of privacy but also community, and access to light and air. James Tice, former
associate professor at Columbia, explained that “[h]ousing is arguably the most appropriate arena
for typological studies,” since, even though other building types have been adjusted to
incorporate new technologies or program requirements, “the fundamental problem of dwelling
has changed little over the millennia.”372
These “timeless” or “fundamental” elements of architecture are embodied in the ancient
history of Rome – persistent types and examples like the Pantheon or Santa Sabina. Indeed,
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tradition was anathema to some European modernists who instead looked to planes, automobiles,
and assembly-line production for inspiration. But for architects in Italy, as Ignasi Sola-Morales
has explained, “their masters had bequeathed them a taste for history. That was contrary to the
mainstream of the Modern Movement which had shed its interest for architectural history. In
Italy, however, the love for architectural history had never ceased; if anything it had gained
impetus from the studies of the work of the protagonists of the Modern [Italian] Movement.”373
Although Sola-Morales somewhat generalizes European modernist architecture without a nod to
the varying forms of historical reference made by Le Corbusier or Mies van der Rohe to
especially classical architecture, his point is well-taken that the Italian case was unique.
As former student and colleague Claude Armstrong stated, Vinciarelli “was not so
excited about reinvention, formally or technologically, really.”374 His partner Donna Cohen
agreed, noting that Vinciarelli “felt she…knew enough to make things new but based on many a
more timeless concept.”375 That being said, Vinciarelli did not want to simply – as she put it –
“[repeat] the types banally,” since architectural types evolve as society continually evolves: “I’m
more interested in the evolution of types, which is due to the change of cognitive levels that
expresses in societies when they change (…) and I think this should be kept in mind.”376
Vinciarelli believed that building types were not fixed but rather malleable, adaptable to site and
climate. In her work in Marfa, for example, she wanted to see how much a type could be
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stretched without becoming something else.377 Working within an established set of types
offered a sense of familiarity, as she explained in a 1978 lecture: “architects are asking the
question: ‘how can we do architecture that people can understand?’ (…) And I intend this
question: in which way can we do an architecture which is recognizable?’ And it is my opinion
that the adherence to the historical types can help.”378 By diverging from type in subtle ways and
creating variations, however, each iteration would take on new meaning.

In the Housing Studio
From the first semester the concept of studying building typologies in relation to social
and physical context was raised; by the second year, the focus shifted specifically to housing.
Four primary housing typologies were taught at Columbia: perimeter block (led by Kenneth
Frampton), mews or row housing (led by J. Max Bond Jr.), carpet housing (led by Vinciarelli),
and garden apartments (led by Richard Plunz). By the 1970s, a discernible movement had taken
place, away from Le Corbusier’s modernist “tower-in-the-park” that had become closely
associated with postwar public housing – the John F. Hylan Houses in the Bushwick section of
Brooklyn, for example, completed in 1960. Oscar Newman’s Defensible Space: Crime
Prevention through Urban Design (1972) presented public housing projects in New York to
argue that higher crime rates existed in high-rise apartment buildings rather than in low-rise
projects.379 Newman’s analysis, published the same year that the first buildings of Pruitt-Igoe in
St. Louis were demolished, fed this interest in low-rise alternatives to “the normative high-rise
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‘tower-in-the-park’ model that by 1976 had been pretty much discredited for social housing,” as
Richard Plunz explains.380 Low-rise types and examples like the Harlem River Houses (1936-37)
were admired for incorporating plenty of “sun, space, and green,” some of the aims of their
European avant-garde predecessors, except without compromising the integrity of the existing
urban fabric (Fig. 24).381
Housing was “so Lauretta,” as a former student phrased it;382 housing is also inextricable
from social and political issues, typology, and notions of domesticity, with which she was
concerned in her work outside of Columbia. Vinciarelli is credited for introducing the carpet
housing type to Columbia’s housing studio in 1978,383 and Richard Plunz affirmed that she was
“certainly a voice in devising the typological approach, which was fully implemented in that
semester [that she began teaching].”384 As the name suggests, carpet or “mat” housing is an
apartment type that resembles a textile when seen from above, not unlike Vinciarelli’s earlier
grid-based drawings from the 1970s, as we can see from an example of a student project by
second-year student Greta Weil (Fig. 25). With its low-rise, interlocking modular units, carpet
housing provides an ideal mix of both private and communal courtyards, a form derived from
centuries-old Mediterranean villages.385 The courtyard type endured, but had a particular appeal
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in postwar Europe for its ability to be multiplied and form an entire urban fabric.386 Vinciarelli’s
approach to carpet housing was based on a generative system or pattern, and the ways architects
could adjust that pattern to suit human habitability.387
Among some of the influential carpet housing examples were Le Corbusier’s projects for
La Sainte-Baume and Roq-et-Rob on the Cote d’Azur (1948, 1949), the Swiss firm Atelier 5’s
Halen housing developments in Bern (1955-1962), and Giancarlo de Carlo’s Matteotti Village, a
workers’ housing project in Terni (1969-72), constructed an hour northeast of Rome (Fig. 26).
Terni was highly influential on Columbia’s housing studio, perhaps even more so than Rossi and
Aymonino’s Gallaratese, as Richard Plunz states.388 De Carlo consulted with the workers during
the design process, hoping to generate a more democratic and participatory architecture.389 The
resultant buildings were composed of interlocking cubic forms of concrete, and included terraced
gardens and green spaces surrounding the property, with the idea that future inhabitants (who
would mostly be ex-farmers) would use them to cultivate their own gardens.390 Although
ultimately the project was not successful – and in fact not even completed – due to opposition
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from residents of the old village, its concept had an enormous effect on the imaginations of
faculty and students at Columbia.391
De Carlo had also worked earlier with Quaroni on the INA-Casa projects in Matera, from
1951-57, and co-taught the summer seminar with him in Arezzo in 1963. One of the founding
members of Team 10, de Carlo was a central figure in the Italian scene during the 1950s and
1960s, although Team 10 in general would have a major effect on American architects in the
1970s and 1980s as well. Comprised of a younger generation of European architects who, in
1958, sprouted from a rift within the Modernist organization International Congresses of Modern
Architecture (Congrès internationaux d'architecture moderne or CIAM), Team 10 and the
emphasis on interlocking, modular, and courtyard-based projects had a notable impact on
Columbia’s housing studio. Their impact was especially seen in the interest of overlapping
functions, and low-rise, high-density types favored by Team 10 architects. Moreover, there was
an element of social responsibility to the discussions and examples coming from Team 10,
outcomes of the political criticism of the Italian welfare state.392
Socially responsible design, the relationship between buildings and the urban fabric, as
well as an interest in history – “contextualism” in its different forms, as Vinciarelli’s former
student Gene Sparling recalled – were pervasive concerns at Columbia.393 Sites were typically
chosen for students in low-income neighborhoods like Harlem, Sunnyside in Queens, or the
University’s own Morningside Heights neighborhood. Carpet housing, perimeter block, and
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mews and garden apartment types were different forms of low-rise, high density housing yet
incorporated elements of the courtyard in some fashion. Courtyard spaces are desirable for
providing access to light and air, but they also facilitate social interaction and create a stronger
connection between individual buildings and their surrounding neighborhood. In other words,
this approach is poised to produce a spatial fabric, a concept central to Vinciarelli’s concurrent
projects.
Although the courtyard was an archetype for housing in Italy, North Africa, Central and
South America, and Southeast Asia, Vinciarelli viewed it as “very appropriate” for low-income
housing projects in New York, like those which Columbia students were assigned. In
Vinciarelli’s studio, she asked students to design a spatial fabric of units that would produce
“sequences of spatial experiences.”394 In one example, from 1980, a second-year Masters of
Architecture student Doug Suisman drew upon the aforementioned INA-Casa Tuscolano project
in Rome, by Adalberto Libera, in his emphasis on horizontality and shared interior courtyards.395
The following year, students Ruth Rutholz and Diana Ming Sung wrote about their carpet
housing scheme based on shared-entry courtyards, designed (as they often were) for a site in
Queens:
A center for gathering and meeting, each courtyard is given prominence in the hierarchy
of places in the housing project. Volumetrically and spatially, the designers have created
a rich and variegated system out of a clear order that acknowledges both the complexity
of human life and the power of the human mind to abstract form as an expression of
values.396
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The emphasis was on maintaining the human element while allowing for complexity and
providing spaces for community gathering; this was achieved by using variation within an
ordered system and privileging the courtyard within the hierarchy of spaces. In this regard,
Vinciarelli’s students addressed the need to elevate the human spirit in public housing, an issue
certainly at the forefront in 1970s New York even if it harkened back to the context of postwar
Italy and the aims of INA-Casa.
Vinciarelli took the modernist “form follows function” principle, which had been used as
a standard for public housing in previous decades, as a starting point in order to highlight its
limitations.397 As she explained, “the tradition of the Modern Movement…taught us that in order
to invent or design a new type we should start from an analysis of the means, an analysis of the
function.”398 However, Vinciarelli believed that “the anxiety of form following function doesn’t
lead anywhere, and, by the way, never existed,” and as students developed their designs based on
the functionalist ethos, they would ultimately realize “how the functions [are] after all
interchangeable.”399 Rooted in socially conscious and site-specific approaches to building, likely
inherited from her training under Quaroni and others at La Sapienza, she concluded that it came
down to human agency, an element she believed was lacking in purely functionalist designs: “I
think that the inhabitants (…) to use the sociological discourse, should be free to decide by
themselves,” as “these deterministic apartments are not so human after all, you know? Because
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you enter and you cannot decide anything. Everything has been decided and, after all, by a very
bad design.”400
In order to avoid “bad design,” students were encouraged to think, draw, and explore the
many possible solutions to an architectural problem; an important part of Vinciarelli’s teaching
method was thus to emphasize “drawing as research,” a phrase she would often use in studio,
drawing as a tool to investigate questions in search of some new understanding.401 Aldo Rossi
insisted on the inseparability of theory and design, while contending that “the most important
artists concentrated more on theory than on actual making,”402 a position that Vinciarelli
exemplified. Vinciarelli’s approach was never to direct students to draw a specific element in a
specific way, but rather to encourage them to come to an understanding on their own through
drawing. This emphasis on process and theory rather than a finished product seems at odds with
her declarative statements (“this is correct”); nevertheless, it aligned with her approach to
“drawing as research” that she applied to her own projects and her continued search for new
expressions of housing.

Designing “New Images for the House” and Public Spaces
Teaching housing, as a woman, was accompanied by a certain historical baggage.
Although Vinciarelli was averse to the idea of being labeled a “woman architect” (as opposed to
just an “architect”), her experience as a woman and her feminism informed her teaching methods
and architectural concerns. Vinciarelli acknowledged as early as 1978 the parallelisms between
400
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feminism and images of domesticity. As she stated, there was a quest at that time especially
among feminist architects “to find new images for the house, or new images for the apartment,”
although of course that was no easy task. “So embedded in our minds and imaginations is a
certain set of domestic images,” she rightly pointed out.403 Vinciarelli was not alone in this
search in the wake of the feminist revolution to reimagine the domestic realm: at that time, some
of the first writings on women in architecture were being published by Doris Cole, Dolores
Hayden, Gwendolyn Wright, and Susana Torre.404 Hayden’s work on “material feminism” was
particularly groundbreaking, as she took a Marxist approach in order to shed light on how
women’s physical environments helped shape their lives.405 For Vinciarelli, who worked with
Wright and Torre at Columbia University, questions of agency and freedom within space were at
the forefront of her thinking; the everyday is also inextricable from this context, as I will explain.
Residential architecture, especially the single-family home, is fraught with issues of
domesticity and the traditional relegation of woman to the domestic sphere. It is thus nearly
impossible to separate the two; in 1960s and 1970s Italian furniture design, for example, there
were particularly jarring examples of how women’s bodies were used as inspiration, as the
female body transformed into pure decoration. Gaetano Pesce’s armchair of 1969 (part of his Up
series), for example, followed the powerful, voluptuous curves of an abstract, headless woman
403
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who is tethered to what seems to be a ball of yarn (Fig. 27).406 Just a few years earlier, the July
1966 Harper’s Bazaar featured full-page pictures of Ellsworth Kelly and Donald Judd; Kelly
stands beside gallery assistant Judith Heidler of the Sidney Janis Gallery, Judd next to his wife,
choreographer and dancer Julie Finch. The “models,” wearing dresses inspired by minimalist
aesthetics, look off into the distance while Judd and Kelly engage the camera directly; the viewer
is encouraged to read the image as two artists posing proudly next to their creations (Fig. 28).
Whereas Pesce’s design simultaneously reduced the archetype of “woman” to sexual object and
reinforced her domestic chains, the magazine feature reduced specific women to “Specific
Objects” (to use Judd’s term) or mere décor.
Feminist artists, architects, and historians have toyed with and challenged this conflation
of the female body and the home in the modern and contemporary eras as well. Louise
Bourgeois, for one, swapped a woman’s head with a house in her Femme Maison (literally
“Woman House”) drawings of 1946-47, insinuating that female identity is inextricable from the
home, or that the weight of household duties is carried on the woman’s shoulders (Fig. 29). Judy
Chicago and Miriam Schapiro, with the women of the Feminist Art Program at CalArts, created
a physical Womanhouse in a dilapidated Los Angeles mansion between 1971-72. The
installations and performances within, such as Sandy Orgel’s Linen Closet, explored themes of
oppression and psychological trauma related to womanhood and domestic duties (Fig. 30).
Several later projects by Susana Torre, Vinciarelli’s colleague at Columbia and the organizer of
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the Brooklyn Museum’s “Women in American Architecture” (1977), an exhibit in which
Vinciarelli participated, melded notions of femininity and the home, including “Skirt House”
(1984-87) in Amagansett, New York. Torre’s “A Little House” (1981-82) in Southampton, New
York (Fig. 31) even called upon some of those previous sources: “traditionally the realm of
women, as depicted by Louis Bourgeois in her series ‘Woman House,’ [the house] had been
transformed into a laboratory purged of signs of domesticity by modern architecture (…) in this
19th Century carriage house, transported to a new site and turned into a modern building, the
“little house” is made explicit (…).”407 This lineage continued into the Internet age with the
founding of WomEnhouse in 1997 by Annie Chu, Christina Magar, and Pat Morton.408
The concept of the everyday is closely related to issues of domesticity and thus to
Vinciarelli’s work, especially considering her frequent invocations of Roland Barthes and
Michel Foucault in the classroom at Columbia in the early 1980s and the prominence of
discourse on the everyday in relation to architecture and space among her colleagues during the
years she was most active.409 The rich associations with the domestic realm provoked
considerable interest from the 1960s onward, from Henri Lefebvre’s critique of the everyday, to
Michel de Certeau’s perspective on how individuals assume agency in constructing their daily
life, to Barthes’s semiotic interrogation of cultural products and Foucault’s identification of
everyday spaces as distinct from heterotopias, or “Other Spaces.” The provocative relationship
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between the everyday and consumerism, especially vis-à-vis women, was an important basis for
feminist critique. Several aspects of this discourse intersected with Vinciarelli’s aims, from her
semiological investigations and intention to construct meaning in her early drawings, to her
writings on women taking agency in their environment. Finally, Foucault’s discourse on utopias
and heterotopias, places that are extra-ordinary, would be relevant counterpoints to Vinciarelli’s
collaborative projects for San Leucio and Palmanova, and the visionary spaces of her watercolors
to come.
This interplay of constricted and open space evokes the “everyday” discourse and
discussions of architecture and its ability to control bodies, a topic closely related to Foucault’s
thinking. Foucault’s examples of heterotopias included prisons, insane asylums, nursing homes,
cemeteries, and the like; however, he did not include the house and many other everyday places
typically associated with women, such as shopping centers or public parks. Contrasting male
figures like Foucault and Mike Davis, “who are preoccupied with policing and control,” with
Jane Jacobs, who was “concerned with freedom and safety for children, elderly people, and those
most vulnerable to attack,” McLeod attributed this difference to their differently gendered
subjecthood.410 However, the spaces of Vinciarelli’s later watercolors (evoking both prisons and
open atriums, she acknowledged) and residential projects simultaneously incorporate elements of
compression and confinement, openness and freedom.
The successful incorporation of public space in housing, for Vinciarelli, was intimately
tied to the women who traditionally played a vital role in the maintenance of order and safety in
that space, and who continued to do so. Her 1996 essay “‘Women Internet’ and the Tyranny of
Space,” for example, explored the ways that women gain power, safety, and agency by creating
410
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networks of visibility and communication in their own neighborhoods, from her childhood home
in Gradoli to the South Bronx.411 As Vinciarelli stated, “I have never felt more secure than in
those streets where women sit outside, talking and working, firmly in control of their own
surroundings.” 412 In her essay, Vinciarelli cited as an example Melrose Commons, a large-scale,
low-rise set of mixed-use buildings that included commercial and office space, parks and other
public spaces, in the South Bronx. Here, Vinciarelli explained, Melrose Commons resident
Yolanda Garcia founded Nos Quemados (“We Stay”), an advocacy group for affordable housing.
Garcia assumed an active role in her community especially in regards to the safety of women in
public spaces, in this case on the premises of a large-scale public housing complex.
The unique kind of relationship between gender and public and private space raises
distinctive concerns that must be considered when assessing Vinciarelli’s teaching. Women in
architecture were particularly conscious of this in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1974, for example,
women organized two major conferences on women and architecture at Washington University
in St. Louis and the University of Oregon in Eugene; a year later, the Women’s School of
Planning and Architecture was founded, and sessions were carried out at various schools across
the country through 1981.413 Underlying these sessions was a dynamic collaborative spirit, first
ignited in the late 1960s, between faculty, professional architects, the surrounding community,
and students.
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Theory into Practice
Vinciarelli’s teaching extended well beyond the classroom and translated into actual
commissions and competitions. It was common then, as it is now, for students to collaborate with
fellow faculty members and other architects in their studios; this allowed students a chance to
work more pragmatically, in many cases on actual sites in low-income neighborhoods in Queens
or Brooklyn, to work with the communities for whom they designed, collaborate with
professional architects, and apply theory to practice – many of the desired outcomes of the 1968
protests. Moreover, it was understood that collaboration not only made for better work, it also
helped students translate their classroom experience into potential future professional
opportunities.414 However Vinciarelli clarified in a lecture at that time that “the passage from
theory into practice is a much more delicate one, and doesn’t happen just [like] this – [swoosh
sound] theory into practice.”415 Nevertheless, while teaching at Columbia, Vinciarelli
collaborated with students and colleagues on a couple of projects that acted as an extension of
the classroom, providing the kind of real world experience students had demanded. From
competitions to commissions, these projects ranged from visionary structures never intended to
be built to proposals grounded in the reality of site, program, and history.
The majority of these collaborations were envisioned for sites in Italy. Each project
engaged with the existing town, in an effort to reimagine or reorganize the earlier, often
medieval or Renaissance-era plan. Context and the relationship between buildings and the urban
fabric were thus key to these projects. This kind of contextual approach was important in the
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postwar era, particularly in parts of Europe that had been destroyed by bombs, and by the 1960s
had sufficiently recovered and were engaging in rapid property development. The economic and
architectural changes wrought since the end of the war had transformed cities like Rome,
threatening the future of historic buildings in the process; this consequently spurred an interest in
historical preservation. In the United States, too, architects and urbanists were coming to grips
with the awesome responsibility of historic preservation in the face of the destruction of New
York landmarks, like the original Pennsylvania Station or Lewisohn Stadium on the campus of
City College, where, among other influential figures, Martin Luther King Jr. once spoke. The
preservationist movement not only gained the attention of activists like Jane Jacobs, but also the
faculty at Columbia (for example, Columbia’s Historic Preservation Program, the first such
program in the United States, was founded in 1964 by James Marston Fitch). It was this
combination of theory, collaboration, and historical preservation that would inform a number of
Vinciarelli’s projects at this time. She and Columbia colleague Richard Plunz were lead
architects on a proposal for Rome (1980), participated in an exhibition reimagining the Chicago
Tribune Tower (1980), and worked on two notable collaborative projects for Italy: San Leucio
(1984) and Palmanova (1985). Although these proposals were indeed collaborative, Vinciarelli’s
architectural voice and artistic hand are easy to identify.
The project for Rome included collaborators Claude Armstrong, Charles Felton, Ann
Kalla, Elaine Monchak, and Eugene Sparling. According to their proposal, “the intention is to
open the fabric at another level, which contributes to the reading of the layering of history, so
that the consequences of the more recent interventions (of the 19th c.) can merge with the earlier
patterns which were subverted.” The bucchi, or “holes,” open spaces in the urban fabric, were of
particular interest – in other words, how to make use of “empty,” leftover spaces and unite them
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by “mending” (so to speak) the urban fabric. This was one of Vinciarelli’s concerns with
modernist planning; in fact, in a 1978 lecture she used the term “empty” and the phrase “leftover
space” to critique the open spaces surrounding a standard modernist slab-block housing, citing
the Weissenhof Estate in Stuttgart.416 The concept was also similar to that of “infill” housing,
explored a few years later in Inner City Infill: Housing for Harlem, a 1985 competition which
Plunz had participated in with Sparling, Kalla, Marta Gutman, and others proposed by the New
York State Council on the Arts.417 The competition was a challenge to architects to design
socially responsible housing and help fill in the open spaces created by abandonment or
destructive or failed urban renewal projects.
The famed Chicago Tribune Tower competition in 1922 was resurrected in 1980 as “Late
Entries to the Tribune Competition.” Curators Stanley Tigerman and Stuart Cohen hoped to shed
light on current trends, as Paul Goldberger presumed in his New York Times review: “The 1922
competition and its ensuing volume were as complete a summary of the attitudes of major
architects of the 1920s toward the problem of skyscraper design as one could wish for, and they
had hoped that their new version might do the same for the 1980s.”418 Vinciarelli and Plunz
submitted a proposal with students Claude Armstrong and Ann Kalla, and professional architect
Leonardo Fodera (with whom Vinciarelli collaborated on projects for Puglia and Marfa). Their
proposal, resembling a Sol LeWitt-like cage surrounded by a spindly, red Tower of Babel (Fig.
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32), was titled “Desire as Archetype,” hinting at the metaphorical implications of architecture
that Vinciarelli had only a few years prior discussed at length in a lecture at the New School.
There, she defined a metaphor as “the power of a sign or a symbol of a sign, or elements since
we’re speaking of architecture – the capacity of suggestion, but not necessarily suggesting
something outside itself, but also of itself.”419 The drawing was accompanied in the exhibition
catalogue by an excerpt from Louis Sullivan’s 1896 essay, “The Tall Office Building Artistically
Considered,” a nod to the acknowledged early master who helped define the skyscraper as a
newly modern building type worthy of artistic consideration.
In 1984, Plunz, who had already studied the town of San Leucio in the southwest of Italy
and presented his findings a decade earlier, was invited to submit a proposal for the town that
would deal with the historical preservation as well as imagine changes as a part of that historical
continuum. Plunz invited Vinciarelli to join him, and they worked with a team of students and
professional architects Charles Anderson, Charles Felton, Marta Gutman, Ann Kalla, Mark
Mariscal, Wibke Noack, Eugene Sparling, Stephen Theodore, and Terry Van Dyne. San Leucio
was designed as an ideal factory town, an “arcadia,” a “utopia” for the manufacture of silk.420
Their project was featured in the 1984 issue of Casabella alongside projects by the five other
invitees, who included Leon Krier, La Sapienza graduate Franco Purini and his partner Laura
Thermes, Alvaro Siza, and Francesco Venezia. San Leucio was, as Vinciarelli’s team stressed, a
product of the Enlightenment era Bourbon dynasty, and had since remained relatively
unchanged. “San Leucio is very important in the historical development of the Kingdom of
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Naples,” Plunz explains, “and in many aspects prefigured social and technological innovation
around industrialization in both Europe and North America.”421
The team emphasized a correspondence between past, present, and future, determined by
typology and local context: “[w]ithin the countryside of San Leucio a strong sense of spatial and
social identity still remains: this sense is reinforced by the design of [our] plan and the dominant
residential typology, which is in contrast to the local tradition and the strange alternation of high
density buildings and open spaces.”422 Their project consisted of “the reconstruction of places,”
and “the restoration of the landscape,”423 and maintaining the relationship between the central
piazza, the Baroque city, the ancient aqueduct, the nineteenth-century railroad, and the
surrounding landscape was key: “the presence of the railroad reinforced the importance of the
Great Square, and our proposal also attempts to retain the continuity of this essential
relationship.”424
Their exquisite, large-scale hand-colored drawings in ink on vellum under Vinciarelli’s
direction, clarify the relationship between each part of the plan, and each part, in turn, reveals her
influence: from the arrangement of courtyards in front of the Square of the Royal Palace (Fig.
33), to the pergola-like structure covering that courtyard space, to the unification of existing
structures, and the inclusion of water elements in a carefully ordered manner. Another central
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feature of their plan was a garden that is similar to Vinciarelli’s 1977 Puglia project; the garden
was proposed to be incorporated into the aqueduct, which itself “evokes a certain tension
between the natural and the man-made.”425 Vinciarelli’s Puglia project and projects in Marfa
similarly combined architectural elements (like pergolas) with carefully curated natural elements
(like vegetation and pools of water).
Dealing with the “open spaces” was also essential, as it had been in the project for Rome.
Here, the aim was not to fill-in but rather to maintain the open space as an attempt to counter
rampant development.426 The team described these open spaces as “vulnerable,” and would be
protected by emphasizing architectural edges. The peristyle courtyards, for instance, were
surrounded by buttressed retaining walls of local tufa stone, a material common to Italy that
Vinciarelli used in proposals for Puglia and in her renovated Gradoli villa. Of utmost importance,
however, was redesigning the piazza in a sensitive way, so as not to destroy the “cultural
memory and social function which it represents.”427 Although the piazza would seem to be a
vestige of Italian medieval and Renaissance planning, it was not only associated with the distant
past; 428 in fact, the piazza had taken on a decidedly modernist cast, influenced by postwar urban
planning ideals. Judith Rodenbeck reminds us that members of CIAM, for example, understood
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that cities must have a central core, one that was considered “etymologically, psychologically,
sociologically, and physically as its ‘heart,’ and much was made of the physiological and
emotional metaphor.”429 Connecting her interest in memory, typology, history, and the theories
of Rossi, Vinciarelli affirmed in a 1978 lecture that “[c]ertainly memory is very important” when
considering a project’s site.430
Similar problems of marrying past and present existed in the 1985 project for Palmanova,
a Renaissance-era town in the far northeast of Italy. The team (which included professors
Vinciarelli, Plunz, Gutman, Kalla, students Andrew Cohen, Joseph Dick, Brian Price, and Gary
Schoemaker, as well as professional architects Armstrong, Sparling, and Francesca Rogier)
aimed to “visualize new ways to recapture some of the qualities of the Renaissance design but
also undo some modern interventions that made it (…) look like a conventional Italian town.”431
Palmanova is anything but a typical town; designed in the shape of a nine-pointed star is
emblematic of the “Venetian star fort” style, it is characterized by the pointed bastions on each
corner, a defense feature. Their proposal was based on the perimeter block, a typology, they
explained, which “has allowed us to plan the squares in three different yet related ways,” and in
which the “six original squares…become an integral part of the residential fabric.”432 The
impressive, meticulous drawings (which were “abstract perfection,” as Donna Cohen recalls)
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show a series of interlocking courtyards defined in red (Fig. 34).433 The plan unifies the existing
buildings and fortifications with those courtyards in a cohesive spatial fabric.
In both projects, Vinciarelli’s larger concerns are witnessed: the construction of a fabric,
the variations on a theme, and “the relationship between the full and the empty,” a theme which
will be explored in more depth under the guise of solid/void in the chapter on her watercolors.434
The projects for San Leucio and Palmanova were significant for bringing the concerns and
innovative methodologies of Columbia’s housing studio (low-rise residential typologies,
historical preservation, connection to site, collaboration between student and teacher) to an
international audience – San Leucio was featured in Casabella and Palmanova was presented in
the 1985 Venice Biennale. By putting her teaching and theory into practice, and with special
knowledge and experience of instrumental Italian modes of design, Vinciarelli carried influence
at Columbia.
These projects also problematize aspects of her work, however. As collaborative projects,
they prompt questions of credit given, credit withheld, and credit desired. Although Vinciarelli’s
name was listed on each of these projects, in the case of the proposal for San Leucio Plunz
received top billing as the project lead despite their close collaboration. This kind of egregious
slight is all-too-familiar to women in architecture, and is aided by the difficult task of identifying
the “author” of any given collaborative work. It is compounded by the fact that Vinciarelli was
fairly reticent on these projects – I have found no mention of the proposals for Rome, San
Leucio, and Palmanova in any of her writings or lectures. Moreover, credit cannot be attributed
solely to Plunz and Vinciarelli. The teams were also large and included current and former
433
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students, whose intellectual and artistic labor made possible the conception, execution, and
presentation of these impressive drawings.435 These questions will be relevant to my discussion
in the following chapter on her collaborations with Donald Judd, especially considering the
central role of former students Donna Cohen and Claude Armstrong in the execution of drawings
for several of their collaborations.

Conclusion
As a preeminent school of architecture in the United States, Columbia University is
known for its role in the revolutionary moment of 1968 and the restructuring of the program,
including the emphasis on courtyard-based typologies and collaborative approaches to pedagogy,
in the ensuing decade. Vinciarelli’s historical position as one of the first women hired to teach in
the architecture studio positioned her as a role model for a generation of students, especially
women. Vinciarelli also brought to Columbia pivotal knowledge of overlooked (or unknown)
figures from the Roman School, such as Quaroni, Della Volpe, and Muratori, whose more sociopolitically oriented work placed an emphasis on connecting the project to context (fabric of the
city, history, topography, future inhabitants). To ignore Vinciarelli’s involvement in the
development of the studio and her emphasis on collaboration and putting theory into practice, is
thus to ignore the diverse sources of the Italian influence on this program. In the following
chapter, we will see how the same brand of chauvinism that denied women partners credit for
their contributions at the IAUS and Columbia University was constructed not only by the men
they worked alongside, but also by the scholars responsible for a distorted historiography.
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Chapter 4
Collaborations With Donald Judd
Making, for Judd, had become a collaborative endeavor, a circuit of production
(…) A work looked more like a Judd when it was not made by Judd – when it was
built by someone with superior technique.
--James Meyer, “The Minimal Unconscious,” October 130 (Fall 2009):
143.
In 1976, Vinciarelli met Donald Judd, an icon of the Minimalist art movement and
Vinciarelli’s romantic and professional partner from the late 1970s until the late 1980s. Judd has
been hailed as a visionary architect for his interventions in Marfa, the abandoned army base that
was purchased by the Dia Art Foundation in 1971 to house long-term installations of his and his
contemporaries’ art. Scholarship on Judd’s architectural work began with the publication of
Donald Judd: Architektur in 1989,436 a compilation of his writings on the subject. Since then,
Marfa has become a pilgrimage site for artists and scholars and a tourist attraction for
contemporary art lovers from across the globe, and he has been discussed in almost messianic
terms. Rudi Fuchs dubbed him “Master Judd,”437 Richard Guy described Marfa as “one of the
great aesthetic experiences possible anywhere,”438 and Brigitte Huck declared Marfa to be “a
perfect model of artistic existence.”439 Critics especially praised his preservationist spirit; Peter
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Noever stated that “each of his buildings displays a subtle and exceptional respect for what is
already there,”440 while curator and former Chinati Foundation director Marianne Stockebrand
echoed that Judd’s preference was always to “leave the space as untouched as far as possible.”441
When his newly renovated loft at 101 Spring Street in New York reopened in 2013 as a houseturned-museum, there was a renewed interest in Judd’s architectural work. In The New York
Times, Roberta Smith noted that “Judd’s many interests — art, architecture and design, visual
culture — are expressed most fully and accessibly by the spaces in which he lived and
worked.”442 In other words, an understanding of his architectural interventions became essential
to an understanding of his artistic practice, prompting a wholesale reappraisal of his oeuvre.
Smith’s article was accompanied by a humble photograph, not of Judd’s large drafting table in
the main space of the third floor, but rather of the small study located behind the stairs, complete
with drafting pencils artfully placed on a side table. For those who spent time at 101 Spring
Street during the late 1970s and 1980s, the photograph takes on new meaning: this was
Vinciarelli’s work space while she lived with Judd in the New York loft.443
According to Vinciarelli, she and Judd first met at a dinner party in New York City,
where architecture was the topic of discussion.444 As she recalls, “He amazed me as a very
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profound person. A person extremely cultivated. (…) Donald was the most knowledgeable
person I have met in New York.” 445 “Outside academia,” she said, “you cannot imagine anybody
to know as much as he did. He was exceptional.”446 Judd apparently reciprocated her
appreciation; as Judd’s long time fabricator Peter Ballantine recalls, Vinciarelli was one of the
top three architects that Judd most often spoke of and admired.447 The other two were famed
modernist Louis Kahn and Max Gordon, known as “the architect for art” for having designed
exhibition spaces as well as living spaces for artists (such as Richard Serra and Jennifer Bartlett)
during the 1970s and 1980s.448 All three architects shared an ability to harness light and space by
creating austere forms devoid of excessive ornamentation, much like Judd’s own Minimalist
objects.
Judd revered Kahn in particular, architect of “the only decent museums that I’ve seen,”
he said.449 Certainly, Kahn’s stripped down forms and sense of Rationalist order, and his poetic
and measured incorporation of natural light would have appealed to both Judd and Vinciarelli (as
witnessed in her later watercolors, discussed in the next chapter). Although they had different
artistic sensibilities in many ways, she and Judd held many similar opinions on architecture,
including a strong distaste for historicist details and the consumer strip, veritable hallmarks of
Postmodernism and the capitalistic greed that they believed was too often responsible for
destructive building practices (urban renewal projects were, once again, particularly offensive
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examples).450 Her guiding principle, as she stated in 1986, was to give form to society’s longing
for permanence,451 revealing her interest in preserving existing structures and constructing new
structures that respect the site’s history and topography, qualities associated with Judd’s vision of
long-term installations of art as well.
During their time together, Vinciarelli had a vital impact on Judd’s work in architecture
and design, collaborating on some of Judd’s most well-known architectural projects, including
those for Marfa, Providence, Rhode Island, and Cleveland, Ohio. In a 2008 interview with Judd’s
daughter, Rainer, Vinciarelli explained that she and Judd collaborated both “formally” and
“informally” during the nearly ten years that they were together.452 In fact, in a 1986 article
published in Architectural Digest William C. Agee stated that Judd and Vinciarelli were “starting
a firm;”453 and as late as September 1987 Judd made a remarkable reference to their firm in his
response to an invitation for a competition at the North Carolina Museum of Art, noting that they
should be referred to as “Vinciarelli, Judd + [Claude] Armstrong.”454 Aside from their
architectural work, it can be shown that Vinciarelli also influenced Judd’s furniture design and
printmaking. This breadth of collaborative work calls into question the sole authorship of Judd’s
architecture, even if the question of attribution is especially problematic considering his
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characteristic use of delegated fabrication. Since her name is virtually absent from the “Master
Judd” narrative, it is imperative to set the record straight.455
Judd’s foray into architecture and design seemed natural. His grandfather, Clarence Judd,
built houses in Missouri, and his father, Roy C. Judd, was skilled in carpentry and craft
woodworking.456 He had been interested in architecture long before meeting Vinciarelli, and
even served as an engineer from 1946-47 while in the Army. At that time he actually considered
becoming an architect, but claims that the obligation to clients and the public, the “business” of it
all, repelled him.457 Ultimately, because Judd was never formally trained nor registered as an
architect, it was difficult for the artist to fully realize some of his concepts on his own.
Vinciarelli offered the necessary technical knowledge, background, and skills to develop and
render legible architectural plans. Nevertheless, Judd scholars have described the period of his
work beginning in the late 1970s (that is, from the time he met Vinciarelli) as a new phase of
innovation in Judd’s work, particularly in the areas of architecture and design. By 1986, Judd
declared: “I’ve been creating spaces for a long time, and now I want to build buildings.”458 Fuchs
concluded his essay, “Master Judd,” with some especially telling observations:
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For a time, until into the seventies, his approach to this area was fairly orthodox. Later, as
I see it, the work became no less fundamental but certainly less orthodox. This is when it
became more colourful [sic], sometimes verging on the gaudy and the painterly. The
renunciation of orthodoxy, the artist’s greater ‘tolerance’ towards the principles of his
work, undoubtedly gave a fresh impulse to the prints. What has also increased over the
past ten or fifteen years is his activity in the fields of architecture and furniture.459
Considering Fuchs wrote this passage in 1993, “the past ten or fifteen years” would have placed
that shift around 1978-1983, the time of Vinciarelli’s greatest activity in Marfa. Undoubtedly, his
increased activity in architecture and furniture design was indebted to Vinciarelli as well. But
that “fresh impulse” was also, I argue, a reflection of Vinciarelli’s involvement in the creation of
dozens of his prints (discussed later in this chapter), and his renewed force of color – “verging on
the painterly” – coincided with her foray into the watercolor medium (in 1986), where color took
on a new materiality and transparency that Judd often exploited in his own work. Moreover,
Judd’s “renunciation of orthodoxy” connects to Vinciarelli’s Non-Homogeneous Grid series and
her searching, typological investigations. Despite this, scholars remain unaware of her influence
even long after Judd’s death, even if they have acknowledged the “collaborative” nature of his
practice. James Meyer noted that, “making, for Judd, had become a collaborative endeavor, a
circuit of production.” Meyer relegates his discussion to Judd’s artistic practice, however,
leaving out any discussion of architecture and with no mention of Vinciarelli. Considering that
her role extended beyond that of a mere technician, as I will demonstrate, the glaring absence of
any reference to her as a collaborator is egregious.
Vinciarelli is one among many women architects and designers whose work has been
minimized (or altogether erased). In the workplace and in the scholarship on women architects,
there has long been deeply entrenched sexism and bias that has systematically excluded women
from the profession and its history. This applies to women working independently and with male
459
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partners, in both romantic and professional relationships, as well as in the role of client. Only
recently have scholars begun to reconstruct the history of modern architecture and design to
include women. The context of Weimar Germany alone is full of examples: the women of the
Bauhaus such as Gunta Stölzl, Marianne Brandt, and Anni Albers,460 Margarete SchütteLihotzky, who in 1926 designed the Frankfurt Kitchen, a veritable prototype for the built-in
kitchen, and the varied roles of the “New Woman” – socially, politically, domestically – in
“building the modern city.”461
Thanks to recent scholarship by Mary McLeod and Esther da Costa Meyer, among
others, we also have a newfound understanding of the level of collaboration between some of the
male icons of modern architecture and their female partners. It is now widely known, for
instance, that Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier collaborated on interiors and furniture design
with Lilly Reich and Charlotte Perriand, respectively.462 Perriand was responsible for the design
of many furniture pieces associated with Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret’s atelier in the 1920s,
such as the Chaise Longue of 1928. Mies and Reich collaborated on fabric partitions at the
Tugendhat House, as well as a large hall for the exhibition Die Wohnung, organized by the
Werkbund in Stuttgart in 1927.463 Although their innovative hanging curtain partitions have until
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recently avoided critical appreciation due to an inferior status as “soft furnishings,” they
constitute an important means through which, as Reich scholar Marianne Eggler reminds us, “the
free or open plan – a defining feature of modern architecture – is made manifest.”464 Natalie de
Blois, who became an associate partner at Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill in 1964, worked with
Gordon Bunschaft in New York City on a number of projects, most notably the Lever House
(1951-52), Pepsi-Cola Corporation Headquarters, and Union Carbide Corporation Headquarters
(both completed in 1960). These buildings came to define Corporate Modernism: the
International Style glass curtain wall transplanted onto Park Avenue.
In another category are partners who were professionally and romantically involved465 –
with varying levels of credit accorded, even when working as an official team. Charles Rennie
Macintosh and Margaret Macdonald, who pioneered the “Glasgow Style” in the 1890s, or the
mid-century British team Jane Drew and Maxwell Fry (of Fry, Drew, & Partners). Clearly,
women have shaped our very understanding of the “modern” in architecture and design. In the
contemporary era, we have more visible examples of creative partnerships between couples, such
as Peter and Alison Smithson, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, Elizabeth Diller and
Ricardo Scofidio, Christopher and Coren Sharples of SHoP Architects, and Tod Williams and
Billie Tsien. However, as Scott Brown brilliantly observed: “The guru, as architectural father
figure, is subject to intense hate and love; either way, the relationship is personal, it can only be a
one-to-one affair (…) If the attribution were correct the tone would be more even, as one cannot
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easily wax emotional over several people.”466 Architectural historian Beatriz Colomina’s astute
observations made in 1999 also continue to ring true: “With couples who practice together, there
is a complete identification between domestic life and the life of the office, between the private
life and the private side of the architectural practice. Both have been kept secret for too long.”467
Scott Brown’s and Colomina’s incisive remarks, even though they were made decades ago, still
prompt crucial questions: why do women in creative partnerships continue to be overlooked, and
how might we shift the discourse to account for the context of 2018 and beyond?
Despite (or perhaps because of) Scott Brown’s controversial snub by the Pritzker Prize
committee (not once, but twice), we have witnessed the first ever female and male pair – Kazuyo
Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa of the Tokyo firm SANAA – awarded the Pritzker Prize in 2010.
We must situate Vinciarelli’s work – and erasure – in relation to those early to mid-twentiethcentury experiments and contemporary architectural teams, to reconsider such partnerships, as
she brought architectural knowledge, with its long history of collaborative design, to her
partnership with Judd. In addition to analyzing Judd and Vinciarelli’s projects, I will attempt to
unpack some of the implications of such collaborations and address the sexism that has plagued
the Minimalist art movement and contemporary architectural practice.

Marfa
Judd began spending summers in the remote town of Marfa in 1971, officially moving
there in 1975 (the year he and his wife Julie Finch separated). Although she first visited in 1976,
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by 1978 Vinciarelli was living with Judd and his children and working on projects in Marfa. As
she mused in a 2008 interview with Rainer, “I speak of [the] late ‘70s, early ‘80s. Then I was
very much involved in Marfa, in terms of something that he was building.”468 Peter Ballantine
also acknowledged that “the Lauretta influence in Marfa is huge.”469 Besides her proposals for a
building that was to contain Judd’s plywood pieces (c. 1978-80), a garden at the Walker House
(c. 1979) in town, studies of the former airplane hangars at the Mansana de Chinati, and surveys
of the barracks at Fort D.A. Russell (c. 1980), which now house works by Dan Flavin and others,
Vinciarelli had a broad, largely conceptual influence on the architecture of Judd’s Marfa
compound.470
Vinciarelli explored the various possibilities for interventions in Marfa in a series of
drawings throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s. In a 1980 statement on her “Marfa 2a”
proposal (Fig. 35), which she described as “part of a research project concerning the problems of
transformation of existing urban fabrics,” she explained how the shortcomings of the Modern
movement were used as a starting point for her research: “this study attempts to break and
enlarge the limited formal referents of the modern tradition,” she wrote, while allowing that her
interest in “issues of a social and economic order and a concern for rational explanations of
architectural facts” were preserved as part of “the inheritance of the Modern Movement.”471
Marfa was chosen as the site for this case study, she explained, because of “its small size of less
than 3,000 inhabitants, for its location in a beautiful mountainous desert which relates to the
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architecture and the layout of the town, and for the clarity of its architectural tradition which
contraposes pitch-roofed houses to Mexican court-houses and domestic buildings to industrial
hangars.”472 In fact, in her drawings titled “Hangar and Courtyard” (dated 1980), she mixed these
different types (airplane hangar, enclosed court house, open court house) in various
combinations, pushing each type beyond its normal definition (Fig. 36). Implicit in her
architectural statement was the connection between building types and their ability to form a
spatial fabric, a synthesis that was vital to the project.
Marfa was also chosen for its sense of “permanence,” she wrote, in which “is inherent a
tie of necessity with the place and its richness,” emphasizing the relationship to context which
was so central to her concurrent work in Columbia’s housing studio.473 Speaking of the local
vernacular architecture such as well houses, she ruminated on issues of scale, emotion, and
permanence: “if I consider the town and the landscape in which the town is, these big things are
the only human artifacts there which in a way are comparable in scale, and in scale with the
desert, and also the level of emotion (…) the landscapes give the impression of the incredible
peace and calm, and also these big buildings in a way have this property of serenity, and in a way
eternity, because they are so big and basic.”474
She also noted the possibility of reconciling individual buildings with the broader town
fabric, explaining that “the presence of a free-standing, object-like morphology – the hangar – in
a fabric, the court-houses, resolved in a complex fabric, and the hierarchy among the parts give
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urban qualities to the project. It can be interpreted as a micro-metaphor for a town.”475 In that
respect, there are suggestions of her Puglia project of 1977, a collaboration with Leonardo
Fodera. Interestingly, Vinciarelli also framed “Marfa 2a” as a collaborative endeavor, not with
Judd but with Fodera. When her drawings were published in Columbia University’s Précis
magazine his name was included as collaborator; his name is also written (in her hand) on 35millimeter slides of the “Marfa 2a” drawings.
Judd, however, framed his work in Marfa as a solo endeavor in his essays of the late
1980s. In a 1989 essay on courtyards, Judd wrote: “I’ve made my place in Marfa into a courtyard
and have considered many other kinds of courtyards, open to closed.”476 Indeed, the additions of
the courtyard, the hortus conclusus (Latin, for “enclosed garden”), and the pergola are integral to
Judd’s architecture in Marfa and some of the reasons he has been praised as an innovative
architect,477 especially considering few changes were made to the existing buildings themselves.
The entire Mansana de Chinati, Judd’s living quarters in Marfa, is essentially a large, open
courtyard surrounded by a thick adobe wall. Within the compound (often referred to as “The
Block” since it occupies an entire city block), there is another open courtyard. At the Arena
Building, a social hall for meetings and festivities that Judd began to renovate in 1981, the
original exterior courtyard was preserved, as was the smaller, enclosed courtyard within. The
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smaller courtyard’s roof was removed, essentially producing an open courtyard within another
open courtyard.478
These variations on enclosed spaces could be considered an architectural iteration of
Judd’s serial objects. Moreover, the privacy and self-containment that the courtyard provides
certainly matched Judd’s reputation as a fiercely reserved person. As Vinciarelli reflected in a
1995 lecture on Marfa at Columbia University, the “more he became well-known, the less he
could stay in New York. His privacy was destroyed (…) in terms of trying to have privacy, a lot
of work had to be done to these buildings.”479 The courtyard proves an ideal building type to
cloister oneself away from the world.
To say that the courtyard was a fundamental component of Vinciarelli’s work, however,
would be a gross understatement. As discussed in the previous chapter, she called on type in her
housing studio at Columbia and other research on the courtyard building type during that time; it
was also inspired by her early grid-based drawings discussed in the first chapter. Speaking of the
development of her work in Marfa in 1978, she explained, “I use all that analytical knowledge
that carefully I built up and I analyzed and I drew all those drawings which were…all theory of
some sort. I use that knowledge now, again, as intuition.”480 Besides her “Hangar and Courtyard”
and “Marfa” series of drawings, Vinciarelli investigated the courtyard type in Marfa in two sets
of perspective drawings from the late 1970s and early 1980s: “The Seven Courtyards” (Fig. 37)
and “Courtyard Building for Donald Judd” (Fig. 38) (published together in Arts + Architecture in
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1981). As she explained in Arts + Architecture magazine, “These seven drawings [“The Seven
Courtyards”], part of my ongoing research on the architectural theme of the courtyard, occupy
territory between finished architectural projects and pure architectural statements.”481
Essentially variations on a type, her drawings are comparable to the work of several
contemporary Italian architects working primarily on paper at the time. The work of Massimo
Scolari, for example, is strikingly similar to her “Hangar and Courtyard” drawings in their
flatness, due to the use of axonometric projection both artists favored, and the fusion of industrial
and vernacular architecture. Scolari’s 1986 drawing of The Collector’s Room, for example,
presents the breakdown of a building; stripped down to its foundation, it is slowly built back up
in the surrounding drawings (Fig. 39). The reduction of form and the vaguely industrial quality
also link his and Vinciarelli’s work refer to Enlightenment-era architectural drawings the likes of
Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand and Étienne-Louis Boulée, which inspired a wave of interest in
architectural typology in Italy as early as the 1930s. Aldo Rossi, too, was an influential figure
who looked to the typological theories of French Enlightenment architects as he defined an
architectural autonomy composed of urban artifacts, monuments serving as structuring devices in
the city.482 Rossi, like Scolari, created surreal visions, although Scolari was less interested in the
life of the city and instead presented terrifyingly colossal, isolated buildings that appear ancient
and primitive yet include signs of industrialization, like smokestacks and pipes. The emphasis on
bringing time-tested types into the new era was vital for Italian architects in the postwar
rebuilding era, but it sometimes resulted in a jarring visual discord in works on paper.
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American industrial and vernacular examples – wartime vestiges like airplane hangars,
for example – were closer examples, and seem more closely associated with Judd’s large-scale
objects constructed in bare concrete, aluminum, or wood. For Vinciarelli, however, the focus on
materials and type was an extension of her larger social preoccupations that a building should be
attached to its particular location rather than exploit its site for economic profit. In what might be
interpreted as a veiled attack on the postmodern historicism of Robert Venturi or Robert Stern,
and the developer-driven American suburbs, she stated:483 “I do not believe in the validity of a
universal building type; in fact the pitched-roof North American house looks defensive and
sentimental in Southwest Texas. Its own meaning is debased in its thoughtless repetition by a
consumer society that has lost its sense of the specificity of place.”484 She went on to describe
how the courtyard type differs from the more common “pitched-roof” type in that area, and why
she believes it more easily fits into that specific landscape: “It is not a landscape for the
American home. The nature of the desert demands an architectural discourse in which reason is
challenged at a deep level, a discourse that cannot be pursued in picturesque terms.”485 This
position reveals a bit of her cultural biases, however: European culture, in Vinciarelli’s opinion,
held an unquestionably superior place in history compared to the rest of the world, particularly
the young, pop culture-driven United States.486 She likely believed that pitched-roof houses did
not have the same historical or cultural substance, even if they were perfectly well suited to the
region.
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The courtyard may have been just as suitable as a pitched-roof house, but Vinciarelli
preferred courtyards for other reasons, such as their ability to prioritize the human scale: “this
form creates a primary nucleus of order and measure at the human scale that counterbalances the
order of nature and, at the same time, invites it to participate in the architectural form.”487 At the
same time, she explained how the courtyard also had greater potential to connect to the
surrounding area by creating a spatial fabric, or at least the “nucleus of a spatial fabric,” as it is
“the smallest environment capable of carrying the urban idea.”488 In these ways, her statement on
Marfa is a statement of her core architectural beliefs.
These drawings, and her published statement in Arts + Architecture give insight into
Judd’s role as client. Vinciarelli began her statement by addressing his request for a building to
house his objects: “Donald Judd’s requirements for the installations were very simple: he wanted
four rooms, 50 ft. by 50 ft. symmetrical along one axis, with natural light coming in from the
roof (…) The requirements were fulfilled literally, and four rooms were provided.”489 Her
thinking process and decisions were based on those initial requirements as they relate to her own
work on courtyards, and her understanding of the role and function of art, the spaces that contain
them, and the surrounding natural landscape. This proposal for a building to house Judd’s
plywood boxes, as she states, developed out of her “The Seven Courtyards” studies. A central,
uncovered courtyard would generate the plan and unite the four peripheral rooms containing
Judd’s work.490 However, it would have been far from a typical museum due to its remoteness,
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its proximity to his living and working spaces, and its limited collection of objects by one artist
instead of many objects displayed like trophies: “This building is not a museum; it poses
questions about the nature of the making of art that museums by definition cannot do.”491 In
these ways, she stated, “it is a statement against consumerism and the commercialization of art,”
something both she and Judd felt strongly about.492
The courtyard building type correlated with the pergola, another of Vinciarelli’s
preoccupations at the time. A columned walkway that supports an overhead lattice covered in
vines or other climbing plants, the pergola can be traced back to ancient Roman gardens, where it
provided shade along the garden’s pathways.493 According to Vinciarelli, the pergola operates on
many levels: as a combination of natural and architectural elements, as a constructed vista, and
as a metaphor.494 As she explains, “the sky, framed by the pergola, becomes a ceiling…the vines,
regulated by the pace of the pergola, become roofs.”495 Pergolas also function as both a
passageway to another space and a space in itself, not to mention as a transitional space between
interior and exterior. In several of her drawings for the “Seven Courtyards” series, the entire
building is surrounded by a pergola either on the interior courtyard space or exterior, where it is
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transformed into a kind of porch. This not only stretches the definitions of “porch” and
“pergola,” it also acts as a “measuring element,” which she described as “very Renaissance.”496
The pergola is also at the heart of Vinciarelli’s unrealized Puglia project. This typological
study of gardens consists of a series of transformations of a given space; each “micro-garden,” or
“garden of delights,” as she called them, would contain areas of shade, water, vegetation, and
architectural elements.497 The intention was for several of these micro-gardens to be interlocked,
forming a spatial fabric. Judd purchased her series of thirteen related ink-and-Prismacolor
drawings on Mylar in 1977, and Vinciarelli recalled that she was “extremely honored that he
bought it, because he bought it because he loved it (…) And I think that these drawings
influenced him.”498 Indeed, a pergola was incorporated into the design of the Mansana de
Chinati, in the exterior courtyard, as well as at the Casa Perez. Judd’s sketch of a pergola, dated
1982, was presented next to a photograph of the pergola for the Mansana de Chinati in the 1989
publication on Judd’s architecture. However, with generosity but also characteristic modesty,
Vinciarelli quickly conceded that her influence did not invalidate Judd’s authorship: “there is
nothing wrong in being influenced. It doesn’t mean that what he did with the pergola is less
creative or less his.”499
The courtyard and pergola also correspond to the so-called “hortus conclusus,” which
both Vinciarelli and Judd were interested in conceptually. The hortus conclusus, like a courtyard,
offers shade and respite from the heat by incorporating elements of water and greenery. Both
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have deep roots in Italian building culture. As Vinciarelli explained: “The idea of the hortus
conclusus means a garden that is walled in […] That is something that has been done since
humanity started.”500 More importantly, Vinciarelli noted that at that time, “these sorts of
archetypes and types were very much studied in Italy.”501 The hortus conclusus, courtyard, and
pergola create spaces that are simultaneously open and enclosed, a dynamic that Vinciarelli
employed later in her watercolors. Vinciarelli designed a similar garden for the Walker House in
Marfa in 1979 (the drawings for which Judd also purchased). Although the Walker House garden
and the Puglia project were never realized, Vinciarelli believed that they influenced Judd’s
incorporation of the pergola, pool, and garden at the Mansana de Chinati, and his inclusion of a
pergola at the Casa Perez (located on the ranches on the south side of the Chinati Mountains).502
The Puglia project may have had an impact on the Arena building as well, according to
Vinciarelli. Curator Marianne Stockebrand described the exterior courtyard at the Arena
Building, which has a pool, a pergola, places to sit in the shade, a greenhouse, and a vegetable
garden, as “all in all a microcosm that satisfied the demands of the intellect as well as the
senses,”503 a description which echoes Vinciarelli’s concept of the micro-garden as a metaphor
for “a garden of delights.”504 Melissa Susan Gaido Allen instead painted Judd as a kind of “social
ecologist,” claiming that his incorporation of the pergola and pool are “further examples of his
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environmental awareness.”505 In dry areas (like Puglia or Marfa), water is a rare, “exceptional”
element. For that reason, Vinciarelli explained, it was more appropriate to design a narrow
channel of water (like a horse’s trough, as she described it) in a basin painted blue, in order to
give the illusion of deeper water; the water gathered in the channel could then be recycled.506
Vinciarelli’s description neatly corresponds to the pools on Judd’s properties in Marfa (Fig. 40)
and on his ranches. It also echoes Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute in La Jolla, California, and the
incorporation of a thin watercourse that follows the central axis of an otherwise stark concrete
plaza, for which Mexican landscape architect Luis Barragán’s earlier water troughs may have
served as inspiration (Fig. 41).507 This may be no coincidence, considering Barragán’s work was
featured in a 1976 MoMA retrospective, “The Architecture of Luis Barragán,” curated by Emilio
Ambasz, who one year earlier curated the group show “Architectural Studies and Projects”
(which included Vinciarelli’s drawings). Barragán’s hybrid of European modern and Mexican
vernacular elements and his use of water and fountains reflecting Mediterranean and Islamic
traditions aligns closely with Vinciarelli’s garden projects for Puglia and Marfa.
Although the courtyard is common in Italy, where Vinciarelli spent her formative years,
it is a building type that is well suited to hot and dry climates throughout the world, including
that of Mexico, as the open courtyard allows both privacy and free circulation of air. Mexican
architecture and its importance to vernacular building in Southwest Texas was of particular
interest, and informed her interventions in Marfa. In fact, Vinciarelli cited in particular the
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importance of local Mexican types (such as the courtyard house) and construction traditions and
materials (such as adobe, which was used in the exterior wall that surrounds the Block, for
example) in her studies for Marfa.508 By no coincidence, she noted, adobe is similar to the tufa
stone used in her Puglia project, one of the ways she believed that Judd was influenced by her
work “in an osmotic kind of way.”509 Although the pitched-roof house type, she noted, tends to
represent Anglo-American wealth in that area and Mexican vernacular building types were
associated with poverty or lack of resources, Vinciarelli said she wanted to elevate these
Mexican elements and instead associate them, for once, with “fanciness.”510 Judd touched on this
subject in 1989, echoing Vinciarelli’s earlier language in his own, characteristically matter-offact and somewhat cantankerous tone: “everyone, Anglo-Americans always and Mexican
Americans now, considers [adobe] unstylish. To the Anglo-Americans it is poor and Mexican; to
both it is not upwardly mobile, not middle class.”511 Unlike Vinciarelli, Judd offered no message
of uplift but instead contended that the truly unstylish symbols of the middle class were kitschy
lawn ornaments, plastic dwarves and ducks, which waste valuable space. He went on to describe
his adobe courtyard at the Mansana de Chinati, declaring courtyard-based building as “the best
use of urban land.”512
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Judd, like so many artists, continues to be lionized as a creative genius as scholars
correlate the courtyard, the hortus conclusus, and the pergola with his sense of innovation. The
ways in which these elements draw upon repetition of forms, symmetry, and variations on a type
certainly recall Minimalist sculpture, and Judd’s work in particular (his 100 Works in Mill
Aluminum of 1982-86, housed in the artillery sheds in Marfa, for example). However,
considering the plethora of evidence I have presented here, the architecture of Marfa ought to be
considered collaborative work that reflects Vinciarelli’s ideas. Not only are the courtyard, hortus
conclusus, and pergola connected to the history of Italian building culture, her commitment to
incorporating and elevating vernacular Mexican architecture, considering its strong ties and
history in the region, remind us of the value she placed on understanding context. Her
preoccupation with the courtyard type and spatial fabric in her architectural work and her
understanding of site, local culture, and ecology all contributed to what is now understood as
Judd’s Marfa.

Projects for Cleveland and Providence
Vinciarelli also collaborated with Judd on two unrealized projects for Providence (1984)
and Cleveland (1986), on which his architectural reputation also rests.513 The Providence project
developed out of a competition for a grant, set up by the office of the mayor, to create a
monumental sculpture to be installed in front of City Hall. Judd was approached for this
“competition,” although he assumed that the application process was merely a formality and that
the committee truly wanted a “Judd” in downtown Providence.514 Judd later explained that
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“[s]ince the project was close to being architecture, I asked a friend, Lauretta Vinciarelli, an
architect, to be partners.”515 Their proposal began as a large-scale sculpture and developed into
an architectural project. Vinciarelli recalled: “it became evident that it was more appropriate to
intervene (…) using architecture instead of placing a sculpture. So we discussed – he proposed
[that we] do it together, which was not that unusual, because we had an ongoing discussion on
architecture that started since we met.”516 They also brought on Vinciarelli’s former student
Claude Armstrong and his partner Donna Cohen, who had lived and worked with them in Marfa.
As Armstrong later explained, “Vinciarelli was consistently helping Don translate his ideas of
space, form, and number into architectural and landscape scale.”517
Their proposal consisted of a series of concentric circles in concrete, each with a different
function (Fig. 42). The main circle would serve as a platform for residents of the city, in an
attempt to initiate a dialogue with City Hall, the stairs of which would act as the “stage” for
public discussion.518 In many ways, the proposal resembled an ancient Roman amphitheater, and
as such it acknowledged the history of the site, which was formerly occupied by a theater. This
sensitivity to site comes as no surprise for those who knew Vinciarelli’s work, in which history
and memory always played a central role. After encountering a series of bureaucratic hurdles and
arguments against their plan, including their use of bare concrete, Judd and Vinciarelli were
pressured into reducing the entire plan to a single circle.519 Upon returning to New York, they
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received a letter stating that the city had decided not to construct their project, and that another
competition would be held.520 Without explanation, Vinciarelli and Judd were left to assume that
the mayor’s office was ultimately unsatisfied with their entry.
The Cleveland project was originally a collaboration with a team of prominent artists and
architects including Peter Eisenman, Frank Gehry, Richard Serra, and Carl Andre, a commission
by the Progressive Insurance Company for a large complex. Once again, Judd called upon
Vinciarelli (“an architect and a professor at Columbia University,” as he identified her)521 as well
as Armstrong and Cohen to join the team. Eventually Carl Andre and others abandoned the
project, and Vinciarelli and Judd (and Armstrong and Cohen) became the sole architects on the
project. Their resultant proposal incorporated aspects that reflected both of their ideas, their
backgrounds in art and architecture, and a shared interest in site specificity. The team was
excited about the prospect of re-envisioning the site, a section of Cleveland that had been part of
a turn-of-the-century “City Beautiful” plan left somewhat unfinished. The original Beaux-Arts
geometry was retained on the water’s edge, located on a bluff on the shore of Lake Erie, next to a
set of railroad tracks and the Cleveland Browns stadium.522
Vinciarelli described the proposal as an attempt to “bring the city…toward the lake.”523
Since the site was long and narrow, they devised a plan for what would resemble a skyscraper
lying on its side, so as not to obscure the city or the lake view.524 Judd had in fact described it as
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such, calling the project a “prone skyscraper.”525 Judd’s description is reminiscent of El
Lissitzsky’s horizontal skyscraper Cloud Hanger from 1925 (Fig. 43), as well as the Tuscolano
project in Rome by Adalberto Libera, an important early project of the postwar INA-Casa
rebuilding effort. Vinciarelli was aware of the project, having lived in postwar Rome, and was
perhaps even aware of the nickname that Bruno Zevi, a professor of architecture at La Sapienza,
had coined: “reclining skyscraper.”526 Her students at Columbia University emulated the low-rise
interior courtyard organization of Tuscolano in her carpet housing studio, as discussed in the
previous chapter.527 Rather than referencing the Tuscolano project, however, Vinciarelli related
the Cleveland project’s orientation to a shared distaste for the skyscraper: “Both Don and I, we
were never fascinated by the skyscraper as a typology, because we were aware of all the
shortcomings of it,” she stated. “In a site like this, it would have been much more interesting to
propose a fabric.”528 The concept of a “fabric” considers the urban context rather than a single
architectural object, and again recalls the low-rise, sprawling INA-Casa public housing projects
(like Tuscolano) that she witnessed in construction during her youth. Moreover, it was at the
heart of her teaching at Columbia, which focused on carpet housing, her projects for Puglia and
Marfa, and her interest in pattern as a generative device for architecture.
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The concept, as Judd described it, was to organize the project on a grid, perhaps a nod to
the horizontal plane or the original Beaux-Arts plan, but also an echo of the Minimalist grid and
its prominence in Vinciarelli’s early works on paper. A lengthwise axis ran across the grid,
similar to the spine of a book, in order to face the project to both the city and the lake. The plan
resulted in a series of interior, open volumes – perhaps Juddian boxes, but more likely
courtyards, recalling Vinciarelli’s architectural concerns (Fig. 44). The program was not of
central interest (as Claude Armstrong recalled, “Nobody cared about the program, it was just the
[edge] we were making”).529 The “program” – that is, the requirements to accommodate the
building’s services and functions – implied connections to functionalism and high modernism,
which was then entangled with the market and would have been anathema to their aims.530
Instead, finding ways to weave their project into the existing urban fabric drove the project.
Considering that the proposals for Cleveland and Providence were attempts to connect
the urban fabric with the history of the site, and to combine large-scale sculpture with aspects of
architecture, I propose that we consider these “site specific” projects. Since the late 1960s site
specificity was an increasingly sculptural and architectural concern, especially central to the
development of Minimalism. With its large scale, use of unpainted industrial materials like
plywood or steel, and phenomenological relationship to the viewer, Minimalist objects often
activate space in an architectural way. That being said, Vinciarelli’s input was crucial to the
Providence and Cleveland projects, as she brought an understanding of the importance of history
and topography that is so vital to architecture. As Vinciarelli explained in the 2008 interview,
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“this is not unusual in architecture. You know, when you study the place, if you find something
that has good reason – you use it.”531
In a comprehensive 2003 book on Judd’s architecture, Brigitte Huck exalted Judd’s
public art projects, such as those for Cleveland and Providence, as “in almost irreconcilable
opposition to the reality of contemporary public art,” as he “refers to something that once
existed, absorbs all information about a situation and gives it a new structure that reacts to its
urban surroundings with great sensitivity, rediscovers it, and reinterprets by means of a few
precise measures.”532 Certainly, Judd had previously conceived large-scale sculptures that
corresponded to their specific site. One early example is his concrete Untitled piece (1971) on
the property of Philip Johnson’s Glass House, which responds to the gentle slope of the land as
much as to Johnson’s sleek, modernist structure (Fig. 45). However, by neglecting Vinciarelli’s
role in Cleveland and Providence, Huck missed other possible sources for the sensitivity to the
history and urban surroundings. Coming from Italy in the early 1970s, Vinciarelli incorporated
ideas from Aldo Rossi, for example, whose conception of the “monument” (inherently
architectural and sculptural, in Rossi’s view, hybrid) draws on the history and collective memory
of the site, which continues to develop over time. According to Rossi, “a monument’s
persistence of permanence is a result of its capacity to constitute the city, its history and art, its
being and memory.”533 In a 1978 lecture, Vinciarelli explained that she also understood
monuments “as how Aldo Rossi defined a monument, as something whose presence in this city
has a meaning which is not only connected to its beautiful form for some reason but it is a
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monument because it is connected very much with the history of the city.”534 Rossi was a major
figure in Italy but also in New York, thanks in part to the IAUS where Vinciarelli was active
during the 1970s and 1980s.
Besides omitting Vinciarelli’s contributions, Huck missed the increasing number of such
site-specific works throughout the 1970s and 1980s in her attempt to paint Judd’s public art
proposals as unique in their sensitivity to site. The examples are numerous, from Andre’s Stone
Field Sculpture in Hartford, Connecticut (1977), which relates to New England's geological
history by using a variety of local stones as well as to its location next to a graveyard, where the
stones begin to resemble tombstones,535 to Mary Miss and Susan Child’s South Cove (1984), in
New York’s Battery Park City, which directly corresponds to its site on the Hudson River and
incorporated materials from the construction of the World Trade Center towers. In this light, the
proposals for Providence and Cleveland were part of the larger trend in contemporary art (and
Minimalism in particular) of site specificity, and reflected both artists’ visions of public art as a
repository of memory and history.

Furniture Design and Printmaking
Vinciarelli and Judd’s dialogue extended beyond architecture to include furniture design
and printmaking as well.536 Judd’s first attempts at making furniture came in the late 1950s, with
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the help of his father.537 In 1970, Judd was commissioned to design a coffee table, but he was not
quite satisfied with the outcome. As he later reflected, “I thought that a work of mine which was
essentially a rectangular volume with the upper surface recessed could be altered. This debased
the work and produced a bad table which I later threw away.”538 The perceived failure caused
Judd to temporarily step away from furniture design.539 Aside from these few early stainless steel
and aluminum coffee tables from the early 1970s (which Judd also apparently did not consider
successful), his return to furniture-making did not come until 1978, after partnering with
Vinciarelli. In the accompanying catalogue to the 2010 exhibition of Judd’s furniture at the Ikon
Gallery in Birmingham (United Kingdom), critic Alex Coles declared that Judd’s decision to
return to furniture design was based on resolving an internal struggle between art and design:
“Only later, when he accepted this distance between the two, and found a way to approach the
furniture on its own terms and not through his art, did he successfully enter into the field of
furniture design and production.”540 Judd’s apparent moment of clarity aside, his return to
furniture design in the late 1970s must be understood in the context of his relationship with
Vinciarelli and her role as architect-designer.
In 1977, Vinciarelli designed a desk constructed in plywood, repurposed from a Judd
piece that had been damaged in transit from Melbourne, Australia.541 Judd’s fabricator, Peter
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Ballantine, constructed the desk according to Vinciarelli’s design: a large desk with a flat top,
supported on one side by a thin bookshelf, and on the other by a wider rectangular box that
contained bookshelves, horizontal slots to lay architectural drawings flat, and square slots to
store rolled drawings (Fig. 46). The desk was housed in Judd’s Spring Street loft during the time
they were together. According to Vinciarelli, Judd liked her desk for its formal clarity and
functionality, so in 1978 he designed a comparable desk for his two children.542 Judd’s desk, also
constructed in plywood, similarly featured a flat top, supported by bookshelves on each side
(Fig. 47).
This design was arguably a prototype for Judd’s subsequent desks. In addition to the
children’s desk, the design resurfaces in a desk from 1982, a standing writing desk from 1984, a
couple of standing writing desks (dating from 1984 and 1990), two tables in birch plywood (both
1990), and a library desk with drawers (also 1990), just to name a few examples. These tables
follow Vinciarelli’s design closely, and are a distinct departure from Judd’s earlier table designs,
which either resembled Judd’s sculpture or were much simpler, without storage, and much
smaller. This is true even up to 1975 (the year before he met Vinciarelli), as evidenced by a table
he made of pine. Even though Judd’s desks from 1978 and after are clearly in dialogue with
Vinciarelli’s 1977 desk, he cited his own work as the primary inspiration. As he claimed, the
children’s desk (and his subsequent furniture) developed from a bed that he designed in Marfa in
1977: “The bed was designed so that the lumber yard could cut the few different lengths to size
and I could then nail them together in place. (…) Later, in a large place in town, I designed desks
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and chairs for the children using the same method of construction. More furniture developed
from this beginning.”543
Judd’s furniture has since gained a reputation for being beautifully pared down with an
attention to fine craft, much like his artistic production, even if he drew a clear and absolute
distinction between art and design: “The difference between art and architecture is fundamental.
Furniture and architecture can only be approached as such. Art cannot be imposed upon
them.”544 However, he acknowledged architecture’s longstanding alliance with furniture design.
In his 1993 essay, “It’s Hard to Find a Good Lamp,” Judd cites several early modern designers
(of both architecture and furniture) such as William Morris, Mies van der Rohe, and Le
Corbusier, who produced furniture that reflected their overall aesthetic.545 Certainly this kind of
integrated approach would have appealed to Judd, who not only also furnished his homes in New
York and Marfa with his designs, but who also considered his art, furniture, and architecture to
be cut from the same proverbial cloth.
Like the work of his early modern predecessors, however, Judd’s legacy in architecture
and design must be reassessed in light of his female companion’s contributions and influence.
Much like Mies and Le Corbusier, Judd’s architecture appears to celebrate the “Less is More”
dictum, which has traditionally been gendered as male, as McLeod has problematized.546 Judd’s
architecture and furniture design have been singled out (by Judd enthusiasts and critics alike) as
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aggressive, simple and heroic pieces – the “strong, silent type,” mirroring their creator. The
problem with this characterization is that it perpetuates the masculinist tropes associated with
Minimalism, despite the important role women have played in this movement.547
From 1979 to 1985, Vinciarelli also engraved the plates for a number of Judd’s prints,
including fifty-four plates for two series of etchings.548 These fifty-four plates resulted in twentyseven prints, which comprise nearly forty percent of the seventy-five total etchings in the
catalogue raisonné of Judd’s prints and works in editions (Fig. 48). She also worked on a series
of woodcuts, which had already been printed in red but required a maroon line to be inserted by
hand, a “slightly frightening” task for Vinciarelli, who nevertheless had the necessary
dexterity.549 Both series of etchings and woodcuts required extreme precision, a skill that
Vinciarelli had honed as a trained architect. As she recalled when discussing the etchings with
Judd’s daughter Rainer in 2008, “Donald had some difficulty in doing precise drawings of this
kind,” at least partially due to his eyesight, so he asked Vinciarelli to assist in the preparation and
delineation of the printing plates.550
It is crucial here to emphasize that her contributions were as both technician and
designer; it is therefore difficult to ascertain her exact role in the process. Some prints, for
example, were signed “A.P. L.V.” – Artist’s Proof Lauretta Vinciarelli (Fig. 49). Adding to the
confusion is the lack of specific identification on Vinciarelli’s part. In her 2008 interview with
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Rainer Judd, Vinciarelli identified a few particular series she worked on but also speaks broadly,
noting, “I did many for Donald (…) I mean, many of these drawings, that are more technical,
let’s say, were done by me.”551 According to the catalogue raisonné, Judd’s Untitled series of
vertical etchings from 1983-85 were attributed to printmaker Betty Winkler and the New York
printing studios XPress and Yama Prints; however, the “Notes” section of the catalogue indicates
that the “images on the plates” of this series were made “after drawings by Loretta [sic]
Vinciarelli,” and etched at Styria Studio in New York.552 This attribution was, as the catalogue
states, “based on the records and memory of the artist.”553
Vinciarelli’s position, somewhere between artist and technician, was common to
printmaking at that time. Since the 1950s, printmakers Tatyana Grosman and Robert Blackburn,
for example, collaborated with other prominent artists and authors in New York (including Larry
Rivers, Jasper Johns, and Robert Rauschenberg, among many others). Blackburn in particular
facilitated the printmaking revival as a teacher; both helped effectively raising the status of
printmaker to fine artist and collaborator. However, although Blackburn and Grosman were
artists in their own right, their status in the collaborative process was not (or was not considered)
that of “author” but rather facilitator. Vinciarelli’s contributions extended well beyond that of
technician, especially since at least one of Judd’s prints was admittedly based on Vinciarelli’s
original design. If one print was based on Vinciarelli’s drawings, it is probable that others were
as well, considering their collaborations in other areas and their close working relationship. With
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that in mind, and with knowledge that Vinciarelli, Betty Winkler, and others also executed his
prints, Judd was neither author nor producer in the traditional sense.
Besides the partial attribution, Vinciarelli wrote to Judd’s children after his death that for
her print work she only received “partial payment;” in fact, “the agreement with Donald Judd
was that the full compensation would include a set of the produced editions,” and yet she never
received either set of prints.554 It may seem surprising that Vinciarelli would be willing to
execute work without proper attribution, or even proper payment, for years. One might expect
her to be bitter and resentful, and to seek retribution; however, her attitude towards this unique
personal and professional relationship was more complex, as I will explain.

Erasure
Although Judd did acknowledge Vinciarelli’s involvement in his projects for Providence
and Cleveland, he mentioned her only in passing, as an “architect,” a “professor,” or a “friend,”
who consulted on the architectural aspects of the projects. Her name was never publicly
discussed in relation to Marfa, or Judd’s furniture or prints. I discovered much of this
information through conversations with Vinciarelli’s colleagues and while looking through her
archived letters and interviews. Despite her relegation, Vinciarelli never made any attempt to
stake a claim to Judd’s architecture – in fact, her recollections of these projects are surprisingly
positive and generous. She explained her position vis-à-vis this collaborative work, stating: “I
think this is quite natural. If you know how to do something, you do it for the person you
love.”555 A refined woman with an aristocratic air, she may have felt it was unbecoming or
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beneath her, or perhaps even futile to start an unpleasant battle over authorship with such a
formidable and established artist.
Attribution issues aside, the line between public and private is understandably blurred
when a couple lives and works together. Vinciarelli described her experience in these terms:
“When two [people] are friends, and also (…) live together, there is a back-and-forth influence.
So as Don had a tremendous influence on me, on my way of thinking (…) in many ways there
was also [an influence], I hope, vice versa.”556 There is certainly a correspondence between
Judd’s use of reflective and translucent materials (such as colored Plexiglas and shiny aluminum)
and Vinciarelli’s later, more abstract watercolors and their uniquely electric color palette, boxlike configuration, and translucent quality. The role of structure and pattern in Vinciarelli’s work
as a generative device relates to Judd’s repetitive geometry and variations within a basic form;
both are iterative approaches to design. Furthermore, both artists took measures to suppress the
“hand” of the artist, whether by having others execute their design or by meticulous precision.
Clearly both artists benefitted from this partnership in significant ways. To paint the
picture as an entirely negative situation – Vinciarelli as victim, or Judd as the sole opportunist in
the pair – would present a skewed perspective of their relationship. With Judd’s help, she
purchased the Greene Street loft in 1982; in fact, the building is not far from Judd’s own building
on Spring Street, and comparisons between the two are instructive.557 Judd loathed what he
considered the destructive practices of most contemporary architects, preferring instead to
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“[leave] the building alone,” as he put it, as much as possible.558 Judd’s desire to protect
buildings from destruction assumed an empathetic tone, especially when he spoke of 101 Spring
Street: “The building had been treated badly, as most in the area had been, as most are,” he
stated. “I thought the building should be repaired and basically not changed.”559 According to
the Judd Foundation, this building is the only intact, single-use cast-iron building remaining in
SoHo.560
In Vinciarelli’s Greene Street loft, she used simple wooden frame and gypsum board
construction, limiting her interventions to a minimum in order to keep the loft’s characteristic
spatial quality as intact as possible.561 Referring to her process as “honest,” Vinciarelli noted that
“the only fancy thing is the space: it’s large and well-proportioned.”562 That is certainly true, and
the high ceilings (over fifteen feet high) allowed her to create a mezzanine floor with extra
bedrooms, closets, and a bathroom (Fig. 50). Even after dividing the existing space into two
levels and several new rooms, more than half of the loft comprises open space in order to
preserve the spatial continuum and keep the original cast iron columns visible. Separate spaces
were defined by movable, carved wooden screens, creating flexibility within the plan. The
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openness of her central living, dining, and work space creates a sense of continuity, but also
accentuates sense of perspective as the entire length of the apartment can be seen from entry. By
articulating these new spaces within a loft that was originally entirely open, Vinciarelli achieved,
as Oscar Riera Ojeda described it, “an interplay of compressed and expansive spaces”
throughout.563
If not for her relationship with Judd, she most likely would not have been able to
purchase her Greene Street loft. It is also unlikely Vinciarelli would ever have come to the
isolated area of west Texas, with its particular light, colors, and expansive spaces that helped
make her watercolors of the 1980s and early 1990s so distinctive. Judd’s reputation also
undoubtedly secured commissions for public art pieces in Providence and Cleveland, which gave
Vinciarelli unique opportunities to test her ideas about architecture and typology and continue
her explorations of architecture’s intersections with art. Her collaborative work with Judd was,
Vinciarelli confirmed, “a very meaningful experience.”564 Theirs was an ongoing dialogue that
went beyond that of a standard professional partnership. Looking back, she praised Judd for his
“creative eye,” his foresight, his independence and his ability to select spaces, and even
attributed to him the “great invention of Marfa.”565 However, she also confirmed the extent to
which the two were indeed partners, stating, “When I speak of his architecture, it’s as if I would
speak of mine, so much we agreed.”566 Although Vinciarelli’s statement suggests the challenge
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of assigning credit to one or the other for specific elements in their collaborative projects,
scholars must at least acknowledge that the influence went both ways. At issue here, and what
must be rectified, is the acknowledgment that these projects were in fact collaborative.
It is important to return to the question of attribution, but it is also a bit beside the point.
Considering Judd’s practice of having others fabricate his art objects, it is not surprising that he
entrusted Vinciarelli with the task of delineating their projects. Vinciarelli was a trained architect
and a professor of architecture, whereas Judd was an artist who, although knowledgeable, was
not a professional architect. His architectural drawings, like his drawings of proposed artworks,
were rough sketches rather than working architectural renderings (Fig. 51). As Vinciarelli
recalled: “Donald would do sketches (…) They were not working drawings. Working drawings
means the drawings you do to explain to the fabricator how to do it.”567 Judd may have
understood the history and aesthetics of architecture, but Vinciarelli was fluent in the language of
architecture and design, as well as its theoretical basis. Based on my research and conversations
with Judd and Vinciarelli scholars alike, there is little doubt that the influence on each other’s
work and thinking at that time was deeply felt. Why, then, is Vinciarelli’s name so completely
absent from the vast Judd literature?
As Urs Peter Flückiger contends, the fact that Judd’s delegation of labor – the erasure of
the artist’s “hand,” that is – was so central to his artistic practice should hardly prevent us from
considering him an architect; rather, it further aligned him with the practice of architects. Citing
his close relationship with fabricators like the Bernstein Brothers, Flückiger notes: “[Judd’s]
work process, then, was similar to the working methods of architects. Architects, designers, and
industrial designers search for the best contractor, builder, craftsmen, or manufacturing company
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to produce their designs.”568 Brigitte Huck concurred, stating that “[h]e uses drawing as a
medium to record the basic idea for a building, a piece of furniture, or an architectural detail that
others – engineers, technicians – turn into detailed plans.”569 These are roles that are now being
reclaimed as important; in fact, Peter Ballantine proposed a reconsideration of Judd’s radical use
of delegated fabrication through a series of lectures, including “Donald Judd: Delegated
Fabrication: History, Practices, Issues and Implications,” in April 2010 at the University of
Oregon.570 Vinciarelli acted in these different capacities, as fabricator and “technician,” but she
was also in many cases involved in the “basic idea,” as Huck phrased it. Unlike Ballantine or the
Bernstein Brothers, however, whose names have long been associated with Judd’s work,
Vinciarelli has received no such position of privilege. She remains among the “others,” the
unnamed engineers and technicians, despite her much deeper involvement as conceptual
collaborator.
This oversight comes as no surprise, but it also points to larger issues of romantic
partnerships between artists. This fraught topic was addressed in Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle
De Courtivron’s Significant Others: Creativity and Intimate Partnership (1993), through an
analysis of several artist and writer couples, from Auguste Rodin and Camille Claudel to Jasper
Johns and Robert Rauschenberg. Each of the thirteen chapters discussed the artistic dialogue and
“the richness of the private interactions that operate within relationships,”571 rather than solely
focusing on the constraints placed on the female partners. René Riese Hubert also examined such
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partnerships in the Surrealist movement, in the 1994 Magnifying Mirrors: Women, Surrealism, &
Partnership.572 In their narrowed scopes, both publications omitted architects altogether;
furthermore, Chadwick and De Courtivron left out “silent” (in other words, unrecognized)
partners, and Hubert focused solely on one art movement. Fortunately, several architectural
scholars, such as Mary McLeod, Beatriz Colomina, Esther da Costa Meyer, and Alice T.
Friedman have examined the prominent role of women like Reich, Perriand, Truus SchröderSchräder and Eileen Gray, just some of the women who made architecture modern.573
One of the only mentions of Vinciarelli in the Judd literature was in a 2009 doctoral
dissertation on Judd’s furniture, which referred to her somewhat pejoratively as Judd’s
“erstwhile girlfriend” – thenceforth her name appeared only in the footnotes.574 The term
“girlfriend” connotes a temporary fling and discounts the seriousness of their professional and
personal relationship of over a decade. Dancer and choreographer Julie Finch, whom Judd
married in 1964, has been a presence since Judd’s early career. After 101 Spring Street reopened,
she returned to the limelight to discuss the early days of loft living, and Marianne Stockebrand,
Judd’s romantic partner for the last few years of Judd’s life and former director of the Chinati
Foundation, has since championed his work. When Judd passed away in 1994, the obituaries
mentioned his wife and his final companion, but none mentioned Vinciarelli, the “erstwhile
girlfriend” whose impact on his work was undoubtedly the most visible and sustained. Upon
reflection, it is clear why Finch and Stockebrand, both established women in their respective
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careers and diligent supporters of Judd’s work, maintained a place in the Judd narrative.
Acknowledging Vinciarelli as a professional partner could pose a threat to his legacy by placing
his authorship into question, while as nothing more than an “erstwhile girlfriend,” she barely
scores a mention in his biography. That women scholars like Stockebrand played a major role in
securing Judd’s place in history is perhaps the most troubling notion: that Vinciarelli’s erasure
was perpetuated not only at the hands of men but of women as well.
It is common for scholars to portray Judd as a kind of Renaissance man.575 Urs Peter
Flückiger, for one, proclaimed (however correctly) that Judd was “one of those rare, gifted
individuals who can hold multiple viewpoints on a topic at the same time,” thanks to his
“excellent academic background” and the fact that he was an “avid reader and very familiar with
architecture.”576 In reference to the architectural renderings in the first publication on Judd’s
architecture, Stockebrand noted that “[f]or someone who knows Donald Judd’s art, it is exciting
to see the architectural sketches and drawings and to discover the parallelism.”577 Although most
of the drawings she refers to were by Judd’s hand, many were actually executed by Vinciarelli,
or Cohen and Armstrong. In October 2012, Stockebrand published an essay entitled “The Whole
Judd,” in an attempt to construct a comprehensive image of Judd as an artist, an architect, a
thinker, and a man, claiming that his oeuvre and way of life constituted a “unity, or wholeness,”
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as she put it, echoing typical Juddian rhetoric.578 “Everything carries his mark, is unmistakably
Judd,” she stated.579 To insert Vinciarelli into Judd’s story would threaten his “wholeness” and
destabilize the established narrative of Judd as lone creator. This all too familiar attempt to set in
stone the mythic reputation of a single artist at the expense of collaborative strategies points not
only to rampant sexism, but also to the widespread problems within the culture of art history and
exhibition practices. Curators and scholars have long felt the pressure to produce blockbusters
and elevate individual artistic geniuses in order to boost ticket sales or sell catalogues.
My frustration with Vinciarelli’s absence from the Judd literature stems from my position
as a woman but perhaps more so as a scholar. Despite otherwise meticulous research and
analysis, most scholars simply glossed over Judd’s lack of training as an architect. Did these
authors have knowledge of Vinciarelli? Were they unaware of the level of Vinciarelli’s
involvement, or was it simply ignored? Or is Vinciarelli, unlike the craftsmen who fabricated
Judd’s pieces, merely considered an assistant, consultant, or technician? These questions are
inextricable from the fact that Vinciarelli was Judd’s romantic partner. Vinciarelli was
forthcoming in her admiration for Judd, and no doubt benefitted from their collaborations;
however, her reticence, Judd’s downplaying of her major role in his work, and her omission from
the literature has skewed the picture. As I discuss in more depth in the next chapter, even
assessments of Vinciarelli’s later watercolors describe the influence as implicitly one-sided,
situating her memory-laden, intimate, metaphysical work somewhat uncomfortably within the
context of Minimalism. Vinciarelli’s relationship to Judd only surfaces in order to bolster Judd’s
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reputation or to demonstrate his influence on her work and thinking. This dissertation is an
important step towards righting that wrong.

Conclusion
Questions of inclusion and exclusion are essential to identifying the mechanisms that
continue to determine the discourse on creative partnerships, and certainly they must be resolved
to correct the distorted narrative of Judd’s architectural work. Scholars already seem to struggle
with proper attribution when multiple artists or architects are involved; however, the question is
even more fraught when the collaboration is with a wife (or worse – a “girlfriend”). In correcting
the examples of misattribution, we need to also shift the scales to a more balanced analysis of
their influence. However, proper attribution and the identification of influence are not the only
matters at stake. What is also at stake is a wider acceptance and understanding of architectural
partnerships between couples, through a toppling of the erroneous and outdated notion of the
solitary male architect, and an examination of the unique nature of collaborations between
architects and artists. The oft-repeated tale of the overlooked woman architect might seem just as
outdated, not to mention dangerous, as it risks perpetuating a victim narrative for strong women
like Vinciarelli who led accomplished lives independent of their male partners. However, it will
remain a necessary task until we have undone decades of idol worship under the guise of
scholarship.
In the next and final chapter, the various strands of Vinciarelli’s work discussed in each
of the previous chapters will come together in an analysis of her watercolors. In part, her projects
in Marfa and exposure to the immense, stark Southwest landscape provided the ideal color
palette, quality of light, and setting for the imagined architectural structures of her work in the
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mid- to late 1980s and 1990s. Yet we must also remember that in 1986, as she began her work in
watercolors, she was at a crossroads: still actively collaborating with Judd, teaching part-time in
New York, and involved in the ReVisions group, it was perhaps her most active year. It was also
a watershed moment, as she shifted focus to this new medium and began to secure her legacy as
a visionary artist. Her continued preoccupation with courtyards, water elements, greenery, as
well as theory, history, and memory continued into her watercolors, unsurprisingly, but in new
form and with radically different implications.
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Chapter 5
Watercolors
For me – for my work – the interesting aspect of the process toward illumination is that
the human body is involved in it as the indispensable mediator (…) This non-rational
process sweeps off in an instant some of the basic tenets of Western thought, as the
preeminence of the mind over the body, duality; all this for a glimpse of wholeness…
--Lauretta Vinciarelli, 1995
In 1986, Vinciarelli began the new phase of her career in watercolors, which would
occupy her until the end of her life. As she stated at the time, “the reevaluation of space in
architecture and, consequently, the elaboration of new dwelling standards are ideals that interest
and challenge me very deeply and that, in different forms, have always been present in my
didactics and in my research.”580 The epigraph to this chapter suggests that by 1995 her focus
had shifted to more metaphysical and philosophical aims, in contrast to the statements she had
made nearly a decade earlier. As the subject of the only publications on her production and the
primary focus of critical attention after she passed away in 2011, her watercolors have
subsequently defined her long and multifaceted career. The existing literature, almost entirely
recent exhibition catalogue essays, confirms the metaphysical aspect of her watercolors, but fails
to confront the dualistic nature of her work and position her within the context of her
architectural background.581 Although her watercolor practice certainly embodies the mind-body
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duality that she mentioned and its relation to the process of “illumination” (or ecstasis), I will
argue that they in fact represent a variety of oppositions that go beyond mind/body, including
openness/enclosure, light/dark, romantic/Rationalist, material/immaterial, and solid/void. In this
final chapter, I discuss Vinciarelli’s watercolors in relation to these dualities and position them as
a culmination of her work in architecture, drawing, theory, and teaching. As I assert, they
underscore the sense of “wholeness” that was central to her philosophy on art and architecture
alike.
Her early watercolors (from 1986 to the mid 1990s) consist of representational spaces
that are largely autobiographical, recalling her time spent in Rome, Gradoli, New York, and
Texas; in fact, she explicitly described them as “a form of biography”582 and a kind of visual
“diary.”583 Examples such as her Water Enclosures (1987-90) and Texas Remembered (1988) are
especially laden with memories of the architecture and landscapes of the places she lived (Figs.
52-54). Beginning in the late 1990s, she began to strip her watercolors of representational
elements, reducing them to the point of near total abstraction. In works from 1998 onward such
as the Orange Sound (1999) or Suspended in Green (2005), all that remains are rectangles
embedded in color and light (Figs. 55-56). With increased visibility in the late 1990s and early
2000s, and given her history with Judd (discussed in the fifth chapter), critics were eager to
identify a correspondence between these late works and Judd’s Minimalism. Although early
scholarship on her watercolors focused on her skill or the metaphysical and poetic beauty of her
work, after the MoMA purchased her Orange Sound series in 2000 and her connection to Judd
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was noted, the discourse noticeably shifted. Curator Peter Reed set the tone, curiously glossing
over the particulars of their relationship: “The warm orange and ocher tones of Orange Sound
recall remembered landscapes, perhaps particularly the American Southwest, where Vinciarelli
spent time with the artist Donald Judd. She clearly admires Judd’s serial Minimalist sculpture,
and art in a similar vein.”584 When she was included in the 2002 Whitney Biennial, New York
Times critic Julie Iovine stated rather matter-of-factly that “Ms. Vinciarelli does minimalist
watercolors.”585 Reviews of her 2016 show at the David Totah Gallery fared no better: critic
Martha Schwendener of The New York Times described the watercolors as “rectangular interiors
reminiscent of Mr. Judd’s minimalist sculptures,”586 and Alex Jovanovich of Artforum referred to
them as “dark sisters to Judd’s polite and businesslike objects.”587 Without denying some
similarities, it is important to shift the focus away from the purely formalist comparison to Judd’s
Minimalism and establish a new framework for understanding her watercolors independent of
the “Minimalist” label that has plagued assessments of her work.
Accordingly, I will address the broader contexts with which she engaged, such as
Renaissance themes and systems of perspective, Rationalism and Neo-Rationalism, Abstract
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Expressionism, and Surrealism. Beyond the historical references, her watercolors were also
resolutely contemporary, as her inclusion in the 2002 Whitney Biennial suggests. I will situate
her watercolors in relation to the concerns of fellow contemporary artists and architects, as some
of the same dualities that defined Vinciarelli’s work (such as materiality and transparency) were
key to the hybridity of so much art-making practices around the new millennium. With this in
mind, I question whether her art can be considered a continuation of, or a radical break from,
tradition – be it the Renaissance, Rationalist, Surrealist, Abstract Expressionist, or Minimalist
tradition – and question whether Vinciarelli’s watercolors could be considered “radical” at all.
For a proper analysis, however, it is important to first understand the origins and process of this
work.

Origins
Vinciarelli’s decision to begin experimenting with watercolors happened somewhat “by
chance,” she explained. It came thanks to her friend Livia Monaco, an artist who was then
involved in textile design and used watercolors in her preparatory drawings.588 In this new
medium Vinciarelli found a sense of freedom and fluidity with the brush that was “profoundly
different” from her earlier works on paper, and yet elucidated some of the same architectural
concerns of the preceding years.589 In 1999, K. Michael Hays appropriately dubbed her
watercolors “not architecture but evidence that it exists,” capturing the dualism at the heart of her
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work.590 This split also, he explained, characterized the polarization of recent architectural theory
and practice into two trends, one concerned with “the integrity of building” and the other
concerned with “the scope of its effects.”591 Vinciarelli skillfully achieved this balance in a
notoriously difficult medium.
From her early attempts at watercolor in the mid-1980s Vinciarelli followed a fairly
standard process. She began with a sheet of 300 lb., cold-press Windsor and Newton or Fabriano
watercolor paper in the largest size available (30” x 22”), sometimes left whole, sometimes
divided in half for smaller studies. This was the largest size that corresponded to her arm’s reach,
or as she described it, “the stop.”592 “There is needed a continuity,” she explained, “so that what
is in front of you must be scaled with your arm.”593 After affixing the sheet of paper onto a piece
of wood with tape, which defined the margins, she would then create a ruled pencil drawing in
one- or two-point perspective.594 Finally, the layers of paint were applied in a slow development
of rich color, which was one of her primary concerns, as she stated in 1997: “[A]rchitecture is
not the main focus of my work. Architecture, the traces of it that are in my paintings, is only the
support for transforming fields of light and color into ‘places.’”595 As Peter Rowe remembers,
“colors lived for her” – ultramarine blue was “sexy,” sienna brown she referred to as “La
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Mama,” and cadmium yellow was altogether avoided – it was “dangerous” and “poisonous,” she
would say.596
Few people witnessed her at work, but many close friends understood that her process
was methodical, meticulous, and patient, as the medium requires. As Ida Panicelli explained,
“her method required total concentration, and a very steady hand – it made no allowance for
error.”597 Vinciarelli confirmed that the medium is “unforgiving,” “very difficult to control.”598 If
a mistake was made, it could not be corrected; she had to abandon the sheet and begin again.
Although watercolor has a long tradition in the history of architectural drawing, she subverted
the nature of the quick-drying medium, exploiting its ability to capture an impression by
laboriously adding translucent layer upon translucent layer in a process perhaps better suited to
oil painting. Sometimes the number of layers would even cause the paper to become
oversaturated and tear. The delicacy of the medium and process seems to contradict her
aforementioned desire to give form to society’s longing for permanence.599
Vinciarelli’s medium, process, and subject matter went hand-in-hand, as she stated: “I
started doing watercolor with water in mind and water as the means. So it became water also
literally.”600 The prevalence of water motifs comes as no surprise considering that large bodies of
596
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water were a major feature of the places she lived; her birthplace of Arbe, an island of modernday Croatia is in the Adriatic Sea, Rome, along the Tiber River, and Gradoli, on Lake Bolsena –
even her adopted home of Manhattan is surrounded by water, even if it seems less omnipresent.
The majority of her watercolors – even those ostensibly depicting arid landscapes, such as Texas
Remembered – feature a water element of some kind, opportunities to construct an expansive,
multilayered space, imbuing the surface with a sense of “evanescence,” as she stated.601 In these
ways, although Vinciarelli’s architectural subjects suggest timelessness and permanence, the
incorporation of water imagery paired with her medium and process underscore a sense of
fragility and ephemerality, part of the dualism that defines her late work.
This dualism extended to the places and spaces she depicted, as well, whether
representational or abstract. Although the New York City underground tunnels inspired The
Subway Series (1988), for example, she clarified in a 2009 lecture that the series was “not a
literal depiction of the subway, but the sensation…also the sense of mystery” (Fig. 57).602 The
Subway Series features a vista more reminiscent of Texas than the gritty, dark, New York
underground; in fact, it even appears to have been based on photographs that Vinciarelli took of
the pergola at the Mansana de Chinati (Fig. 58). The Water Enclosure in Landscape series
(1986-87) is another apt example, as the setting slips between the rural landscapes of Southwest
Texas and Central Italy. Although the distant background of Water Enclosure in Landscape II
appears to be the hazy blue Chinati Mountains of Southwest Texas, the rows of green crops in
the middle ground are less reminiscent of the arid desert landscape of Marfa than the olive
groves of the Italian countryside (Fig. 59). Likewise, in Long Horizon II (1995), the familiar
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mountainous background seen in Texas Remembered is at odds with the very Mediterranean
cypress trees barely visible through the windows. Neither “here” nor “there,” her early
watercolors do not depict one specific location but instead a hybrid repository of memory. Her
late works, such as the Orange Sound series, reduced to floating planes of color and light,
present a nebulous space in which figure and ground are virtually indistinguishable. This
ambiguity of place – and space – is a common thread in Vinciarelli’s watercolors, and one that
defines further sets of dualities: here/there, abstract/representational, figure/ground, past/present,
universal/specific.

“Romantic Rationalism”
Despite those spatial and temporal dualities (or even ambiguities), a sense of belonging to
a particular time and place was an important factor in her thinking. In the 1986 statement on her
work, she declared, “The desire to belong to a place, to begin again in time and space, to order
and to measure, are issues recurring in my research, the underlying philosophy of which I would
call romantic Rationalism.”603 Although in 1986 Vinciarelli was likely referring to her
architectural research, teaching, and theory, this characterization helps us identify several
significant elements in her watercolors soon to come: the individual’s sense of belonging to
place, a search for temporal and spatial origins, and the systematic and mathematical
organization of space. The romantic-rational issue was not new to architecture; to complicate
matters, both terms have been defined very differently in various time periods and by various
authors. Nineteenth-century architect and theorist Eugène Viollet-le-Duc immediately comes to
mind for his structural Rationalism (combining the “truth to materials” and “form-follows603
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function” credos), infused with subtle romantic Gothic references. Romantic architect Henri
Labrouste, too, exploited the structural and expressive possibilities of iron and glass.604 In the
twentieth century, the “rational” was intertwined with modernism: European modernists and
their critics often struggled with reconciling the rational, functionalist side of architecture with
the aesthetic and romantic, and at times the two overlapped. In Adolf Behne’s 1923 essay on
“The Modern Functional Building,” for example, he aligned the romantic with “functionalist”
trends and the rational with “formalist” trends. Taking a cue from literature, scholar Michael
Saler has identified a “rational vernacular” in constructed, imaginary worlds, which “render the
modern entrancing rather than alienating.”605 Giorgio Grassi, a member of La Tendenza, noted
this romantic-Rationalist trend in his 1971 “Architecture as Craft”: “These two worlds; the
romantic and the rational, that are so contradictory nevertheless have points in common.”606 I
will analyze these two “worlds” and their intersections, as well as potential origins and sources
for Vinciarelli, arguing that certain postwar architects (including Aldo Rossi and Louis Kahn)
offer examples where those oppositions harmoniously coexisted – a fulfillment of Vinciarelli’s
“romantic Rationalist” philosophy.
Vinciarelli’s work and thinking was entrenched in the complicated history of the rational
in architecture and of Italian Rationalism in particular, which has been seen as dualistic in itself;
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Alan Colquhoun, the prominent architect and architectural historian who was also involved at the
IAUS, noted that the nature of “the rational” in architecture is dependent on a set of binary
oppositions: “The rational in architecture never exists in isolation,” he wrote. “It is one side of a
complex system that can be expressed only dialectically in terms of a series of more or less
homologous oppositions: reason/feeling, order/disorder, necessity/freedom, universal/particular,
and so on.”607 Adalberto Libera, architect of the influential Tuscolano housing project in Rome,
described Rationalism as dependent upon a dualistic conception of architecture as well, as a
balance between the structural and technical aspects and the aesthetic factors.608 Libera and
Ludovico Quaroni were just some of the professors who had worked on Rationalist projects
during the war years and later taught at La Sapienza University when Vinciarelli was a student.
Libera’s Palazzo dei Congressi (Fig. 60) and the Piazza Imperiale, a collaboration between
Quaroni, Saverio Muratori and Francesco Fariello, were both designed for he EUR, the site
envisioned to celebrate the twenty-year anniversary of fascism. In the 1950s and 1960s the area
was transformed into a business district, yet the architectural relics of fascism stood as visible
reminders of Italy’s horrific recent past.
Neo-Rationalism emerged from this context in the 1960s, during the time Vinciarelli was
coming of age as an architect, formed within the framework established by earlier figures like
Quaroni, Ernesto N. Rogers, and Giuseppe Samonà. Characterized by a similar abstract
classicism and critical engagement with the Modern Movement, Neo-Rationalism emulated the
stark forms of 1920s-1940s Rationalism, yet infused them with a psychological weight – perhaps
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an attempt to reconcile the earlier architects’ complicity with (if not outright wooing of) the
fascist regime. Neo-Rationalism itself treaded perilously close to what Ada Louise Huxtable
called “Mussolinimodern” in 1977, due to its stripped down classicism and lack of regard for the
human scale.609 The “dangerous beauty” that Huxtable identified in this contemporary Italian
trend is best represented by the Tendenza group. Far from its Rationalist predecessors, the
Tendenza was, if anything, Neo-Marxist in political affiliation. Massimo Scolari listed the
principles defining the Tendenza as “the strict relationship to history, the predominance of urban
studies, the relation between building typology and urban morphology, monumentality, and the
importance of form,”610 a description which neatly describes Vinciarelli’s teaching and theory
discussed in previous chapters. When it came to her watercolors, her aim was to depict spaces
containing “the simplest architecture as possible (…) something more solid and massive.”611 Her
continued return to enduring types carried through to her watercolors as well. Indeed, many of
her early, representational series depict bare walls, punctuated by unornamented openings for
windows or doorways (not unlike the humble architecture of Gradoli).
Rossi was the central figure of Neo-Rationalism, and his drawings and theory were
extremely influential not only on Italian architects, but also on Americans in the 1970s and 1980s
at the IAUS and beyond. There are many similarities between Vinciarelli and Rossi, not least in
their approaches to drawing, in which Rationalist forms and long shadows suggest somewhat
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surreal, almost de Chirico-like spaces that seem to perpetually exist under a late afternoon
Mediterranean sun (Fig. 61). Underlying the formal similarities was an interest in Surrealism and
psychoanalysis – in a 1995 essay, for example, Vinciarelli quoted Georges Bataille and Elvio
Fachinelli, a mid-century, Freudian Italian psychoanalyst (responsible for the Italian translation
of The Interpretation of Dreams) and their theories on the ecstatic and the void.612 Mary Louise
Lobsinger, meanwhile, has discussed Rossi’s use of repetition in both his writing and typologybased drawings as representative of the Freudian “compulsion to repeat” based on the desire for
“wish fulfillment” – in Rossi’s case, the fulfillment of an unrealized desire to express
architecture as a totality through a series of fragments.613
In Rossi’s San Cataldo cemetery design, the form of the cemetery’s plan resembles a
pyramid, calling upon links to ancient tombs and the most fundamental form of architecture (Fig.
62). However, in his Scientific Autobiography, Rossi also connected the form – a ribcage-like
arrangement – to the “skeletal structure of the body as a series of fragments,” relating it to a
serious car accident in which he had been involved in 1971.614 As Dennis P. Doordan points out,
in this way Rossi’s cemetery is connected not just to a collective idea of death, but to Rossi’s
own personal meditation on death.615 In other words, there is a strong relationship to the body
despite the cold Rationalism of the forms depicted. Vinciarelli’s autobiographical watercolors,
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drawing upon ancient building types, also connected the personal to the universal and the
specific to the timeless.
Her abstract classicism had perhaps an even greater affinity with the work of Louis Kahn,
an architect whose influence was almost as profound in Italy (especially in Rome) as it was in
the United States. Kahn had traveled to Italy throughout the 1950s and 1960s, as evidenced by
scores of sketchbooks filled with pastel drawings of Roman architecture and ruins. By the late
1960s, Kahn had garnered a significant reputation amongst students in Italy for his ability to
create discrete spaces within the geometric order of a plan – in a way, to bring together BeauxArts and modernist influences.616 Lucio Barbera, a student and later professor of architecture at
La Sapienza University, remembers Kahn’s influence as tied closely to his generation – those
born between 1934 and 1946 (Vinciarelli was born in 1943).617 Kahn’s pared down Rationalist
vocabulary and references to classical examples (he greatly admired the Pantheon, in particular)
allied with Roman groups like G.R.A.U., which formed at La Sapienza in 1964, and the nascent
Neo-Rationalist style. Although Vinciarelli never made any public statements about Kahn, his
graceful monumentality, attention to in-between spaces, and his poetic manipulation of light
undoubtedly appealed to her own architectural sensibilities.
The version of Rome that both Kahn and Vinciarelli knew and were impacted by still
retained those Rationalist relics of the 1930s and early 1940s. According to Vincent Scully, Kahn
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admired and made sketches of the Foro Italico (also known as the “Foro Mussolini”),618 a site
that Vinciarelli was also drawn to.619 But it was also a Rome that had been stripped by world
war, as Kahn’s son Nathaniel recently explained. When his father arrived as an artist in residence
at the American Academy in 1950, “this was not that long after World War II, and the scars of
the war were still everywhere (…) [i]t was sort of bare – down to its essence – and that somehow
really suited my father.”620 Just as Vinciarelli aimed to construct “the simplest architecture
possible,” “something solid and massive,” Kahn designed buildings “that looked like the very
first kind of building that an architect might do,” “solid” structures that “[express] weigh and
compression,” as Scully explained.621 In these ways, although the dynamic of romantic
Rationalism may have varied roots, it seems most closely tied to Italy, “Il Bel Paese.”

Open and Enclosed Spaces and “Magic Light”
So many of the spaces Vinciarelli depicted were simultaneously enclosed and open, from
courtyards and pergolas in Marfa to the woven grids of her early drawings. Having spent most of
her childhood in Rome, the city and its architecture were formative influences on her work,
especially this tendency towards openness and enclosure, whether in the Pantheon’s oculus, the
open atria of the Roman domus, or the Roman forum. A typical domus was based around open
courtyards; in the atrium, a reception room used to greet visitors, there was often an opening to
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the sky (called a compluvium) and a basin below (called an impluvium), which collected
rainwater. Vinciarelli made explicit reference to the atrium in her Atrium series of 1990-92, in
which we see a direct reference to a compluvium in the opening above, and what appears to be
light or rainwater streaming down.
Windows and other architectural framing devices commonly seen in Vinciarelli’s
watercolors emphasize the division of spaces, although it is unclear whether the viewer is
positioned within or outside of the space. These framing devices, confusion of interior and
exterior, and overt references to windows – such as Window, from 1988 (Fig. 63) – could be a
reminder of the painting’s construction by the artist, even an allusion to the Albertian “window
into a world.”622 Sometimes the viewer’s perspective is an oblique one, frustratingly obscuring
our view of the space outside of the “window,” as in the Per Illaria series (1992-95) where our
sight line falls quite low on the picture plane (Fig. 64). Other times we are denied access to the
window, as the only light emanates from an assumed opening above, as in the Atrium series.
Some of the later, more abstract series (such as Incandescent Frames of 1998 or Orange Sound
of 1999) are oriented to imply that the light is entering from the frame or windowpane itself (Fig.
65). By blurring our sense of interior or exterior and obscuring our view, Vinciarelli upends the
normal function of a window or frame in painting as a means of defining space, asserting the
picture plane, and providing a picturesque vista.
Light acts as an intercessor between interior and exterior in many of her watercolors. In
the Water Enclosures series, light streams in from an opening above (as in the Atrium series), or
diagonally from a thin row of windows; in The Ray (1990), that light is much more sharply
delineated – it seems to slice the air as a physical presence (Fig. 66). The “magic light and
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simple, powerful shapes” of early Christian churches of Rome that she spoke of no doubt alluded
to Santa Sabina or Saint Peter’s Basilica, where her father played the organ (Fig. 67).623
However, Vinciarelli was clearly studying the shape of light in spaces of Marfa, as evidenced by
a photograph of the interior of a building housing Judd’s work in the Mansana de Chinati (Fig.
68). In both examples, the light from clerestory windows enters the nave on a sharp diagonal in
the late afternoon, reminiscent of Vinciarelli’s constructed play of light; the privileged, spiritual
role of light as a mediator between interior and exterior is key to both as well.
Popularized by the fifth and sixth-century theologian and philosopher known as “the
Pseudo-Dionysius,” the notion that light in itself was considered a manifestation of God became
a driving force behind the abundance of stained glass windows in gothic churches. As he wrote
in The Divine Names, “[l]ight comes from the Good and…light is the visual image of God.”624
The Renaissance convention associated with the archangel Gabriel announcing to Mary that she
will carry the Christ child, for example, used light penetrating an enclosed space to symbolize
the Virgin Birth. From the 1987 Water Enclosure series, which she described as a kind of
“annunciation” scene, to her explicitly titled Annunciation series of 1988 and 1989 (Fig. 69), to
the Atrium series (1990-92) and The Ray, Vinciarelli made conscious references to this
convention. As she explained, “you have a division (…) there is a virgin and an angel, and they
occupy two different spaces. The space of the virgin is more enclosed, and here it comes from a
window or something much more open, the divine messenger — that is, the angel (…) this is a
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binary space.”625 Vinciarelli specifically referenced Early Renaissance annunciations by Piero
della Francesca and Fra Angelico, in which the two spaces are clearly defined by architecture
(Fig. 70); in those historical examples as in Vinciarelli’s, light acts as a literal and metaphorical
intermediary. Her statement is also revelatory considering her interest in the hortus conclusus, or
enclosed garden (discussed in the previous chapter), which has biblical roots and can be
identified as the setting for a number of Early Renaissance depictions of the Virgin.
The annunciation theme not only transformed architecture and light into framing devices
for a Christian narrative, it also provided an opportunity for women to insert themselves into that
narrative. As Renaissance scholar Michael Baxandall has shown, annunciation scenes were
primarily of interest to women, who used them as visual aids in prayer.626 For contemporary
women, however, it may also represent the problematic duality of freedom and confinement,
raising the question of woman’s relative agency in space.627 In artistic renderings, Mary
alternately appears fearful, elated, or merely accepting of her role in this story, but ultimately her
fate had already been decided for her.
Such questions about the very nature of human agency and freedom were at the forefront
of Vinciarelli’s thinking in her 1996 essay “‘Women Internet’ vs. the ‘Space of Tyranny,’”
which opens with a reference to Giuseppe Verdi’s 1851 opera: “When, in Rigoletto, the Duke of
Mantua sings the aria, ‘La donna è mobile,’ metaphorically stating that woman is volatile and
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voluble, he is tracing a self-portrait. Indeed, the moral of the drama is that man is mobile, woman
is not.”628 This aligns with conceptions of everyday life, especially that of Henri Lefebvre, which
might be understood “as a series of paradoxes,” as McLeod states, and for that reason aligns
more closely with Vinciarelli’s position: “[w]hile the ‘object of philosophy,’ [the everyday] is
inherently nonphilosophical; while conveying an image of stability and immutability, it is
transitory and uncertain; while unbearable in its monotony and routine, it is festive and
playful.”629 Both Lefebvre and Michel de Certeau, according to McLeod, “not only analyze the
tyranny and controls that have imposed themselves on ‘everyday life,’ but also explore the
freedoms, joys, and diversity…within everyday life.”630 This contrast, I believe, mirrors
Vinciarelli’s own dualistic conception of space as possible of simultaneous confinement and
freedom, especially as it relates to the experience of women.
Several of her watercolors allude to that relative freedom of movement and confinement.
Certain examples from 1987-88, such as Texas Remembered, Window, and The Subway Series,
feature idyllic blue skies, accessible only through small, distant windows with bars (Fig. 71);
others take place in confined rooms that would seem claustrophobic if they did not also suggest
the possibility of ascent or descent. The series Steps (1989) refers to a mode of circulation from
one level to another, but takes on a somewhat darker tenor considering Vinciarelli’s own
description: “I think that this is a feature that is actually used in prisons…in which the person
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who is inside can see only the sky.”631 Some of the series, such as Red Room (1990), are
institutional or prison-like – with tiled floors, exposed beams, a lack of anything extraneous like
furniture or décor, and inaccessibly high windows – they completely eliminate any view of the
sky (Fig. 72). Her later watercolors depict completely fluid spaces with little sense of the
threshold between inside and outside; we are therefore faced with seemingly limitless space yet
no sense of escape from the oppressive matrix of color. If these works are indeed
autobiographical (as she affirmed, “these paintings are a form of biography of my own mindbody”),632 the assumed point of view is not only female, it is Vinciarelli’s own.

Phenomenology and the Mind-Body Duality
Despite the centrality of the artist’s own biography and perspective, the viewer is also
implicated and drawn into Vinciarelli’s watercolors. This is due in part to the use of linear
perspective and lack of human presence, as K. Michael Hays observed, noting that the paintings
engage the viewer “through their almost haunting sense of impending occupation, or
alternatively, through our desire to occupy them.”633 Although Vinciarelli once laughed at the
notion that she was influenced by phenomenology,634 her watercolors speak volumes to this kind
of thinking: through the use of linear perspective, and lacking a human presence, the viewer is
implicated as the source of that perspective. Calling the spaces depicted in Vinciarelli’s
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watercolors “almost theater-like,” Hays implies that we are implicated as the source of that
perspective and interpolated into the piece as an actor.635 Francesco Moschini, founder and
director of the Architettura e Arte Moderna gallery in Rome (which contains several of
Vinciarelli’s works in its collection), has commented on this theatrical aspect as well; both Hays
and Moschini connected Vinciarelli’s watercolors to the scenography of modernist theatrical
innovator Aldophe Appia, who pioneered an approach to theatre that emphasized unity between
actor, stage design, and lighting. Vinciarelli’s works do resemble set designs for some of the
aforementioned reasons, but they resemble Appia’s drawings in particular – her Steps (Fig. 73)
and Per Illaria, for example, are set at the same angle and perspective as Appia’s 1909 Espaces
rythmiques drawings (Fig. 74), and each feature an empty central space for “actors,” as well as
allusions to movement: ascent and descent, inside and outside.
The theatrical and phenomenological aspects that draw us in to “act” are also due to her
use of linear perspective, which creates, as Hays noted, “the space of pointing, the space of ‘you,
here,’ ‘there you are,’ ‘you exist.’”636 Closely tied to Renaissance Humanism, linear perspective
helped artists rationalize the visible world and create a more believable space on a twodimensional surface. However, perspective also establishes composition, where symmetry played
an important role in her work as it had in Donald Judd’s. As Judd explained in a 1964 interview
with Bruce Glaser (alongside Dan Flavin and Frank Stella), he used symmetry as a device to rid
his work of “compositional effects,” which carried the baggage of “the whole European
tradition.”637 Despite being very much in dialogue with that tradition, Vinciarelli’s watercolors
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employ a lateral symmetry which, Hays explained, is similarly “rather deadpan, ‘economical,’
Vinciarelli says; it’s not an issue; it’s just what results when composition is refused.”638 Her
position within the history of the European tradition is contradictory in more ways than one;
Vinciarelli was challenging “some of the basic tenets of Western thought,” including “the
preeminence of the mind over the body.”639 She suggested that her aims were not to reinforce
that “preeminence” but instead to achieve a unity of the two. As she stated, “I wish [mind-body]
could be one word.”640 According to the Cartesian model, they occupy two opposed realms and
sets of characteristics: the mind is intangible and invisible, whereas the body is tangible and
perceptible. Phenomenologists like Merleau-Ponty, however, radically dispensed with the
Cartesian opposition between mind and body through the concept of embodied experience. In
this way, a phenomenological reading aligns with Taoist perspectives on the mind-body duality
that Vinciarelli adopted later in life, as I will discuss in the next section.

The Ecstatic and the Void
To return to the epigraph quote, Vinciarelli described the role of the human body in the
process of ecstasis as “the indispensable mediator.”641 As she explained, the body is “empty,
lofty, spacious, luminous, receptive-receptacle when considered by the ecstatic”642; in other
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words, the body acts as a void or “receptacle” for ecstasis and her watercolors serve as
metaphors for this bodily process (which “are a form of biography of [her] own mind-body,” as
she wrote). As tempting as it might be to view this as a potential critique of sexist psychoanalytic
(Lacanian) perspectives that relate femaleness to “lack,” “absence,” or “that which cannot be
represented,” for Vinciarelli the concept of the void stemmed from metaphysical-spiritual and
even Surrealist origins. The term “ecstasis” (Greek in origin, meaning to stand or be outside
oneself) has many different applications and meanings in various philosophical and religious
contexts. “This non-rational process [of ecstasis],” she explained, “sweeps off in an instant some
of the basic tenets of Western thought, as the preeminence of the mind over the body (…).”643 At
its core, the ecstatic experience is extraordinary, alienating; it is an experience so jarring and
inexplicable that it forces us out of our everyday state.
Vinciarelli viewed “this non-rational process” as both “an experience”644 and a “mental
process,” one that “unfolds itself in images and resists verbalization” and “can be described as a
form of dwelling on questions of origin.”645 The desire to tap into irrational thought, to move
outside oneself, and an interest in primordial origins as source for imagery recalls the context in
which Surrealism developed, as artists grappled with world war and its aftermath. In a 1995
essay, Vinciarelli quoted Georges Bataille’s 1943 text Inner Experience and his discussion of the
“apex mentis,” “an eye opening at the summit of [his] head” which functions as “the door to
ecstasis, as a means to access the realm of the ecstatic.”646 The Latin term “apex mentis” means
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to know God intellectually, as opposed to “apex affectus,” meaning to know God by experience
– in sum, “affect.”647
A concept interconnected with the ecstatic, “affect” is a term used significantly in
psychoanalysis, broadly defined by Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis as “connoting
any painful or agreeable affective state.”648 It was a concept important to Vinciarelli, as I first
discussed in relation to her early work. Her 2009 lecture at the City College of New York proves
that affect remained relevant to her late work as well. She identified the different ways that art
engages the heart and the intellect, taking the cave paintings at Lascaux as an example: “all art
since the Stone Age, at least to the time when photography became widespread…[is] at the same
time informing, evoking, and affecting.”649 Art “informs,” she explained, by giving us a record
of how people lived, hunted, and communicated in a particular time and place. Vinciarelli takes
the cave paintings of Lascaux, France – opened to the public in 1948, during her youth – as her
example. Art “evokes” three-dimensional objects (such as bulls) on a two-dimensional plane by
color, lines, and shading. In other words, the “informative” and “evocative” purposes of art
appeal to the “mind,” communicating things seen, learned, or understood in the observable world
(“this appears to be a bull,” “this is likely how people hunted in this place at that time,” etcetera).
“Now ‘affecting’ is a very difficult term,” she clarified, which “means that we are moved in a
different way, that something empowers us, because something is revealed about us, or us as a
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species, that lifts us.”650 Bataille was also spellbound by the Lascaux cave drawings; he had
already been writing on prehistoric painting since the early 1930s, published a book on Lascaux
in 1955, and continued to reference it thereafter. As he stated in 1962, “This extraordinary cave
fairly staggers its visitors: it unceasingly rewards that expectation of the miraculous which is, in
art and passion, the most profound aspiration of life.”651
The affect, therefore, relates to things unseen, unknowable, yet emotionally moving on a
visceral, bodily level, affecting the individual while uniting us in a shared experience. That affect
was essential to the art that Vinciarelli admired, and to her own work as well. As she eloquently
summarized, “overall, if art is high, it affects you.”652 However, she especially connected the
power of affect to Abstract Expressionism:
You have these things in the sixties, almost for me the most beautiful flourishing of
painting, like in the American Abstract Expressionism, where you have examples of
painting that are not informing in the, let’s say, matter-of-fact way (…) they were not
evoking, because there was nothing to evoke that is outside the painting, the canvas. But
they were extremely affecting, and uplifting, at least to me.653
It is difficult to know exactly when Vinciarelli was exposed to Abstract Expressionism since the
myth of the “triumph of American Art” in Italy is complicated, as Adrian R. Duran has shown.654
Two major exhibits in Rome and Milan (the Museum of Modern Art’s Jackson Pollock exhibit
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and The New American Painting, respectively) in 1958 made a significant impact, but one that
must be assessed in relation to the abstract painting already flourishing in postwar Italy, in the
work of Lucio Fontana and others.655 At any rate, by the time she arrived in New York Abstract
Expressionism was passé even if still ubiquitous, thanks to a number of emulators. The Abstract
Expressionists’ insistence on the individual gesture and on provoking an emotional response
through color, line, and scale undoubtedly spoke to her, and these elements key to understanding
her relationship to ecstasis in terms of emotional affect and the Sublime, and highlight her
fundamental difference from Judd. As aforementioned, Vinciarelli presented open spaces onto
(or into) which the viewer could project herself, whether it was the immensity of the expansive
west Texan landscape or her later abstract works consisting of an illuminated, framed void. The
latter closely relates to Robert Rosenblum’s description of “The Abstract Sublime,” and ways
that artists like Rothko reversed the concept of the Romantic Rückenfigur. Instead of a figure
with its back to us, as in Caspar David Friedrich’s classic example Monk by the Sea (Fig. 75),
Rosenblum observes that in this case
(…) we ourselves are the monk before the sea, standing silently and contemplatively
before these huge and soundless pictures as if we were looking at a sunset or a moonlit
night. Like the mystic trinity of sky, water and earth that, in the Friedrich and Turner,
appears to emanate from one unseen source, the floating, horizontal tiers of veiled light in
the Rothko seem to conceal a total, remote presence that we can only intuit and never
fully grasp. These infinite, glowing voids carry us beyond reason to the Sublime; we can
only submit to them in an act of faith and let ourselves be absorbed into their radiant
depths.656
If we compare this description to any number of Vinciarelli’s late works, such as the Orange
Sound series, we see a correspondence to the “floating, horizontal tiers of veiled light” and the
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“glowing voids,” which similarly absorb us “into their radiant depths.” Color in her late works
was also, unsurprisingly, dualistic; complementary colors were layered – orange and blue, or
yellow and purple – to create a sense of harmony, dissonance, or simply radiance. Just as the
bodily experience of ecstasis is a “non-rational process,” Rosenblum identified Rothko’s ability
to “carry us beyond reason to the Sublime.”657 In each example, the viewer is meant to engage
with the artwork in a bodily, dynamic, and transcendent experience.
The body’s role in the process of ecstasis also relates to Vinciarelli’s interest in Christian
mysticism, as it reflects dualities of mind/body, rationality/irrationality, and even male/female.
Being raised Catholic in Rome, the seat of the Catholic Church, likely influenced Vinciarelli’s
thinking about the ecstatic. “In Christian mysticism,” she wrote, “the body acquires an
extraordinary plasticity: in the ecstatic state even gender is transcended. Saint John of the Cross,
for instance, surrenders himself as a bride to Him, the infuser of the tasty knowledge.”658 The
metaphysical implications of light and dark, mentioned earlier, relate to notions of the void and
ecstasis as well. The theme of light and dark is explored in Dark Night of the Soul, a collection of
the poems of Saint John of the Cross, which we can interpret through this lens of ecstasis and the
body as a space to be “illuminated.” In an evocation of the annunciation, Saint John of the Cross
was imprisoned for nine months in a dark cell, during which time he “received some rays of light
and was divinely touched by glory in the substance of his being.”659
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However, the void was also fundamental to his achievement of “illumination.” As Saint
John continues, “Here, too, in his stark experience of emptiness, a spiritual synthesis began to
take shape in his mind, in which the way to union moved directly up a path he later designated
by the word nada, meaning “nothing.’”660 Vinciarelli closely connected the concept of
nothingness in the form of a central void throughout her watercolors, but this was especially so
when her work took a turn towards abstraction in the mid-1990s. The year 1996 in particular
signaled a tipping point, as series such as Night (Fig. 76) – perhaps an elusive reference to Saint
John of the Cross and his Dark Night of the Soul – begin to suggest not the visible world but that
which cannot be seen. This interest in emptiness, the void, and the intangible coupled with her
disregard for the Western preeminence of mind over body might actually have reflected her
interest in Eastern philosophies, and Taoism in particular. As Ida Panicelli recalled, “the classical
culture of our Italian background had over time opened to Eastern thought, embracing new
possibilities for exploration and inner expansion.”661 This was a turning point in her personal life
as well, as she married Peter Rowe in 1993. The couple spent their honeymoon in China, visiting
the Ming Tombs in Beijing, travels that she seemed to reference in The Star, a series of 1994
(Fig. 77).
Vinciarelli was especially drawn to the Tao Te Ching, ancient Chinese philosopher Lao
Tzu’s foundational text. There is an instructive dichotomy between the discussion of light in the
Tao and in the Christian context discussed earlier. In both, light takes on a metaphysical
symbolism, whether as the embodiment of God or of enlightenment; in Taoism, however, the
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light is understood as already within each of us,662 whereas in a Christian context the light comes
from an outside source – from the heavens or commune with God. As Vinciarelli’s work
progressed over the years, the source of light shifted from a visible or implied natural light
source from the outside (in examples such as Texas Remembered) to a less identifiable light
source that appears more artificial or supernatural (such as in Orange Incandescence). From the
Orange Sound series (1999) onward, any sense of natural light disappears, and the light source
appears to be no longer from the outside but from within the void itself. Now, light and color
merge with architecture, dissolving the boundaries between light/dark, solid/void, mind/body.
Vinciarelli especially connected to chapter 11 in the Tao, which she quoted in public
statements about her work: first, at the end of her 1995 essay “Red Rooms, Water Enclosures and
Other Unfolding Spaces,” and later in a 2009 lecture at the City University of New York. This
passage cuts to the heart of her approach to architecture and art, and the importance of emptiness
or the “void”:
We make a vessel from a lump of clay;
It is the empty space within the vessel that makes it useful.
We make doors and windows for a room;
But it is these empty spaces that make the room livable.
Thus, while the tangible has advantages,
It is the intangible that makes it useful.
The emphases on “empty space,” “the intangible,” and the overarching theme of dualities as a
path to “wholeness” are key; in chapter 22, for example, Lao Tzu writes, “To become full, be
hollow” – to recall Vinciarelli’s words, for the body to serve as a site for ecstasis, it must be
“empty, spacious.” “True wholeness,” Lao Tzu writes, “can only be achieved by return.”663
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This “return,” this search for wholeness and origins is what Vinciarelli’s watercolors
illustrate — some ancient, yet accessible source of formal invention in architecture. Origins are
unique to each individual. For Bataille, the origin was the point at which everything is luminous
and clear,664 while for Rothko and other Abstract Expressionists, origins were found in the
primordial. For Kahn, it was “the primeval reality of architecture as a physical mass,”665 whereas
Hegel, whose Science of Logic Vinciarelli once quoted, found the moment of origin “at the
passage of nothing into being,” “when being and nothing coincide.”666 Although we might hear
echoes of each of these definitions in Vinciarelli’s work, for her, origins were personal: “it could
very well be that the other in myself, the other of my own internal dialogue, is of the nature of
architecture, for, the long familiarity with it, may have invested the concave body with a specific
imagery. So that easily, dwelling on origin, surfaced in the aspects of architectural space.”667
Those various points of origin surfaced time and again in her writings and lectures, from the
origins of art and architecture, to philosophical and religious origins, from the Taoist perspective
to the Christian perspective. In these ways, it becomes clear that architecture provided the ideal
source for Vinciarelli’s preoccupation with dualities and origins; from these interstitial spaces
where opposites meet, she discovered the possibility of “wholeness.”
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Radicality and Relevance
Bringing together Vinciarelli’s focus on typology (and especially those types that
emphasize openness and enclosure), personal and collective history, and the importance of
architectural drawing, her watercolors are a culmination of her groundbreaking work discussed
in each of the previous chapters. The connections to various twentieth-century artistic and
architectural currents, and analyses based on phenomenological viewing, the mind-body duality,
and visualizations of ecstasis shed further light on that previous work. Although undeniably
beautiful, highly skillful, and thought-provoking, are her watercolors, in fact, radical?
Aesthetically avant-garde? Can they claim the same political, social, or theoretical value as, say,
her teaching, her architectural projects, or her early works on paper, in which drawing and theory
were chosen over destructive and exploitative building practices?
Despite working in a fairly traditional medium, Vinciarelli occupied a distinctive place
within a generation of artists exploring more digital and ephemeral materials around the turn of
the millennium. Among the one hundred and eleven artists included in the 2002 Whitney
Biennial, for instance, Vinciarelli was one of only eleven artists (including Vija Celmins, Rural
Studio, and John Zurier) working in paint on canvas or paper, as the majority of participants
were video artists, oftentimes incorporating multiple mediums within large-scale installations.
Biennial curator Lawrence Rinder set several broad themes for the show: “states of existence” –
“often represented by imaginary or, sometimes, mythological beings”; an examination of “social
groups” and collective art projects; and “representations of space” – “frequently abstracted…to
elicit visceral sensations of occupiable space.”668 Vinciarelli’s seven watercolors from the
Luminous Void series (2001) fit comfortably under the “representations of space” theme, in the
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first Biennial that “invite[d] architecture in.”669 Similar to the Orange Sound series owned by the
MoMA, the Luminous Void series consists of centrally-positioned, translucent panes of rich
goldenrod floating in an ambiguous dark blue color field, an open space begging to be inhabited
by the viewer, yet threatening to dissolve into sheer light before our eyes. Several other biennial
artists shared her interest in the abstract interpenetration of form, light, and color, Rinder noted,
such as Zurier, Vincent Fecteau, the film collective “silt,” Irwin Redl, and Rosie Lee
Tompkins.670
Vinciarelli played with this alternation between transparency and materiality in her
layering of thin washes of paint and in her imagery, from such early examples as her billowing
1987 series The Veil, featuring a sheer, colorful sail-like sheet that looks almost like a television
screen (Fig. 78) to her Wings series of 1998, a possible reference to the McLaren Formula 1
racecars that she and her family loved, and which were wildly popular in Italy.671 Critics have
rightly found similarities between Vinciarelli’s late watercolors and Judd’s pieces incorporating
colored Plexiglas, in which the translucent material contrasts with the opacity of aluminum or
other metals; in certain light, the reflective surfaces even seem to dematerialize. Surely there are
discernable similarities, but in the late 1990s and early 2000s – years after her relationship with
Judd had ended – Vinciarelli was responding to the new digital age and its impact on art and
architectural drawing.
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The digital turn in architecture – its creative possibilities, and its impact on transparency
and materiality – is a topic that gained considerable interest in the discourse around that time,
exemplified by the work of Diller Scofidio and Renfro, Herzog & Meuron, and others.
Architectural historian Antoine Picon has discussed the ways that digital tools have challenged
and reinvigorated the discipline of architecture and its traditional insistence on solidity,
weightiness, and permanence.672 As Peter Rowe recalled, Vinciarelli was not only aware of, but
also deeply curious about, new media. Later in life, she was taking photographs of her
watercolors and working on top of them in Photoshop, as well as constructing light boxes; both
techniques allowed for a play with transparency and luminosity.673 Perhaps a reflection of her
experimentation with Photoshop and light boxes in these late years, her color palette circa 20002007 seems derived from a digital source. Works such as Suspended in Green of 2005, in
particular, have the clarity and glow of a computer screen as they emerge as a force of light from
a dark background. However, she even compared a much earlier example from The Veil series to
a television screen.674 Vinciarelli – so firmly rooted in tradition and history yet open to
experimentation with new tools, such as Photoshop – complicated Picon’s argument, as her work
simultaneously emphasizes permanence and timelessness as well as a sense of transparency and
immateriality.
That being said, at a time when multimedia, digital, and internet art was increasingly
prevalent, watercolor on paper was always the final resolution of her work. Her experiments with
Photoshop and light boxes were never exhibited, implying that she considered those works a
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form of preparatory studies rather than finished artworks (Vinciarelli rarely made or kept studies,
even in watercolor, although some fascinating color studies were published, posthumously, in a
2015 catalogue).675 In her 2009 lecture at the City College of New York, she explained that
despite the immense possibilities that digital mediums offer, the passage into digital photography
and the ability to seamlessly manipulate images was an uneasy step for her. Discussing one of
her images on the screen, she said “I’m somehow worried, because I had to do a lot of reworking
[in] Photoshop, and this I must tell you is very much an interpretation of the real painting.”676 As
her late works were increasingly distilled to pure color and light, they seemed to also withdraw
from any sense of social or political engagement that defined her earlier teaching, theory, and
architectural projects. In the words of her IAUS colleague Frederieke Taylor, Vinciarelli’s
watercolors were considered part of “a strain that is very beautiful, but not cutting edge.”677
In that case, why was Vinciarelli sought out for an exhibit that is meant to identify recent
trends in cutting edge art? When asked about his decision to include Vinciarelli, curator
Lawrence Rinder explained that her work “must have simply struck [him] then, as it does now,
as fresh and inspired” when it was brought to his attention by Lebbeus Woods, another visionary
architect involved in the Biennial.678 Anyone who has seen her watercolors in person knows how
easy it is to fall under the spell of these alluring and technically impressive works; they are
devastatingly beautiful. In that regard, and considering her early connections to MoMA, it comes
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as no surprise that she was among the first architects to be included in the Whitney Biennial.
However, does the beauty of her watercolors preclude their radicality?
For much of the socially and politically explosive decades of the late twentieth century,
beautiful artwork that lacked any overt engagement with current events was often disparaged.
Dave Hickey’s The Invisible Dragon: Four Essays on Beauty broke the ice in 1993,679
confronting the long taboo of beauty in art during a time when more identity-based, sociopolitical subjects reigned. Whereas the theme of that year’s controversial Whitney Biennial was
“the construction of identity,” featuring a preponderance of works dealing with gender, race, and
sexuality, by 1995 Whitney Biennial curator Klauss Kertess declared that “the issue of the
nineties is beauty.”680 Peter Schjeldahl (one of the more vocal critics of the 1993 Biennial)
triumphantly announced that “Beauty Is Back” in 1996,681 and in 1998 Bill Beckley and David
Shapiro edited a reader on the subject.682 Although all of the aforementioned critics were men,
the topic of beauty began to be confronted by an increasing number of women, especially women
of color.683
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So often the subject (and object) of the beautiful in art, women have long understood that
beauty also has subversive potential. Since it is entangled in issues of “pleasure,” as well as the
history of exploiting women’s bodies, it comes as no surprise that feminist artists and critics have
invoked and complicated concepts of beauty; Cindy Sherman, for example, has built a career on
deconstructing and reconstructing feminine ideals and notions of beauty, defined in the arts,
advertising, and celebrity culture. Artist and scholar Eleanor Heartney has drawn comparisons to
pornography, writing that beauty, too, “can be a double-edged sword – as capable of
destabilizing rigid conventions and restrictive behavioral models as it is of reinforcing them.”684
Of course, to speak of “beauty” in such broad strokes ignores the various types and their
intersections, from feminine beauty to the Sublime beauty of nature, as well as the formalist
beauty of harmonious colors, brushstrokes, and a pleasing composition; each has implications
regarding representation, metaphysics, pleasure, and aesthetics.
Beauty was certainly important to Vinciarelli as a basis for judgment, although she was
generous in her use of the word “beautiful” to describe everything from classical Roman
architecture to Rationalist and Neo-Rationalist architecture, and from Renaissance painting to
Abstract Expressionism and Minimalism. Although her insistence upon beauty aligns her work
with recent debates, the aforementioned autobiographical and bodily metaphors (which had
especially subversive potential for feminists) reflect the emphasis on identity that was at the
center of the art discourse in the early 1990s. Underlying all of her work, however, is a sense of
tradition, in the adherence to paint on a physical sheet of paper and references to recent and
distant history. Thus her ongoing engagement with new media, as well as themes of identity and
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beauty, must be understood in relation to her background in architecture. Simultaneously an act
of rebellion and a sign of nostalgia, familiar yet new, the hybridity and duality of her watercolors
point to a unique set of issues for a new millennium.

Conclusion
In these ways, Vinciarelli’s watercolors have remained relevant over the past few decades
even as the discourse has shifted. And yet, it is telling and troubling that her watercolors, which
have always enjoyed the bulk of her critical attention, are so often associated with Judd’s
influence; that she is primarily remembered for this “soft” medium, for her undeniably gorgeous
color fields, rather than for her decades of work in architecture, teaching, or theory and that those
decades are seemingly washed away in any critical assessments of her watercolors. The
extraordinary depth and breadth of her contributions to each of those fields warrants a
reassessment of Vinciarelli’s watercolors as much more than just “dark sisters” to Judd’s objects.
Instead, they must be understood within the context of the complex intersections of identity,
abstraction, and beauty as well as the increasing importance of architecture, space, and site in the
art world. Recent examples, from the visionary works on paper by Toba Khedoori to Sarah Sze’s
immersive installations and Julie Mehretu’s wall-sized, intricately layered paintings, prove that
these themes of architectural space as a site of meaning – from the overtly political, to the
feminist, to the intensely personal – continue to fuel artists today.
Above all, I believe the success of Vinciarelli’s watercolors lies in her ability to distill or
refine the elements of art and architecture to their pure essence. The search was set in motion
early in her career, in her investigations and reiterations of building type, in her reduction of
space to the “simplest” forms possible, “something solid and massive,” as she said in 1986. As it
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turns out, however, “something solid and massive” was, in her last works, positively immaterial,
effervescent, and ethereal, at times a “blinding manifestation of light” and “a total lightening of
weight, a transparency and luminescent levity,” in Panicelli’s poetic phrasing.685 It was also, as
Sal LaRosa saw it, a general movement forwards: “(…) she didn’t go backwards. It was always
going to the essence. What is the white light? It was always about that. And she just got closer,
and closer, and closer, until she experienced it.”686 When Vinciarelli passed away in 2011, she
left behind a brilliant, complicated, and complex body of work. Her watercolors remind us of the
close ties between our physical bodies, our experience in this world, the constructed spaces we
design and inhabit, and the intersection of public and private – they are the evidence that
architecture exists.
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Conclusion

The topics discussed throughout this dissertation encapsulate Vinciarelli’s fundamental
concerns as an engaged architect and intellectual, and yet, despite the monographic nature of my
project, her impact was broad, engaged multiple disciplines, and intersects with many different
issues facing us in 2018. I will reflect on the contemporary implications of these various themes,
and how the lessons of 1968, of collaboration and feminism, of pedagogy and theory, and the
reevaluation of the role of the architect in political and social spheres are relevant fifty years
later. These issues are all the more pressing considering the turmoil of the past few years, and
especially after the 2016 United States presidential election, which has compelled so many
Americans to become more politically active. Since we have entered an era that is increasingly
likened to 1968, it is an opportune time to revisit the lasting impact of Vinciarelli and her
generation on contemporary art and architectural discourse. Vinciarelli’s diverse and
interdisciplinary work has broad reach, from innovative architectural education strategies and the
role of drawing and theory, to modes of historical and social analyses of architecture.
Just as architects reevaluated the role of the architect and critic in the wake of 1968, and
how, if at all, they should be expected to address such socio-political needs, so too must we
consider our responsibility of architects and critics in this politically volatile era. The first year of
the Trump administration, which has ignited waves of massive in-person and virtual forms of
protests across the globe, compelled architects to take public stands on the administration’s
highly controversial agenda. When the American Institute of Architects released a statement
after the election that it intended to work with the Trump administration, for example, the
backlash from architects was immediate. Many of President Trump’s campaign promises directly
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engage issues of public space, planning, design, and construction, such as the proposal to
construct a wall along the Mexican border and the announcement that the United States would
pull out of the Paris Climate Agreement. As I write, with national and international stability in
such an uncertain state, natural and manmade disasters wreaking havoc on our built environment,
the social reckoning of the #BlackLivesMatter, #MeToo and #MarchForOurLives movements,
and the right to protest and feel safe in public spaces, this is a pressing moment for scholars and
teachers to stimulate our engagement in the political and social realms. No doubt, this generation
has experienced a jolt, a powerful awakening not unlike that of Vinciarelli’s generation. The
obligation to speak out, take a stand, and help instigate change is abundantly clear now, as it was
then.
The issues are all the more pressing in the realm of housing, affecting urban and rural
inhabitants in Italy and the United States alike. Across Italy, the continued movement out of
small Medieval and Renaissance towns and into metropolises like Rome and Florence has caused
a slow deterioration of the traditional hill towns (like Gradoli) that make Italy’s countryside so
distinctive. In fact, 2017 was declared the “Year of the Villages” in order to boost tourism; some
local officials are even resorting to desperate measures like offering to sell the entire town
(Pratariccia, a medieval hamlet in Tuscany, was sold on eBay in 2012 for $3.1 million).687 The
situation is dire, worthy of attention not only for the already visible repercussions on the built
landscape and local economies but also for the loss of the unique traditions and skills associated
with each place.688 Vinciarelli’s proposals and projects for Gradoli, San Leucio, and Palmanova,
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which bridged history and site with postwar changes and sensitivity to inhabitants, could serve as
models for renewal.
In New York, the major concerns that gentrification continues to raise, especially
regarding the complicity of artists and architects and the increasing need for low-income
housing, make clear that the stakes are high in urban areas as well. Mayor Bill de Blasio recently
unveiled his plan to rehabilitate 125,000 public housing units under more sustainable means and
to build 200,000 new units of affordable housing.689 Familiar questions have been raised in the
process, in light of the tumult of the last few years: “can public space and public housing be used
as an antidote to practices of exclusion? What is the relationship between the size of an
apartment and the rate of gentrification?”690 It might be instructive to look back to the projects of
the IAUS, such as Marcus Garvey Village in Brownsville (as the New York City AIA Center for
Architecture did for their 2013 exhibition, “Examining the ‘Compromised Ideal’: Marcus Garvey
Park Village at 40”), or to the other low-rise, high-density building types explored by Vinciarelli
and fellow faculty in the Columbia housing studio. Affordable housing is an especially important
and timely issue considering the exponential rate at which high-rise, luxury apartments have
been going up in New York, buildings that are so profitable that they are warping the real estate
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market and making it increasingly difficult to make the case for more affordable housing.691
“There are only two markets, ultraluxury and subsidized housing,” said Rafael Viñoly, the
architect of 432 Park, currently the tallest residential building in the world.692 Moreover, the
continual adoration of starchitects (like Viñoly), which helps perpetuate the absurd notion that
architecture is anything but a collaborative process from beginning to end, encourages building
practices that privilege the interests of the artist-creator over the inhabitant.
We must also reflect upon the legacy of Columbia University’s housing studio. What is
the legacy of the typological approach, and specifically of courtyard-type housing and horti
conclusi? An interest in these typologies has made a comeback as of late, in part due to the
possibilities for sustainability.693 However, they have also been called upon for their potential for
escapism. The 2011 Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, for example, was designed by Swiss architect
Peter Zumthor as a hortus conclusus, meant to engage the senses and provide a place for rest in
an increasingly turbulent world.694 These approaches and types continue to be relevant and useful
as we address the new social, political, and environmental dilemmas of the twenty-first century,
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reinforcing Vinciarelli’s emphasis on their timelessness and enduring appropriateness despite our
constantly fluctuating society.
Vinciarelli’s contributions to the legacy of architectural drawings in the 1970s and 1980s
must also be considered in relation to the recent upswing in museum exhibitions about Italian
architecture and design. Fall 2017 in particular witnessed a number of such examples: the release
of SuperDesign, a film on radical Italian architecture and design of the 1960s and 1970s that
debuted at the New York Architecture and Design Film Festival, a major Ettore Sottsass
retrospective at the Met Breuer, as well as an exhibit of Aldo Rossi drawings at the Pratt Institute
and Franco Purini drawings at the Cooper Union. Of greatest relevance to my project, however,
is the newfound interest in the work of Nanda Vigo, who collaborated with Lucio Fontana in the
years before his death and is at the center of a major rediscovery among museums and
collectors.695 Perhaps a sign of a widespread nostalgia for the radical approaches of 1968, these
exhibits also represent a historical (and specifically Italian) revival not unlike that of the 1970s
discussed throughout this dissertation.
Although the past is a constant wellspring for inspiration, the ways in which we create,
share, and teach architecture have been stretched, challenged and reenergized by computer-aided
design, social media, and smartphones.696 The need to integrate new media and innovative
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practices and the creative possibilities (and challenges) they present requires closer study,
especially in relation to historical precedents. From recent articles on informal online platforms
like ArchDaily and the ensuing debates in the comments section697 to Michael Graves’s 2012 oped in defense of hand-drawing in The New York Times,698 it seems we may have entered another
revival of architectural drawing, galvanized by the potential of digital tools and competitions. In
2017, for instance, architects once again revisited the Chicago Tribune Tower competition with
sixteen installations of the “Vertical City” display at the Chicago Architectural Biennial, proving
that the spirit of exhibitions, history as a generator for experimental new work, and collaborative
projects are still alive and well.
Collaboration may be one of Vinciarelli’s most powerful legacies, in fact, from the
Gradoli villa (with Rowe) to the Puglia project (with Leonardo Fodera), to Marfa, Providence,
and Cleveland (with Judd), and Palmanova and San Leucio (Plunz et al.). However, we must be
careful when assessing this work, since it is entangled in issues of attribution or even erasure,
like so many women who came before. While Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle de Courtivron’s
book on creative partnerships was groundbreaking in its day, it was published over twenty years
ago. We must revisit this important issue in light of recent developments, such as the first man
and woman team winning the Pritzker prize in 2010, and the Pritzker committee’s refusal to
December 14, 2015, https://architizer.com/blog/insta-architecture/ (accessed September 28,
2017).
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retroactively recognize Denise Scott Brown’s contributions to Venturi’s work even after a
highly-publicized 2013 petition. In answer to the Pritzker’s snub, the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) amended its rule that stipulated only individuals could win its Gold Medal, and
in 2016 Scott Brown and Venturi were jointly awarded the prize.
We must also consider the repercussions for women in architecture and design today
from the standpoint of evolving methods of scholarship. Women-centered architecture
institutions, like the Beverly Willis Architectural Foundation (which formed in 2002), have
already been leading the effort to foreground women’s contributions to twentieth-century
American architecture by “uncovering their lost histories and restoring them to the historical
record.”699 In 2014, Architectural Record began honoring five architects per year with its
“Women in Architecture” awards. Events organized online, bringing together scholars in a
dynamic communal environment, such as Wikipedia “edit-a-thon” sessions hosted by art and
architecture institutions across the country (like MoMA or AIA), are another critical step towards
revising the canon, a task that has changed drastically in recent years thanks to these new formats
and platforms.700 The number of names on Wikipedia’s “List of Women Architects” has
exploded, thanks to such sessions and the efforts of activist groups and websites like ArchiteXX
and Parlour. On International Women’s Day, on March 8, 2015, for instance, architectural
scholar Lori Brown and ArchiteXX organized a successful global edit-a-thon called “WikiD:
Women Wikipedia Design,” resulting in over seventy new entries in a single day.701 Social
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media plays an important part in these discussions. When Despina Stratigakos posted an article
positioned as an insider’s look at the making of Architect Barbie, which she helped design in
2011, it created a firestorm of debate online.702
The questions raised by the Wikipedia events and Stratigakos’s essay on Architect Barbie
come together in her timely book, Where Are the Women Architects?, published in 2016,
invoking Linda Nochlin’s influential 1971 essay, “Why Have There Been No Great Women
Artists?” In 1977, Susana Torre referenced Nochlin and extended the question to the architecture
community, addressing the complex relationship between women and “the domestic
environment, the public and professional sphere, and the aesthetic embodiment of a
contemporary consciousness of space” in her introduction to the Brooklyn Museum show on
“Women in American Architecture.”703 Among the important questions posed by Torre in the
introduction were “what are the interrelationships of woman as consumer, producer, critic, and
creator of space?”704 Considering the gulf of time between the 1970s and now, the modest,
incremental progress is a commentary on the sad state of gender equity in the architectural
profession.705 Although there is a nearly equal male-female ratio in architecture schools today,
there is still a huge disconnect when it comes to women being hired by professional firms after
graduation.
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The responsibility of institutions and exhibition practices is central, as well. Two major
2016 exhibitions in New York helped fill in gaps in the historiography of contemporary Italian
women artists: Marisa Merz (at the Met Breuer) and Carol Rama (at the New Museum),
illustrating their contributions to well-known movements such as Arte Povera. Recent group
shows centered on second-wave feminist artists at the Brooklyn Museum, the Hammer Museum
in Los Angeles, and various venues in Philadelphia, are contributing to greater knowledge of
these under-represented artists of Vinciarelli’s generation.706 However, exhibitions of
architecture still lag behind in terms of revising the canon of great (male) masters. The MoMA’s
recent Frank Lloyd Wright exhibition and the relegation of Marion Mahony’s name to a short
blurb on the wall proves this issue is far from resolved. While MoMA confirmed Mahony’s
influential role in Wright’s early work, noting that “[h]er compositions, evocative of Japanese
prints in their dynamic framing, negative space, and landscape features that break the picture
plane, became the paradigm for which Wright’s early drawings are known,”707 curators stopped
short in their responsibility to address deeper issues of collaboration and authorship. These are
just some of the lessons that resonate as feminism and architecture, theory, and hiring and
exhibition practices continue to be explored today.
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Considering my own contribution to these discussions, I cannot help but reflect on the
problematic format of my dissertation, approached as a monograph. At the very least, I risk
ghettoizing Vinciarelli in one more revisionist plea to include a woman who has been
overlooked. The monograph, of course, carries with it a tradition of elevating great masters, as
Stratigakos has noted: “the monograph is usually conceived as a sort of genealogy, which places
the architect in a lineage of ‘great men,’ laying out both the ‘masters’ from whom he has
descended and the impressive followers in his wake.”708 To replicate this format could therefore
function as a useful and tantalizing disruption, but it could also perpetuate the unconstructive
model that helped oppress figures like Vinciarelli. As Audre Lorde warned, “The Master’s Tools
Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House.”709 For those who seek to write other kinds of
narratives, Stratigakos asserts, “the monograph has felt like an intellectual straitjacket, especially
in contemplating the lives and careers of women who do not fit the prescribed contours.”710 The
monograph tends towards “heroic individualism,” perpetuating the “star system”711 at the
expense of the more inclusive reality of collaboration, the precise problem that I have identified
and challenged throughout my project. These are some of the reasons the monograph has become
somewhat outmoded among feminist scholars in recent years.
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And yet, the monograph need not be a platform for uncritical praise of a singular figure.
True, Vinciarelli carved a path for herself, her students, and other women in architecture and
design, and was a force in the New York intellectual scene, and her influence and achievements
in teaching, in discourse, in theory, and in museum acquisitions must be recognized. However,
my intention is not to elevate her place in history at the expense of others. Instead, this
monograph helps provide missing pieces and alternative histories, not only of Vinciarelli’s work
but also of crucial moments in the postmodern era. In this way, the monograph acts as a lens
through which to reevaluate these important topics while raising awareness of an overlooked
figure. Although it is abundantly clear that more work is needed to recuperate the rightful place
in history for women like Vinciarelli, this dissertation provides one more strand in a much
broader, indefinite, fabric.
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